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DEFICITS AS CAPITAL GAINS

How To Capitalize
A Recovery
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

Today, as then, the personable and the popular sway the public; today, as
then, little men with little minds loom too large for the public good.

—Hanson Baldwin, 1960.1

December 19, 2005

Very often in life, not only individuals, but even entire nations, are ruined, because
they, like the foolish King Croesus, had been content to ask the wrong question,
and then interpret the answer in a way which caused the ruin which they brought
upon themselves. For example, even leading governments, such as our own, have
frequently, like ancient Croesus, accepted the answer they had received when they
had asked the wrong question of an inherently unreliable source. Such sources are
typified by Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan, or the sundry actually, or
implicitly Synarchist representatives of the ever-Delphic, Mont Pelerin Society
and American Enterprise Institute.

The source of our nation’s principal difficulties, in facing the presently onrush-
ing breakdown crisis of the world’s present monetary-financial system, lies with
those delusory habits of mind which have been carried to an extreme during about
four recent decades of our nation’s decadence, as our republic descended from the
world’s leading producer society, to today’s looted state of post-industrial “services
economy” wreckage. Lately, that stubbornly foolish, habituated state of mind has
been often expressed among our citizens in an outburst of the type: “You can’t put
the toothpaste back in the tube.”

Meanwhile, any comparison of the physical conditions of life and economy in
the U.S.A. during the recent four decades, with the rate of improvement of physical

1. “Warfare and Civilization,” Prefatory Essay for Thucydides’ The Peloponnesian War (New York:
Bantam Books, 1960).
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President Franklin D.
Roosevelt’s mobilization
of U.S. industry for the
war effort was not,
contrary to some
fantasy-ridden
arguments, inherently
inflationary. Indeed, his
methods hold the key for
what must be done
today. Here: Production
of bombers at the
Douglas Aircraft plant
at Long Beach, Calif. in
1942.

Franklin D. Roosevelt Library

standard of living and productivity during the first two post- of improvement of physical performance for the nation as a
whole. In saner times, we would accept measuring that inwar decades, demonstrates that the post-1968 change to a

“services economy,” has been, consistently, a disaster for our terms equivalent to per-capita, and per-square-kilometer
terms. However, what was to become the leading aspect ofnation’s physical economy, the source of the ruin of our na-

tion’s credit, and the cause for the collapse of the conditions the rising adult generation of the late 1960s and the 1970s,
with its hostility to “blue collar” industrial operatives, farm-of life of the lower eighty-percentile of our family-household

income-brackets. So, we must view the lessons to be learned ers, and hard physical science, had turned, like Croesus, to
Delphic oracles; so, with our descent into the ruinous effectsfrom the spectacular ruin of the region which includes the

physical economies of the western parts of the states of New of a shift toward a so-called “service economy,” we ruined
ourselves, and brought the present threat of a plunge into aYork and Pennsylvania, together with the entire state econo-

mies of Michigan, Ohio, and Indiana (Figure 1). Across the planetary new dark age upon ourselves.
It is, of course, inevitable, that things will change, fromnation as a whole, the situation has been usually a trend in a

similar direction. generation to generation. It is not inevitable that they should
have changed for the worse, as they have done during most ofHowever, even despite the follies of President Truman

and the terrible advice of Arthur Burns, the U.S. economy the recent forty years. Unfortunately, those habits of mental
outlook and behavior which have been acquired through therebuilt by President Franklin Roosevelt’s leadership, re-

mained the most successful economy which had ever existed, experience of those recent four decades, cling, like a chronic
disease, even when, as during the most recent decades, ouruntil the aftermath of the assassination of President John F.

Kennedy. It was not only the launching of the long U.S. hungry popular desire for reclaiming a long lost past prosper-
ity may be strong. Only now, when the pain becomes seem-war in Indo-China which ended that economic progress; the

downward plunge was caused by the increasing influence, ingly unsufferable, when people awake, as if sitting up sud-
denly in bed during the night, to shout, “We just can’t goespecially from about 1968-1972 onward, of a newborn,

post-war generation of Ivy League-trained and kindred grad- on like this!” a certain quality of hesitant feeling of nostalgia
for better times past, prompts more and more of our peopleuates who had been trained, like Pavlov’s dogs, in the soph-

istry of delivering approved answers to the wrong questions. to remember the way we did things in a better time, de-
cades ago.Until that ruinous change begun during the late 1960s, we

had officially believed, more or less explicitly, in measuring So, more and more among our people have a growing,
more or less despairing sense that, “We have lost about every-the performance of our economy by the standard of rates
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thing!” Despair does not breed opti-
FIGURE 1

mism; but the perception of hopeful al- Upper Midwest—Rise in Services Workers as Percent of
ternatives has a strong attraction, as Workforce, 1975-2000
now, when faith in recently fashionable
illusions is being greatly weakened, as
under five dismal years of the “Bush 43”
Administration.

The Franklin Roosevelt Legacy
Those better times of about forty

years ago, are typified, more immedi-
ately, by the long wave of economic re-
covery set into motion under President
Franklin Roosevelt. “Better times,” is
typified by the fact, that despite every-
thing else, the first two decades of the
post-war period were, on balance, a pe-
riod of physical improvement in the
standard of living in the U.S. economy
and western Europe, in particular. The
fact is also clear, that the regulations of
economy established under Roosevelt
were continued through the Presidency
of John F. Kennedy, and would have
been continued by President Johnson,
but for the Indo-China war.

Often, today’s difficulty in discuss-
ing the 1933-1964 interval as a whole,
has been a certain widespread confusion
about the actual causes for the admit-
tedly costly, inflationary burdens which
the U.S.A. carried into the post-war pe-
riod, as a leftover of the cost of defeating
Adolf Hitler’s warfare. The fact, that a
vast effort was made, a vast debt accu-
mulated, in funding a war in which the
United States deployed the greatest mil-
itary force in all history over (actually)
more than four years, has been misused
to argue that “big government” and
FDR’s capital-funding measures were
inherently inflationary. The argument
that Roosevelt’s economic polices
caused this inflation, is a fantasy of those
minds which failed to take into account
the sheer tonnage of wealth deployed
in support of each soldier or sailor in Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics. Map produced by Mapinfo.
service, and that this, for the most part,
was blown up, or simply wasted in war-
fare, rather than invested as capital im-
provements in post-war economic life. freshed by that proper view of the matter, turn our attention

to what can, and must be done, to lift the level of useful outputImagine that we had made capital investment on a compa-
rable scale for capital productive improvements, rather than of the U.S. economy back above breakeven levels today.

For that purpose, consider the whole experience of thefor the waste left behind by warfare. With our minds so re-
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period from Roosevelt’s inauguration through foolish Presi- Then, Monetarism Came Like a Wave of
Treason!dent Nixon’s embrace of vice-promoter Bernard Mande-

ville’s fanatical follower Milton Friedman. Honest people Soon, by the time Zbigniew Brzezinski had left his post
as National Security Advisor, the lingering continued benefitswould have also considered that useful anomaly which should

be considered in looking back to the interval following the of the NASA program were being dwarfed by Brzezinski’s
Trilateral Commission program of a “controlled disintegra-inauguration of President John F. Kennedy and his commit-

ment to the successful manned Moon landing. tion of the economy.” We had looted the economy with the
Indo-China war, and had then wrecked the foundations of ourWhat Kennedy did, with his ingenious commitment to

a scheduled landing of man on the Moon, was to utilize the post-Hoover prosperity with the combination of the 1971-
1972 shift to a ruinous, floating-exchange-rate monetary sys-post-Sputnik science-driver revival under President Dwight

Eisenhower, to unleash what proved, within less than a tem, and the systemic, 1977-1981 destruction of the internal
economy of the United States under Zbigniew Brzezinski’sdecade, to be the most effective science-driver contribution

in modern times, to increase the productive powers of Trilateral Commission.
The Nixon Administration’s effects on the economy werelabor.

Those proposals by Presidents Eisenhower and Kennedy ruinous over the long-term; but this ruin was centered, most
immediately, in the continuing effects of the policies ofcame in a time when we were committed to a “fair trade”

policy, of promoting long-term investments in the progress George Shultz and Henry Kissinger on the international fi-
nancial-monetary order. Brzezinski’s Trilateral Commissionafforded by development of basic economic infrastructure

and science-driven entrepreneurship. Unfortunately, by the rampage was focussed upon a more conspicuous, direct, “de-
regulation”-driven destruction of the U.S. internal economy.time that the Moon landing occurred, the post-1968 trend

in U.S. opinion had been abruptly shifted toward a “free This brings us to the bellwether case of a notable agent of
foreign influence, Felix Rohatyn. Rohatyn, a protégé of thetrade,” rather than “fair trade” outlook. This cutback in the

long-term development of the space program, had begun infamous Lazard Frères/Banque Worms, Synarchist clique
of Nazi-occupied Europe’s Adolf Hitler years, suffers thewhen the science-driver program had been cut back to a

critical degree in the U.S. Federal budget of 1967-1968. misfortune of being a most conveniently relevant example of
the way in which alien forces have succeeded as far as theyThe prompting of that cutting back of the budget for the

most successful economic-growth-driver in modern history, have in prompting our United States to destroy itself.
Look at the relevant highlights of our national history.the Kennedy space program, was the fruitless, ill-conceived

U.S. war in Indo-China. Had the foolish plunge into an When the imperial forces of the Anglo-Dutch Liberal system
established themselves as the leading imperial power in Eu-unnecessary, unjustified war not occurred, there would be

none of that particular plunge into general misery, which rope, with the February 1763 Paris treaty establishing Lon-
don’s victory over the continental powers engaged in the so-has ruined the U.S. economy since the riots of the 68ers

back then. called Seven Years War, the faction which thus took power
in Britain, proceeded to attempt the destruction of the econ-It was not actually that war itself which caused the

presently worsening downward trend of our national econ- omy of the English colonies in North America. The 1776
propaganda-tract of Adam Smith, a lackey of Britain’s Lordomy since 1972. It was the launching of the Indo-China

war, as a detonator, which unloosed the intended effects of Shelburne, states the policy of “free trade” by which the de-
struction of the U.S. economy has been intended by Anglo-that mass-brainwashing which had been already done

among a crucial stratum from among a part of the popula- Dutch Liberal monetarist interests, from that 1763-1776 inter-
val, to the present day.tion’s generation of children and youth associated with in-

fluence of not only the “white collar” and “organization With the defeat of London’s Confederacy puppet, by Pres-
ident Lincoln’s U.S.A., the United States then freed fromman” cults of the 1960s. There was also the deeper impact

of the program of brainwashing, that of the Congress for the debilitating ruin of the London-controlled U.S. slavery-
system, emerged rapidly, over the 1865-1876 interval, as theCultural Freedom, which had targetted the Baby Boomer

generation born during approximately the 1945-1950 inter- most powerful nation-state economy the world had ever
known. We had become strong enough that no one couldval. It was as that segment of the Baby Boomer population,

as echoed by similar effects on the corresponding generation hope, as London had tried repeatedly, to destroy us by outside
force; they could only destroy us through corruption. At thein Europe, especially those typified by the U.S. Ivy League

students, which cracked, like freshly hatched eggs, during same time, especially from 1876-1878 onward, many nations,
including leading nations of continental Eurasia, such as Ger-the late 1960s, to produce the newly privileged layer of an

adult generation whose increasing influence made possible many, Russia, and Japan, had adopted key features of that
American System of political-economy associated with theboth the election of President Nixon and the general cultural

paradigm-shift responsible for the pattern of deliberate ruin teachings and practice of Alexander Hamilton, Frederick List,
and the Henry C. Carey who had steered the transformationof our economy during the recent term of nearly forty years.
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of the economy of Japan and had participated
directly in the adoption of those policies of
social welfare and agro-industrial develop-
ment adopted by Chancellor Bismarck.

On this account, the European faction de-
termined to destroy the growing global influ-
ence of our American System of political-
economy, a faction rallied behind Victoria’s
son and heir Edward VII, prepared to plunge
all of Eurasia into a continental war, later
known as World War I, a war whose object,
as had been intended by Britain’s Edward VII,
was to destroy continental Europe once again,
as Britain had done with the Seven Years War
and the Napoleonic wars. Two royal dupes,
the nephews of Edward VII, played the role of
chief fools, together with the virtually idiotic

National Archives

Austrian Emperor, in unleashing that war.
The Vietnam War quagmire, 1966. That war was one of the events used to

Similarly, the same London-centered brainwash the Baby Boomer generation, into accepting the cultural paradigm-shift
forces which put Adolf Hitler into power in toward a “post-industrial society.”
Germany, had intended to complete the ruin of
Eurasia’s political powers by Nazi Germany’s
attack on the Soviet Union, an attack initially intended to France’s President Charles de Gaulle and Germany’s Chan-

cellor Adenauer, and their economic and related policies. Thatoccur without participation of President Franklin Roosevelt’s
U.S.A. It was only when London discovered, reluctantly, that was what happened to us, especially during 1961-1964. This

was what President Eisenhower had warned us against, whichHitler was going to strike westward, first, before attacking the
Soviet Union, that Churchill and others turned in desperation he identified then as “the military-industrial complex.” Con-

firmations of Eisenhower’s warning were the “Bay of Pigs,”to help from the U.S.A.
So, when the Soviet system began to disintegrate, in 1989- the attempted assassinations of President de Gaulle, the scan-

dal orchestrated to make way for Britain’s future Prime Minis-1990, the British and French heirs of Britain’s Edward VII
moved through Britain’s Thatcher and France’s Mitterrand, ter Harold Wilson, the British orchestration of the ouster of

Germany’s Adenauer, the assassination of President Ken-to either prevent the reunification of Germany, or to virtually
destroy its economy, as has been done through the Maastricht nedy, and the launching of Robert McNamara’s War in Indo-

China. These were the events, prepared by the subversiveagreements and the imposition of that step toward “globaliza-
tion” which was the creation of the Euro. work of the so-called Congress for Cultural Freedom, which

brainwashed a generation born largely between 1945 andThe point of continuing urgent relevance today, is, that
once Hitler’s forces had been defeated, those who had been 1950, to play the role of the “68ers” at leading institutions of

higher education in the U.S.A. and Europe.our republic’s traditional European enemies, the Anglo-
Dutch Liberal financier establishment of Europe, were deter- So, from 1971 onward to the present day, the international

Synarchist financier interests, represented typically by formermined to destroy that U.S.A. of Franklin Roosevelt, which
they now most hated and feared. This intention was set into backer of the Nazi veterans’ Pinochet, Felix Rohatyn, have

been moving to destroy the U.S. economy, as Adam Smith hadmotion, with complicity of the same relevant financier inter-
ests inside the U.S.A., which had initially joined the Bank of intended the “free trade” policy designed to ruin the American

colonies’ economy, as presented in Smith’s 1776 attack on theEngland’s Montagu Norman in putting Adolf Hitler into the
role of dictator in Germany, but which had turned against U.S. Declaration of Independence. So, we, beginning 1971-

1981, moved to destroy the productive physical economy ofHitler only when it was discovered that Hitler was not going
to attack the Soviet Union first. the U.S.A. in favor of a proposed new world financier-run

empire called “globalization.”Typical of the forces behind Hitler before and during the
period of World War II, were Paris-based Lazard Frères and
its associated Banque Worms Cie. These were typical of the How We, Like Athens, Decayed

In all European history, nothing is better seen as the typi-forces committed to the ruinous subversion of the U.S.
achievements under President Franklin Roosevelt once the cal precedent for the way in which subversion has destroyed

our republic since the death of Franklin Roosevelt, as thewar had ended. These were the forces which used President
Harry Truman, but hated Eisenhower, Kennedy, and also way in which a campaign of sophistry in the tradition of the
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Delphic Apollo cult, led the corrupted young adult generation Rohatyn), colonialism, and empire. We represented a nation
committed to the general welfare of all humanity, through theof ancient Athens to lead Athens to its doom through the

Peloponnesian War. The U.S. war in Indo-China, and, the mediation of promotion of the sovereign self-development of
each national culture to its highest available level of potential.Bush-Cheney war in Afghanistan and Iraq, are apt choices for

historical comparisons with the Peloponnesian War. Now, That global mission was always, implicitly, our national mis-
sion, our most essential national self-interest, as it is today.as in the case of ancient Athens, it was popular, democratic

opinion of the type praised by the Congress for Cultural Free- Nothing could rescue us now, but our unflinching lurch
into restoring the institution of those principles, that mission,dom, which has now nearly destroyed our republic, as ancient

Athens was destroyed by that Sophist’s faction known then upon which the greatest past achievements of our republic
were founded. We have, embedded within our institutionalas “the Democratic Party” of Athens, similarly, during the

lifetimes of Socrates and Plato. It has been what we term “the traditions, the instruments of policy-shaping by which to
prompt the establishment of a concert of principle among theBaby Boomer” generation, in key positions of power today,

which had been the chosen instrument of forces such as those presently troubled peoples of the world, a principle based
upon that immortal quality of the human individual whichbehind the neo-sophist Congress for Cultural Freedom, whose

intended brainwashing of the upper family-income percen- survives passing by death, the immortal outcome of a mortal
life which is intended to serve as the foundation upon whichtiles of the Baby Boomer generation, was to perpetuate our

republic’s virtual national suicide. others achieve the greatness to come.
There are those, like that unfortunate victim of a moralThe changed ideas about economy, from the “fair trade”

and “general welfare” principles of the nation’s founders and delusion, Felix Rohatyn, who prefer their deluded choice of
a predatory way of life, to the great commonwealth principleFranklin Roosevelt alike, to the “free trade” route into the

physical self-destruction of our economy today, is the crucial upon which our republic was founded. They have a seemingly
unquenchable, invidious impulse to cause us to destroy our-feature of the way a generation, especially of the influentials

among the “Baby Boomer” generation, had been virtually selves. It is moral corruption of that sort which Rohatyn
merely typifies in his European Synarchist style among usbrainwashed into misleading us, like legendary lemmings,

into the mass-suicide of global civilization today. Newt Gin- today, which is the internal corruption, the great danger to
civilization today.grich had at least the insight which he expressed, in a cele-

brated January 1995 meeting, to describe his ascent to power The essential evil typically expressed by the current pro-
posals by Rohatyn, is the belief in money as anything morewithin the House of Representatives, as part of a Synarchist

orgy modelled upon the treasonous Jacobin Terror which ru- than merely paper money, as the people of the Seventeenth-
Century Massachusetts Bay colony, among my ancestral fam-ined France in that time.

The case of the unfortunate Felix Rohatyn is a useful ily, knew of such matters back then.
illustration of the relevant connections behind the threat from
the European Synarchist tradition to the continued existence
of our republic today. 1. The Basis for a Federal Capital

There was a time, when our 1776-1783 national victory
Budgetin the war against the British Empire, established us as a

beacon of hope and temple of liberty for all mankind. In essen-
tials, no other nation of this planet has actually succeeded in In earlier publications, such as my “Vernadsky and Diri-

chlet’s Principle” and “The Principle of ‘Power,’ ” I havematching that role so far. We did not achieve this because of
some magical feature of our autochthonous development. We summarized the evidence, which shows that a competent eco-

nomic science bases the functional notion of economic valuewere a creation of the best intentions of the leading minds of
European civilization as a whole, those Europeans who on the physical principles of Gottfried Leibniz’s science of

physical economy, rather than money as such. This reliance,sought to establish a precedent here, for reforms in Europe
yet to come. by me, on the principles of physical economy, rather than

monetarist “free trade,” expresses the principled point of dif-For historical reasons which could not be rightly consid-
ered obscure in any degree, what we achieved, and have ference between the superior American System of political-

economy and those inferior, specifically European monetarymaintained thus far, despite both internal and external efforts
to ruin us, has not yet been replicated in Europe, nor among the systems, which are currently premised on the Eighteenth-

Century, Anglo-Dutch Liberal tradition of regulation of theother republics of the Americas. Our mission for humanity, as
a nation, is not to be an empire, but to be the pace-setter, as economic practices of governments by private central bank-

ing systems. The latter systems are typified by the Bank ofPresident Franklin Roosevelt had also intended, to foster the
post-war emergence of the moral adulthood of humanity, a England, or, much worse, the European Central Bank. The

follies of the U.S. Federal Reserve System, especially sinceworld of sovereign nation-state republics, committed to liber-
ation from all forms of oligarchism (including that of poor the ruinous changes introduced during the 1971-1981 inter-
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val, are a reflection of the alien influence of
FIGURE 2

the British system. Major Tomato-Producing Greenhouse Sites In
The monetary systems associated with North America, for U.S. Consumption, Under ‘Free Trade’

contemporary European central banking, are
outgrowths of the medieval form of European
imperialism, which is to say: the ultramontane
system of monetary imperialism which was
jointly dominated by Venetian usury and the
brute force of Norman chivalry. The modern
version of that feudal system, the so-called
“new Venetian” tradition set by Paolo Sarpi’s
faction, has served as the basis for that Anglo-
Dutch Liberal system of financier imperialism
which emerged during the Seventeenth Cen-
tury, a system which became the leading impe-
rial power on the planet with the 1763 Treaty
of Paris, the treaty which established the Brit-
ish East India Company of Lord Shelburne et
al. as such a power. The American Revolution
was prompted as a defense, led by Benjamin
Franklin, of the economic rights of the people
of the English colonies in North America,
against London’s efforts to crush the econo-
mies and former liberties of the colonists. That

Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Amber Waves, April 5, 2005.essential point of difference persists in that
principled fact to the present day.

As a result of the 1782-1814 orchestration
of the French Revolution by the British East India Company’s tions, which did not directly cause the present ruin of the U.S.

economy and its financial system, but made that ruin possible.Lord Shelburne, et al., our freshly founded U.S. republic was
isolated, from approximately Summer 1789 on, from what For example, the “fair trade” system, which was still a

standard of intelligent U.S. management practice during thehad been its principal continental European allies. The in-
cluded effects of that relative isolation were such, that the 1950s and early 1960s, was an apt, if admittedly most imper-

fect reflection of the American System of political-economy.economic role of the U.S.A. itself came to be, relatively, more
or less dominated in the arenas of world trade and finance, Our government’s programmed, protectionist mode in eco-

nomic relations in international trade, was an indispensableuntil 1931, by the hegemonic influence of the imperial power
centered, globally, in the Bank of England’s gold standard. feature of the protection of a “fair trade” policy for farmers

and other entrepreneurs, and for the Federal states and smallerOver the 1763-1931 interval as a whole, this global power
associated with the City of London came to be concentrated communities of which these entrepreneurs and their employ-

ees were a part.less in the power of Great Britain’s United Kingdom itself,
than the multinational syndicate of private bankers associ- Under the terms of Presidents since Nixon, the shape of

direction in our national and international practice, has beenated, as both partners and rivals, with the Bank of England.
The principal continental rival and partner of the Bank of regulated, to the present date, by an increasingly radical, pro-

Synarchist form of a traditionally usurious, and implicitlyEngland on this account, came to be centered in Paris, in the
Venetian-style, slime-mold-like gathering of private bankers anti-U.S.A., Anglo-Dutch Liberal “free trade” system. (See

Figure 2.) The effect of the Nixon Administration’s inten-which has come to be associated with the name of that Syn-
archist International which was the chief coordinator of the tional wrecking of the Bretton Woods system ruined the world

economy. The 1977-1981 Brzezinski Administration setcontinental fascist regimes of the relevant 1922-1945 interval.
Later, with that counter-revolution against our American promptly into motion the destruction of the internal economy.

The indispensable, physical capital investments of the farmerSystem, which was conducted, by Synarchist financier influ-
ences, during the terms of Presidents Nixon and Carter, the and closely held enterprises, were no longer protected from

the effects of forced competition with slave labor, especiallypower over the U.S. economy was returned to an anti-Ameri-
can, European monetarist mode of international monetary with virtual slave labor conditioned among the majority of

populations of those nations with which we were engaged insystem. It was this implicitly treasonous submission to Euro-
pean-style monetary and pro-fascist (e.g., Synarchist) institu- foreign trade.
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means and tools of regulation by which the
TABLE 1

value placed on goods in circulation is in-Import Share of U.S. Food Consumption Is Rising,
tended to be kept within a range of variationsBy Weight, 1981-2002
in price of money which is consistent with

Average Percent the relatively stable values in trade and long-Percent
term investment.Food Groups 1981-85 1986-90 1991-95 1996-2000 in 2002

In our history, the best rates of growth,
Total Food

especially growth from temporary conditions
Consumption 9.0% 9.7% 10.5% 12.0% 13.0%

of economic recession, have been due to theAnimal Products1 3.4 3.7 3.5 4.1 5.3
use of the power to create long-term credit, byRed Meat 6.7 8.1 7.3 7.7 9.5
the Federal government, as under PresidentDairy Products 1.9 1.8 1.9 2.5 3.5
Franklin Roosevelt, for example. TheseFish, Shellfish 50.9 56.0 56.0 64.4 78.6
means have fostered the formation of long-Crops and Products2 14.0 14.9 16.1 18.2 19.1
term productive capital of the combined gov-Fruits, Juices, Nuts 21.0 26.6 27.3 28.6 31.0
ernmental and private sector. This has de-Vegetables 4.9 6.0 5.5 8.0 9.6

Grains and Products 1.7 2.9 5.6 5.9 5.3 pended chiefly on the monopoly of power of
Vegetable Oils 15.5 17.6 17.4 18.0 15.5 the Federal government, to convert its directed

Sweeteners, Candy 35.8 25.6 29.4 34.2 28.0 forms of long-term Federal deficit into the se-
curity afforded by the creation of correspond-

1. Includes poultry meat; animal fats.
ing productive, long-term assets of states and2. Includes coffee, cocoa, and tea whose import shares are 100%; and beverages.

Sources: U.S. Department of Agriculture; U.S.Census Bureau. private entrepreneurs, which has enabled us to
generate the needed surge of capital formation

to overcome depressed economic conditions, such as thoseThus, as one of the world’s leading economists of that
time, Henry C. Carey, showed, it had been the free-trade poli- currently prevalent within the nation as a whole.

The essential distinction is, that under the American Sys-cies of the post-1815 period, policies imposed by Britain,
chiefly, through London’s channels in New York City banks, tem, physical values are primary, while regulatory measures

are properly used to regulate the thus derived value, the latterwhich led to the British Empire’s ability to promote chattel
slavery, and the consequent Civil War, inside the U.S.A. The as associated with the use of money as a medium of circulation

through trade. Despite all else to the contrary, the Americanexplosive economic growth of our economy under President
Lincoln, was caused by the abolition of that system of slavery System of political-economy is the only rational standard for

establishing and managing a physically successful economyin the U.S.A. which had ruined our national economy’s per-
formance during the preceding decades. The abolition of slav- in existence over the long term: since then, up to the present

day. The post-war revival in Europe, especially the exemplaryery, in favor of protectionist policies characteristic of our
original constitutional system, made possible a growth which success of the early two decades post-war Germany’s recov-

ery under the Bretton Woods system, is typical of this princi-led to the adoption of crucial features of our superior Ameri-
can System, in Japan, as in important nations of continental ple of the American System. Without a resumption of the

tested principles of the American System of political-econ-Europe.
Nonetheless, as our Federal Constitution provides its ar- omy, there is presently no possibility of escape from the gen-

eral, global economic breakdown-crisis threatening the planetrangement, under the American System of political-economy
which we established in opposition to the European systems at this moment.

Under this American System, the value of money is regu-existing at that time, the only proper authority for uttering
money in circulation within the U.S.A. is the sovereign au- lated to conform, in the functional effect of its circulation,

with the realities of relative physical value, rather than nomi-thority of the U.S. Federal government. This specificity of
monetary policy under our constitutional system of govern- nal monetary value. Value so defined is to be measured as a

physical value, per capita and per square kilometer, over thement, is traced, as a tradition of practice, from the pre-1689
Massachusetts Bay Colony and the prescriptions for estab- entire territory of a nation, or of the planet as a whole. To aid

in accomplishing this, there must be a stable money-system,lishment of a paper money by such leaders as Cotton Mather
and his follower Benjamin Franklin. or set of such respectively sovereign money-systems among

nations, under which the value attributable to money is stabi-Under our own constitutional system, when followed,
money is a form of credit employed as a medium of circula- lized in approximate conformity with long-term trend-re-

quirements for relative physical values.tion, as in trade, rather than as a presumed standard of value.
Systems of regulation by government, such as tariffs and other As I shall emphasize, at a later point in this report, by

physical value, I do not mean in the crude, but currently popu-regulation of trade, use of Federal credit, and taxation itself,
provide a sound government under our Constitution, with the lar opinions of reductionists. I mean that the only competent
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standard of value is that measured as the physical effect pro- constitutionally, on a so-called “independent central banking
system,” which is a mere monetary system; rather, our consti-duced by an improvement of the type represented by the real-

ization of relatively, man-discovered higher principles of tutional system requires a Federal monopoly over the utter-
ance, and management of a system of national credit. Whenphysical power over the conditions of human life and of hu-

man practice. This is an effect to be measured by estimation our constitutional system of national credit is effectively de-
fended, the Federal government utters currency, as credit,of the increase of potential relative population-density of the

economy as a whole, a potential which must be measured as a for maintaining levels of useful employment, including the
provision of essential capital, in the form of credit, for basicdynamic whole, as Leibniz did, rather than in the scientifically

incompetent, Cartesian mode. economic infrastructure. However, competent followers of
our American System today, will also emphasize that a greatConsider the challenge facing the virtually financially

bankrupt U.S. and European economies today in that light. part of the annual investment of Federal credit must be steered
into useful development of long-term physical improvementsFocus upon the case of the U.S.A. itself. Ask, then: What is a

competent approach to establishing and maintaining a U.S. in basic economic infrastructure and in promoting similar
long-term investment among suitable private entrepreneurs.Federal Capital Budget—as distinct from a slop-jar package

which lumps short-term and long-term balances together in- Therefore, the most crucial economic element of the
American System, is the role of Federal credit in promotingdifferently, in a single silly lump, as a common budget? It

must not be a budget like that of recent U.S. national practice, the investment in development and maintenance of essential
public elements of the nation’s basic economic infrastructure,such as that of Bushes “41” and “43,” one whose outcome

suggests it might have been designed by unbalanced minds. while promoting long-term investment in private entrepre-
neurial ventures of a type which are to be desired in the general
interest. This action is premised on the crucial, constitutionalLong-Term Capital Investment

About half of the annual product of a healthy modern principle of our system, that the creation and issue of legal
currency, is a monopoly of the Federal government. This isnation-state economy, should be tied up in capital and related

expenditures for creation and maintenance of investments in also the case in practice when, as under Franklin Roosevelt’s
Presidency, devices such as the Reconstruction Finance Corp.long-term physical improvements of what should be viewed

as the public sector of the total economy. Under our republic’s (RFC), were used as a vehicle for accomplishing this result.
The Franklin Roosevelt Administration, and the combinationoriginal, and continuing American System of political-

economy, this investment in the public sector is expressed as of the Eisenhower “post-Sputnik” and Kennedy manned
Moon-landing science-driver programs, are exemplary.a division of labor among Federal, State, County, and Local

government. Although some of this public expenditure passes The greatest part of these various public and private forms
of capital investment are long-term investments of up to athrough, or into forms of private ownership, such as bond-

holdings in a regulated public utility, the responsibility for quarter-century, or longer. Thus, the creation of monetized
national credit, represents a debt; much of this debt is, oncepublic infrastructure considered as an integral whole, lies with

our system of constitutional government, as this intention for again, long-term debt. As long as the financial debt itself is
not postponed to a point beyond the useful physical life of thethe development of the economy as a whole was described

by our first Treasury Secretary, Alexander Hamilton: most capital investment, that debt will probably continue to be
useful and worthy. Therefore, it would be, and is virtual idi-notably in his 1791 Report to the U.S. Congress On the Sub-

ject of Manufactures. ocy, to treat long-term Federal credit created in this way
as if it were the cause of an imbalance in current FederalThis aspect of the total economy can not be competently

addressed in terms of a simply annual budget by governments. accounts. The current European monetary system presents us
with a radical extreme of the foolish practice of treating long-The most essential forms of investment in an economy are

typified for today, by the idea of a quarter-century’s lapse term capital investment as if it were merely part of annual
costs. Indeed, under conditions in which the level of nation-between the conception of a new individual and the age of

maturity as a university graduate with specialist qualifica- ally produced output is below the level of national require-
ments, treating long-term capital investments as short-termtions. A lapse of a quarter- to half-century of physical “life”

(i.e., two such generations) of an investment in infrastructure, obligations, as we have tended to do under the misguided
President George W. Bush, Jr., for example, would be rightlyis typical of most major public investments of this indispens-

able, long-term type. considered as recklessness verging on insanity, as the results
of his administration, to date, have demonstrated this withThus, capital budgets of competent governments, like

those of well-managed private entrepreneurships, are domi- most painful effects for the nation at large. The U.S.A. under
Bush has gone to extremes in capitalizing unpaid current-nated by the crucial category of long-term expenditures for

acquisition and maintenance of these essential physical in- account foreign obligations, as the long-term indebtedness of
a current national account deficit, while aborting virtually allvestments.

Thus, our American System of political-economy, unlike long-term forms of productive capital investment within the
U.S.A. itself.those prevalent in Europe still today, is not lawfully based,
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among the present-day devotees of the Mont Pelerin
Society. So, Friedman has proposed that the general
welfare depends upon the benefits of absolute freedom
for the Mandevillian practice of such private vices as
prostitution, pushing of illegal traffic in drugs, and gam-
bling.

It might be beyond the development of Friedman’s
limited mental powers to recognize that the actual
system he is following, is that of still another, truly
satanic scoundrel of notably original capabilities of
criminality, the one-time head of the “secret commit-
tee” of the British Foreign Office, Jeremy Bentham,
the author of many evils, such as the defense of usury,
including the utilitarian dogma which dominates the
customary, corrupted and incompetent doctrines
taught as economics, to the credulous, in university
classrooms today,

For those able to think about these matters in a sci-

EIRN/Claudio Celani
entific way, the history of economy has demonstrated
repeatedly, that there is no principle intrinsic to the free
circulation of money which could assure an appropriate

relative price of anything. As the leading British HaileyburyPresently, every economy in North America and Europe
is operating at physical-economic levels far below breakeven. School figures taught Karl Marx, cycles of “boom and bust,”

although not actually ten-year spans, are inherent in the factOur private banking systems are generally deeply bankrupt.
Nothing but the generation of appropriately applied long- that price and physical economic value do not coincide over

the long term. The reliance on sundry forms of regulation ofterm public credit, could enable us to avert a great and global
financial-economic catastrophe. Otherwise, the conditions foreign and domestic commerce, by government, has always

been shown necessary to prevent the relatively anarchiccreated since the October 1987 U.S. stock-market crash,
through the accelerated escalation in various uses of the “John movement of prices and of credit from leading into a fresh

outbreak of a cyclical form of economic catastrophe. AmongLaw” tradition of sheer gambling debts known as so-called
financial derivatives, when combined with the effects of in- the functions which regulation provides, is the protection of

the formation of useful long-term capital and of investmentcreasing trends into globalization, have created a condition
of ripeness for a global chain-reaction collapse comparable in in valid discoveries of physical principle, from the ravages of

a speculative “free trade” market. In former times, we haveeffects to Europe’s mid-Fourteenth-Century New Dark Age.
Thus, we must treat current notions of a “balanced Federal referred to this policy of protectionism as a “fair trade,” as

opposed to an invariably ruinous “free trade” system, the lat-Budget” as either the work of unbalanced minds, or as a calcu-
lated measure taken by enemies who would wish to induce us ter better described as the “flea trade” system epitomized by

today’s customary traffic in the trash which is often identified,to destroy ourselves by such means.
It is time to discontinue monetarist dogmas such as the most outrageously, as “modern art.”

The system of regulation set into motion under Presidentcult-belief in so-called “free trade” and “globalization.”
Franklin Roosevelt, which was continued until 1971-1972,
succeeded in controlling the crisis-movements, to the effect ofEnd the Cult of ‘Flea Trade’

Mrs. Joan Robinson aptly ridiculed silly Professor Milton preventing an actual depression, within the national economy
during that time. The moment these regulations were lifted,Friedman as an economist of a “post hoc, ergo propter hoc”

cult-belief. The intellectually wretched Friedman has identi- under such among our foolish governments as those of 1969-
1972, a succession of ominous crises has broken out, like thefied himself, variously, as a follower of a crude Eighteenth-

Century plagiarist of Bernard Mandeville, Adam Smith, a October 1987 crisis which was, in effect, an echo of the 1929
Hoover depression. New ways were added to the repertoireSmith who, with most generous disregard for the impedi-

ments of honor, also plagiarized the Physiocrats Dr. François after October 1987, but these new ways have had the result
of exchanging the 1987 threat of a Hoover-style boom-bustQuesnay and A.R.J. Turgot. The fact that Quesnay and Turgot

were scoundrels on their own account does not improve the event, for the present threat of a dark-age-style general break-
down-crisis akin in type to that of Europe’s mid-Fourteenthjudgment to be passed on that swindling predator, the silly

so-called Professor of Moral Philosophy, Smith. As noted, Century. Without the still available option of eliminating the
free-trade/globalization system, global civilization would, inFriedman has also identified himself as a cult-follower of the

notorious Bernard Mandeville, the resident figure of worship fact, soon be plunged into a global breakdown-crisis. How-
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ever, even at this advanced stage of the present, appropriate mortgage-based securities bubbles in the U.S.A., the United
Kingdom, and elsewhere, is only typical of the “thermonu-regulatory measures, of the type intrinsic to the American

System of political-economy, could afford the world an es- clear”-like quality of explosive potential presently permeat-
ing the entirety of the financial-derivatives-polluted, interna-cape from the presently looming catastrophe.

When we refer to principles of government, we should be tional monetary and financial systems.
The implicitly hyperinflationary wave expressed by thespeaking of two distinct things in a single breath. On the one

side, we are referring to principles which have the connotation presently reigning global influence of financial-derivatives
speculation, means that the present world monetary systemof universal scientific principles; at the same time, we are also

referring to principled policies of government, policies which squats now at the brink of extinction, unless we were to take
prompt action to put our own U.S. system into a state ofare the kind of approximation of science-like principles which

are politically feasible choices under reachable current condi- radical reorganization, back to the tradition of the Roosevelt,
Eisenhower, and Kennedy Administrations’ emphasis, intions. President Franklin Roosevelt’s reforms, which rescued

us from the ruinous effects of the Coolidge and Hoover Ad- 1933, 1958, and 1961-1963, on the role of public credit in
launching successful programs of economic prosperity duringministrations, were approximations, as the case of his use of

the RFC attests. The danger in choosing unavoidable approxi- those times.
Unfortunately, only the U.S.A., among leading nationsmations, is that governments often lose sight of the true princi-

ples whose effects they are attempting to approximate. For of the world, were presently capable of prompting what is
presently the urgently needed reform of both its own and theexample, the degeneration of Athens into Sophistry led to

Athens’ self-inflicted ruin in the Peloponnesian War; and, we international monetary systems. Our peculiar advantage on
that account, is a heritage of the historically defined characterexperienced the similar effects of the unprincipled reign of a

Congress of Cultural Freedom’s style of existentialists’ truth- of the 1787-1789 design of our unique quality of Federal
constitutional system, notably our Constitution’s explicit re-hating sophistry: as in the U.S. plunge into the long war in

Indo-China, and the wrecking of the U.S. economy under the jection of what is, unfortunately, the still prevalent European
style in central banking and in related practices. Therefore,radical sophistries of President Nixon’s Administration and

the 1977-1981 reign of Zbigniew Brzezinski’s Trilateral not only must we use the occasion of the currently implicit
bankruptcy of our present Federal Reserve System to saveCommission.

To emphasize a point already referenced above: one of ourselves from chaos here; we must also meet the need for
tangential reforms, of the same type that we must prompt,the worst of the curses which the United States inflicted upon

its economy over these recent decades, was the attempt to among the leading powers of not only the Americas, but of
Eurasia, too. Our ability to launch such an urgently neededconfine the U.S. government’s power to create credit within

the Procrustean bed of an annual “balanced Federal budget.” global economic reform, is explicitly provided by our Consti-
tution; but, the implicit feasibility of realizing those provi-This sophistry of a “balanced annual budget,” combined with

the effects of a floating-exchange-rate monetary order, had sions of that Constitution, lies in the fact, that this constitu-
tional principle is, if presently unconscious, nonetheless, aan effect on the economy of the U.S.A. comparable to an

overrunning of crucial parts of Europe by Attila the Hun and deeply embedded, volcanic potential lurking in what are, ad-
mittedly, now, the chiefly unconscious impulses of our na-Genghis Khan.

The world is presently in a condition in which the current tional history.
My included mission here, is to make those special powersinternational monetary system is worse than bankrupt, and

under which the administration of “Bush 43” has pretended of our national legacy conscious among our citizens, once
more.to be building an empire, when what it has actually doing for

itself, is digging a deep pit. Like the imperial Belshazzar, the
Bush Administration stupidity is measured in the units of its

2. The Price Is Never Right!“Schmittlerian” arrogance.2 That Bush’s Administration has
bankrupted the United States itself to such a degree, that our
nation’s economy would soon be plunged into what were not The trouble is that virtually no accountant living today,

and only a few professed economists, know what an economymerely a deep depression, but a systemic collapse, if we did
not reverse existing economic and monetary policies more really is, in scientifically functional terms. Admittedly, disci-

plined financial accounting is necessary; but, it has virtuallyor less immediately. The threat of a sudden collapse of the
no independent competence within the domain of economics.
In other words, contrary to present forms of modern European

2. “Schmittlerian” signifies the doctrine of Nazi Kronjurist Carl Schmitt, the monetarist dogmas, money as such neither has, nor could have
architect of the policy under which Hitler was awarded dictatorial powers

intrinsic bearing on determining the functional standard offollowing Hermann Göring’s setting fire to the Reichstag. This same Nazi
economic value. To state the same point otherwise: “The pricedoctrine of “unitary” power, is the avowed policy of the Federalist Society

and of both President Bush and Vice-President Cheney presently. is never right!”
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To speak of this distinction in technical terms: real eco- which is to be rightly subordinated, categorically, under the
broader heading of “regulatory measures.” The fixed-ex-nomic processes are essentially physical processes, rather

than the imputed monetary processes treated not only by the change-rate monetary system established under the original
Bretton Woods system, as defined under the direction of theaccountant, but, unfortunately, also so treated by most econo-

mists today. Such prevalent ignorance of the actually ontolog- U.S. President Franklin Roosevelt Administration, is an ex-
ample of the indispensable regulatory measures which mustical nature of the subject-matter of economy, has been largely

responsible for promoting the state of almost mass-suicidal, supersede, and thus govern the practice of financial account-
ing. The way in which money is used within the day-to-dayincreasing foolishness which most of the major changes in

U.S. economic policy-shaping, in particular, have repre- practice of the economy, must be regulated in this and related
ways. The proper principal function of financial accounting,sented, increasingly, during nearly four decades to date.

The essential problem, is that most of that recent practice is to assist in ensuring an indispensable type of temporally
local conformity with regulatory measures. These are regula-of economic analysis, has proceeded, like contemporary sta-

tistical financial analysis, from the standpoint of a scientifi- tory measures which, in turn, are intended to steer the various
categories of physical transactions within the economy, tocally incompetent method, that of a Cartesian method of re-

ductionist thinking; whereas, actual economic processes are conform to the effects specified as the intent of lawful eco-
nomic, rather than financial-accounting terms of regulationboth physical and dynamic in Leibniz’s sense of those terms.

Since they are, therefore, anti-Cartesian in outlook and of the economy process as a whole.
Thus, the practice of the function of financial accounting,method, any attempt to represent economic processes in the

statistical terms of today’s typical empiricist practice, is must be regulated by not only outward conformity with the
physical-economic intent of the government’s regulatory pol-intrinsically incompetent from the outset.

For example: those who accept those prevalent, incompe- icies; it must be steered by an understanding, and acceptance
of the principle underlying that intent. The citizen may do astent methods of statistical forecasting which are, unfortu-

nately, widely preferred today, seek to predict a date of a he or she will with the use of money, but only within the
bounds of the condition, that the nation’s currency is not usedcertain event; whereas, in real life, free will and other com-

plexities of economic and related processes usually prevent in a way contrary to the constitutional intent expressed by the
government’s lawful creation and issue of money into thesuccessful predictions of that simplistic type, the type associ-

ated with a Cartesian statistical method. In real life, the most processes of circulation. The current standards of regulation
must not be violated.crucially important kinds of foreseeable changes, occur not

as mechanically defined events, but as critical phase-shifts in Under a modern nation-state economy which is free of
the inherently poisonous, Venetian customs of usury, moneythe dynamic configuration of a process, as a qualitative

change in choice of intended destination down the road can exist legitimately under natural law, only as a creation, a
property, and a responsibility of the sovereign nation-stateahead.

So, accordingly, I have successfully demonstrated this republic. However, that function of government is, itself, ac-
countable to the people as a whole, through the agency of apoint repeatedly in my own forecasts, which have been, when

made, competitively the most accurate pattern of foresight system of representative government which is committed to
submit its deliberations to the supreme constitutional princi-made available to the public during more than four decades

to date. In real-life, the copy-cat-like similarities among the ple of the promotion of the general welfare of all present
generations and their posterity.mathematical methods of prediction used by hedge-funds cur-

rently, threaten to bring them all down simultaneously when The people must therefore control that money, politically,
a money which is the property not of the individual possessor,they collapse, as they, as the related mortgage-based securi-

ties bubbles, must, soon. but of the government by the people as a whole. Competent
judgment by the will of the people on this account, is to beAgain: competent forecasting treats economic processes

as dynamic, as I do, rather than statistically systematic. That defined by the supreme constitutional principle of any modern
European form of sovereign state, the commonwealth formis the principal reason that the recent performance of most of

my putative rivals has been so consistently a failure. They of sovereign nation-state: a state and its population committed
to the principle of the general welfare of present and futurehave failed, because they approached the subject of econom-

ics mechanistically, in reductionist terms, and therefore failed generations. Otherwise, money has no legitimate, natural-
lawful existence in a modern form of actual civilization, ex-to grasp the dynamic (rather than the Cartesian-like methods,

whose influence has fostered the present threats to both the cept its role as a governmental instrument created to promote
the general welfare of present and future generations.U.S. economy and that of the world at large).

In any case, the proper function, and useful mission of This is not some arbitrary feature of positive law; regula-
tion, insofar as it conforms to the fundamental constitutionalfinancial accounting, is that of a tool of a limited competence.

Decent accounting is to be defined as merely a subsidiary principle of the modern sovereign form of nation-state, the
commonwealth society’s supreme principle, that of the gen-feature of administrative functions, an accounting function
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eral welfare of the living and their posterity, is the characteris- cal principle as such, or as a comparable principle of Classi-
cal artistic composition. Thus, what is often identified as atic restriction which defines a civilized form of modern na-

tion-state anywhere, in any choice among national cultures “traditional” mode in society, is a self-doomed form of cul-
ture, by definition; only a society which is committed to rais-past or present.3

Ontologically, as physical processes, real economic pro- ing the level of the per-capita productive power of the whole
population to a higher order of principle, through the use ofcesses are to be mapped as Gottfried Leibniz prescribed the

dynamic character of the founding principles of a modern discoveries of universal physical principles by individuals,
can prosper for long. Mankind can survive as a species, onlyscience of physical economy, rather than as the British system

and Karl Marx defined an anti-dynamic, mechanistic system through those advances in practice of discovered universal
scientific principles, by means of which the level of the netof a Cartesian type. Dynamic is also to be understood as the

term is employed by V.I. Vernadsky, as in 1935-1936, to productivity of labor per capita is maintained against the attri-
tional forces of marginal depletion of the relatively richestdefine the characteristic of living processes generally.4 These

ontological distinctions have a character which parallels Carl natural resources.
This consideration, when applied to the present and im-F. Gauss’s exposure, in the 1799 publication of his doctoral

dissertation, on the subject of what he later named “The Fun- plied future state of world society, obliges us to look at the
economic function of sovereign nation-states from a qualita-damental Theorem of Algebra,” on the crucial point of scien-

tific incompetence on that subject in the work of Euler and La- tively more rigorous standpoint than was a tolerable standard
during earlier portions of modern times.grange.5

Looking at the patterns of population and standard of liv-
ing in Asia, for example, we are confronted, in the bellwetherA Fresh Approach Is Needed

However, unlike earlier centuries of modern history, now, cases of India and China, with situations in which the superfi-
cially apparent, simple competitiveness of those economiesin a modern form of a world economy of the Twenty-First

Century and beyond, with now over six billions living individ- within the present global, and “globalized” scheme of trade,
currently depends upon keeping about seventy percent of theuals on this planet, and with the rate at which we must rely

increasingly on relatively poor raw materials as starting- population, and of corresponding portions of the national ter-
ritory, in actually or potentially desperate states of poverty.points for production, we must look at economy as Vernadsky

defined the Biosphere and Noösphere. That means that we To lift the standard of living in Asia to those which stable
economies and systems of government will require for themust now include among the costs of all production, the physi-

cal cost of maintaining a global equipotential of the relative two generations immediately ahead, and beyond, there must
be a radical upshift in the prevalent standards of living and ofcost of human effort in reliance on so-called “raw materials,”

and respecting the development of the basic economic infra- physical productivity, both per capita and per square kilome-
ter. This means, among other considerations, a relatively largestructure used to support the habitation and production by the

peoples of the nations. increase in per-capita rate of consumption of so-called raw
materials, and, also, the related need for both extensive andWhat has not changed much on that account, is that the

potential for the continuing existence of society has always intensive improvements in the quality of the general and im-
mediate environments.depended, for as long as the human species has existed on our

planet, on the raising of the qualitative level of productivity Those immediately foreseeable requirements mean a
large increase, globally, in what is, currently, the relative costof the total human species, per capita and per square kilometer

of total territory. This performance has always required the of raw materials, as cost of raw materials would be defined in
terms of currently prevailing levels of physical productivityexpression of the powers of the human mind which do not

exist in lower forms of life, which do not exist in such lower measured, relatively, in terms of per-capita and per-square-
kilometer rates today. That increase in cost would be unbear-forms of life as the higher apes: the power to make and employ

a discovery of a universal physical principle, either as a physi- able, unless the per-capita social cost were pushed down by
successive leaps in employed scientific technologies. That is
to say: unless those per-capita costs were reduced to percentile3. The modern sovereign form of nation-state, as implied in Plato’s Republic

and in the work of Dante Alighieri, was first realized under the impetus levels significantly below present physical costs as measured
supplied by the European Fifteenth-Century Renaissance, as typified by per capita and per square kilometer.
Nicholas of Cusa’s Concordantia Catholica and the impetus of his De This requirement means heavy emphasis on economic
Docta Ignorantia, and in the establishment of the first true, modern nation-

planning; but, that does not mean “Marxist planned econ-states, the commonwealth societies of France’s Louis XI and England’s
omy.” For example, in the Marxist system, which, as MarxHenry VII.
and the Marxists generally have always insisted, is a deriva-4. Cf. Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. “Vernadsky and Dirichlet’s Principle,” EIR,
tive of the British system of political-economy. Among theJune 3, 2005. See also “LaRouche Dialogue With Youth: The Principle of

‘Power,’ ” EIR, Dec. 23, 2005. Marxists generally, as in the British system itself, there is
no comprehension of a kind of required, physical, profit-rate5. Ibid.
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those perfectly sovereign creative powers
of the individual mind. The latter are the
powers whose existence was denied abso-
lutely by such errant modern mathemati-
cians as the empiricists Euler, Lagrange,
and their followers, and also the radical em-
piricists of today. So, the society as a whole
and the creative mental powers which exist
not in the society as such, but, ontologi-
cally, only in the individual person, not the
society as a whole, combine as distinct, but
interdependent, interacting forces, to pro-
duce a combined result known as history.

The successful continuation of the ex-
istence of any culture depends upon revolu-
tionary changes in the culture which are
generated only by the creative powers ofClipart.com

relevant individual persons. It is the trans-The superficially apparent competitiveness of the Chinese economy, in a globalized
mission of those creative discoveries, toworld, depends upon keeping about 70% of the population in poverty. Reversing this
other individual persons, as by the science-will require a huge increase in per-capita consumption of raw materials, for one thing.
driven, indispensable machine-tool-design
function embedded in our aerospace and

automotive industries, from their discoverers to others,which the present condition of the world’s population im-
plies.6 There is no comprehension of the fact that it is the through which economic progress occurs. This depends abso-

lutely upon discoveries such as the universal physical princi-intellectual progress contributed subjectively by solitary indi-
vidual, creative intellects, which generates the increased rates ples, and also strictly Classical artistic culture based upon

Classical intentions and principles of composition, as both ofof productivity, as by scientific and technological progress,
on which an actual margin of gain in output depends. We must these types are associated with, and typified by the ancient

Pythagoreans of Greek culture, which transform society, bytherefore return, now, to that science of physical economy, as
defined by the scientist Gottfried Leibniz, which informed the raising it to a higher quality of existence.

Only the suitably developed cognitive powers of the hu-development of the American System of political-economy
of U.S. Treasury Secretary Alexander Hamilton, et al.7 man individual, can produce, or reproduce the act of discovery

of an experimentally demonstrable type of universal physical
principle: a principle of the universe. It is the application ofFreedom and Necessity Presently

The human individual and his, or her society, are bounded those discoveries, which, alone, demonstrates the difference
between the human individual and the beasts; it is onlyin two qualitatively distinct, but interdependent ways. The

individual is bounded by the conditions which are characteris- through the discovery and use of those principles that man
rises culturally, or, if you prefer, economically, above thetic of the society at a certain time and phase in the latter’s

development; but, the society depends, for its continued exis- level of pigs, monkeys, and apes.
Mankind, as expressed by the membership of a society,tence, upon the development which is derived solely from

depends upon raising the relative level of use of existing dis-
coveries of universal physical principles; but, society can not6. Karl Marx was aware of the American System of political-economy, nota-

bly the work of Frederick List and Henry C. Carey, but was pushed back, exist in a civilized form, except through adopting the benefits
repeatedly, by Friedrich Engels, into attacking the American System in rather of those additional discoveries of universal physical and Clas-
strong terms, while defending the British system as the virtually only “scien- sical artistic principle which can be produced solely by the
tific” basis for thinking about political-economy.

sovereign powers unique to the individual human mind.8

7. For example, in Vol. I of his Capital, Karl Marx points out that he is
excluding the implications of “the technological composition of capital.” The
doctrines of price and value derived from Marx’s being duped by erroneous 8. For music, the combined Classical tradition of Pythagoras, the Florentine

bel canto definitions, training, and use of the human singing voice, as theBritish Haileybury School presumptions on that account, are key for under-
standing the long-wave tendencies for collapse of a Soviet System which legacy of J.S. Bach’s method of counterpoint, and of Haydn, Mozart, Beetho-

ven, Schubert, Mendelssohn, Schuman, Verdi, and Brahms typify the anti-adapted itself, especially from Khrushchev on, to ideological trends radiated
from locations such as the Cambridge School of the followers of Bertrand Romantic and modernist schools of composition and performance, is typical

of the standard of distinction for artistic composition in the plastic and non-Russell et al. It was only in the military and related realm of physical science,
that the Soviet system “violated” that naive view in which the contemptibly plastic media as a whole. The distinction lies in those ideas which, like

universal physical principles, are not directly subjects of sense-perception,ridiculous Adam Smith was considered a scientific mind.
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The truthful scientific and Classical-artistic modes of such sphere increases as a percentile of the mass of our planet, and
the Noösphere increases relative to both the abiotic domaindiscovery of original principle typify, and govern the princi-

ple of leadership by individuals, the same principle of creativ- and Biosphere.
So, the Biosphere reflects the action of a principle whichity demonstrated by the ancient Greek Pythagoreans, Plato,

and other anti-reductionists, on which the progress of human- does not exist in those processes associated with the abiotic
domain. Only life can produce life. The Noösphere reflectsity continues to depend, and, as a matter of universal principle,

will always depend.9 the action of a principle which does not exist otherwise within
the Biosphere, the principle of individual human cognitiveThe notion of a sovereign national body of constitutional

law derived from natural law, depends absolutely upon that action. This principle of individual human action, as typified
by the individual’s discovery of an experimentally demon-universal set of natural distinctions embodying, thus, the body

of universal natural law. This notion of that relationship is strable universal physical principle, is the characteristic fea-
ture which distinguishes the human species absolutely fromtherefore summarized as the notion which the Classical Greek

of Plato’s Republic names agapē, the principle of agapē of the lower forms of life. As only life can produce life, so, only
cognition, a principle distinct from life otherwise, can gener-Christian Apostle Paul’s I Corinthians 13, which is known in

modern European natural law as that principle of the general ate cognitive processes. Implicitly, a single instance of pair-
wise action of each of these two types of principles, werewelfare on which the existence of the modern sovereign na-

tion-states has depended since Nicholas of Cusa’s Concor- sufficient to set the corresponding process of development
into motion.dantia Catholica and De Docta Ignorantia. This is the prin-

ciple upon which the first modern nation-states, the These three principles are dynamically interactive, but
nonetheless respectively distinct, and independent in respectcommonwealth societies of France’s Louis XI and England’s

Henry VII, were premised, the principle of universal natural to the nature of their existence.
These three discovered universal physical principles, aslaw upon which the entirety of the U.S. Federal Constitution

is premised, a Constitution subsumed by the Preamble’s prin- typified by Kepler’s uniquely original discovery of universal
gravitation, are demonstrated to be efficient in the universe.ciple of the general welfare.

Although that principle is ancient, there are certain univer- Therefore. we know, as Albert Einstein did, that the universe,
since it embodies the principle of creativity, is mathematicallysal, but nonetheless presently little-known principles of sci-

ence involved, in what must now become the present, modern finite and without bounds external to it. To recast Einstein’s
argument as I have done for the science of physical economy:application of this set of functional relationships defined by

the general welfare principle of natural law. I have summa- it is finite and self-bounded, as by the personality of a univer-
sal Creator whose willful creation of the universe boundsrized, and discussed these in locations published earlier. To

leave no intelligent reader behind, I summarize the essential it. It is a willful creation which the human individual may
imitate.10 Hence, we have, once again, the notion of man andconceptions here.

The discoveries presented by V.I. Vernadsky divide what woman as made equally in the image of the Creator.
Thus, we have the principle of the continuing efficiencywe Earthlings know as a physical universe among three re-

spectively independent, but interactive principles. These are of the creative powers of the Creator, as Philo of Alexandria
rebuked the Aristoteleans of his time. As a knowledgeablerepresented, in ascending order of rank, by: first, the experi-

mental domain of non-living processes; second, the domain rabbi might say, as Philo of Alexandria might have said: God
will send the Messiah when He decides to do so, not accordingof non-human living processes, the Biosphere; and, third,

the domain of higher living processes, which he named the to the opinion some poor ignorant fellow, running about wav-
ing a piece of paper, saying, “I have a contract with God!” SoNoösphere. The Biosphere uses materials it selects from what

experimental method recognizes as the non-living domain, much for that poor fellow’s notion of a pre-set timetable of
history. To which it should be added, most of the chores whichbut produces an ostensibly non-living fossil residue which is

qualitatively distinct from that generated by non-living pro- ignorant people demand of the Creator, are now mostly chores
which the Creator has assigned to us to perform.cesses. The Noösphere—human cognitive activity—uses

materials of the Biosphere and pre-biotic residues, but also As for the poor fellows racing about, wild-eyed, “I have
a guarantee that Jesus is going to pay my mortgage!” Theygenerates its own specific fossil residue, a residue which is

functionally, qualitatively distinct from the residue of the Bio- would be wiser to consider what God expects of them, if they
wish to enjoy His good graces. It is time for the whiners andsphere. In the relationship among the three domains, the Bio-
whimperers to grow up and accept their responsibilities for

but which, like the principle of gravitation discovered by Johannes Kepler,
order that which is observable as a transcendental ordering of effect, as in 10. This notion of a self-bounded universe, self-bounded by a principle of
the role of the Bach method of counterpoint in choral works. creativity, can be understood in physical science terms, but only from the

standpoint of Riemann’s notion of Dirichlet’s Principle. See LaRouche, “The9. Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., “The Principle of ‘Power,’ ” EIR, Dec. 23,
2005, passim. Principle of ‘Power,’ ” passim.
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care of the conditions of mankind and our planet. As the ing, so, in effect, a higher species by act of will.
In the history of European civilization, that view of man-Gospel prescribes, it is time for these cry-babies to present

the proceeds of their assigned talent on this account! kind’s potential for willfully upward evolution as a species,
is traced for us today from the ancient Greece of Thales, theThis ontologically certain existence of such a manifest

relationship between the creative powers and responsibilities Pythagoreans, Solon of Athens, Socrates, and Plato. How-
ever, the mode of physical scientific investigation on whichof mankind and the Creator, therefore constitutes what may

be termed, ontologically, a “Fourth Domain,” above the abi- the permanent contributions to knowledge of those forebears
is premised, is what is known as Sphaerics, as in oppositionotic, the Biosphere, and the Noösphere, in that order. That

much said, the remainder of that line of argument on that to the relatively degenerate form of what is known as Euclid-
ean Geometry.“Fourth Domain,” is now left to the theologians (including

the great theologian Plato), as we focus our attention here on This method of Sphaerics, which addresses the principle
of creative discovery of universal principles directly, is tracedthe relevant, subsumed, physical principles of economy.

The considerations, so outlined, define a congruence be- from the ancient Egyptian predecessors of those Greeks, who
developed this method from a basis in the exploration of thetween the notions of human freedom and truth. Truth exists,

typically, only in its expression as experimental physical sci- astrophysical domain. The principle expressed by Sphaerics,
the uniquely sovereign individual’s principle of creativity, orence defines an experimentally validatable universal physical

principle as the paradigmatic expression of truthfulness. This what the Pythagoreans and Plato defined as dynamis (powers),
has always been that nature of the human species which distin-is encountered in Classical modes of artistic composition as

it is in physical science. The act of discovery of a universally guishes man from beasts; the conscious recognition of that
principle and its practice, is a later discovery of our species,valid universal physical principle, is the paradigmatic expres-

sion of what the word “truth” must be intended to express. a discovery embedded in some ancient time before our pres-
ent reckoning.In other words, the experimental discovery of an efficient,

universal physical principle, is the paradigmatic definition of It is mankind’s relationship to the universe, as I have
referenced the notions of the abiotic, Biosphere, and Noö-truth. The claim of sincerity is no excuse for lying, even for

very popular lies. The application of validated discoveries of sphere here, which is the essence of a science of physical
economy, a notion of that science which is presently indis-principle, as in the science-driven development of the produc-

tive powers of labor, is the exemplification of the practice of pensable in shaping the practice of nations and peoples during
the generations immediately ahead of us now.truth. Any rejection, or evasion of that principle of truthful-

ness, as the existentialists Theodor Adorno and Hannah
Arendt did, is the work of a liar. ‘Infrastructure’

For mankind to come into existence on our planet, certainAny competent science of economy must, therefore, place
the emphasis upon revolutionary improvements in the princi- preconditions must have been satisfied. The Solar System

and its planets must have undergone a certain development,ples being employed, while treating other actions taken in that
context as secondary and derived, rather than the determining including the system of development of plant and animal life

to a state in which man’s existence as cognitive man mightcharacteristics of the economy being considered. Otherwise,
economics would be merely one more study in the subject of find the planet suitable for the existence of our cognitive form

of species. For example: until living processes had generatedanimal ecologies. Indeed, the problem is, that the prevailing
scientific illiteracy of our times, even in the U.S.A. itself, the oceans and atmosphere of an oxidation phase of our plan-

et’s surface, and until mammalian life had appeared, the pre-assumes, at least implicitly, as a typical accountant might do
today, that economy is merely a variety of behavior specific conditions for man’s autochthonous emergence and develop-

ment of the human species from “primitive conditions” hadto the domain of animal ecology.
On this account, my own original discoveries in the field not been satisfied.

As a practical matter, our attention is focussed, most im-of a Leibnizian science of physical economy, were premised
on a rejection of both Euclidean geometry and of the related mediately, on the known conditions, and preconditions of

systems of human activity since the melting of what had beendoctrines of Cartesian mathematics for physics. I based my
work on recognizing that my own discoveries in this field the hundred of thousands of years’ accumulation of glaciation

in the Northern Hemisphere, since approximately 20,000coincided, within the body of taught physical scientific prac-
tice, with the work of Bernhard Riemann. years ago, especially since the emergence of known history

more than approximately 10,000 years ago. A general insightThe human species is a willfully self-developed species,
or, what might be described as a species undergoing upward into the adducible principles of physical economy, should

impel us to consider the effects of the rising of the levels ofqualitative evolutionary development by force of cognitive
will, by discovering and applying new universal physical the oceans, the long wave of desertification in northern Africa,

Asia Minor, and so forth, and changes in modes of socialprinciples, principles through which mankind’s potential
power to exist according to its own nature, is based on becom- organization and activity which correlate with sustainable
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populations of Europe and the Americas during the recent
period of approximately four decades, as the 1963 report on
education by the Paris office of the OECD typifies the trend
of moral degeneration in European development of the minds
of the young.

This recent four decades of decadence in the post-1945
societies of the Americas and Europe, the period, dating more
conspicuously, from the aftermath of the assassination of U.S.
President John F. Kennedy and the launching of the U.S. war
in Indo-China, illustrates the significance of the development
and maintenance of what is termed “basic economic infra-
structure” in both the standard of living of the population and
in its productive powers as measurable per capita and per

Clipart.com square kilometer of total territory.
Education of the young for competence related to technological Look at the physical degeneration of the economy of the
progress, was crucial in the achievement by Europe and the U.S.A., the Americas as a whole, and Europe, since the 1971-
Americas of the degrees of progress which they enjoyed prior to
the downturn that began in 1971-1972.

1981 downshift of the economies into the combination of
an intrinsically inflationary floating-exchange-rate monetary
system and a shift of the internal economies to a “post-indus-
trial, services-economy” mode [see Appendix, p. 41]. Thisincreases in level and standard of living of various populations

in various regions. So, mankind’s reciprocal relationship to shift occurred under the influence of a long wave of movement
away from a modern nation-state economy, toward a form ofits environment is to be emphasized.

The most notable feature of this prehistory/history of “globalization” which is now reaching the point of becoming
a parody of the form of European society during the medievalthese developments, is the fact that the relatively most devel-

oped cultures we encounter in these ancient times, were mari- period from about 1000 A.D. through the Fourteenth-Century
plunge of Europe into a “New Dark Age.”time cultures whose primary offshoots appear as transoceanic

or kindred riparian cultures, later as up-river cultures, and, Until recently, some of the worst effects of the “post-
industrial” and “pro-globalization” policy-trends of the 1971-only with the appearance of the railroads during the Nine-

teenth Century, lead toward the still ongoing general develop- 2004 interval, have been masked temporarily by the fact that
the major capital investments of a well-developed modernment of the inland territories away from the principal wa-

terways. economy are in the relatively long-lived, major capital of
agriculture, industry, and basic economic infrastructure.Compare the general pattern of the recent 10,000-odd

years with the case of the development of the U.S.A. into the These physical capital investments have a physical-economic
life of from approximately one to two, or more generationsworld’s first transcontinental nation, between Atlantic and

Pacific oceans, and its Canadian and Mexican borders. The of a quarter-century each. Typical of the long-term capital
which has been withering away from disuse, degeneration,functional integration of the nation was accomplished

through waterways, and then railroads, and then with electri- or lack of replacement over the recent period of nearly four
decades, have been mass transport, power generation and dis-cal power networks. Similar patterns are found within Europe.

It is through the raising of the physical and cultural stan- tribution, health-care systems, educational institutions, wa-
ter-management systems, independent agriculture, urban in-dard of living and education of the young, that Europe and

the Americas achieved the relevant degrees of progress which frastructure, and quality of methods and content of education
generally. Nearly forty years of habituated, reckless, and ma-they enjoyed prior to the general decadence and downturn

which has gripped those territories at accelerating rates since licious abuse, negligence, and simple waste, have now over-
taken the nations of the Americas and Europe, in particular.approximately 1971-1972, and, most emphatically, since

1977-1982. Since then, the collapse of the U.S. economy it- For decades, a foolish people of the U.S.A. has been de-
luding itself with the conceit that the change from a productiveself, like parallel degeneration of the organization and culture

of Europe, has been associated prominently with the combina- economy to a so-called “services economy” was permissible,
even desirable. Now, the waste and ruin of nearly forty yearstion of attrition, through neglect, of basic economic infra-

structure, of standards of the general welfare, and a cessation overtakes us, as over-aged or collapsed former physical capi-
tal confronts us with the fruit of nearly two generations ofof technological-progress-driven development of the physi-

cal production of those types of goods and of education related national folly. If we wish to survive, we must ready ourselves
to pay the price of survival; we must go back to being ato technological progress in such production. Indicative is the

withering-away of the former prevalence of an efficiently science-driven, technologically aggressive producer of essen-
tial infrastructure, progressive independent farming, and sci-productive development of the state of mental potential of
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improvements in the quality of products and
addition of fresh physical capital, deserves
kinder treatment from the Internal Revenue
Service, than the investor who either wastes
the profit in frivolous “conspicuous con-
sumption,” or whose stockholders take their
profits and run into either frivolous expendi-
tures or some form of financial speculation.
In our American System, from Benjamin
Franklin through Alexander Hamilton, we
encourage our citizens and entrepreneurs to
save in ways which increase the amount and
raise the quality of capital investment in the
physical improvement and productivity of
our economy as a whole.

So, under the American System, we
have, in all of our best moments, used the
power of law, including that of taxation, to

EIRNS/Stuart Lewis regulate the relative advantage of doing that
The neglect of America’s urban centers over which will be an advantage to the present
nearly forty years has turned them into and future of the society as a whole.
wastelands. Left: An abandoned slum property next to Baltimore’s world-class
hospital complex, Johns Hopkins Medical Center. Inset: A blighted street in Baltimore. The contrary opinion, associated with

the wild-eyed folly of Lockean and similar
notions of “shareholder value,” says that

good health belongs to those who can pay for it: a policyence-driven manufacturing. We must draw down the ranks of
the unemployed through their entry into the mainstream la- which is a terrible folly in the matter of infectious diseases

and public sanitation otherwise. So, generally, when our law-bor-force, rebuild the essential basic economic infrastructure
which we have either destroyed or permitted to wither away, makers and public administrators are not behaving stupidly

in that Lockean way, our system of government divides theand adopt national missions in development of production
which are suited both to our own needs at home, and to what economy as a whole between public infrastructure and gen-

eral welfare, as a matter of public administration by govern-the specific kinds of needs of a growing and developing world
will require us to proffer to those abroad. ment, and the private initiative which operates within the

larger domain defined by public administration.What is essentially new, is, as I have already emphasized
above, the need to go beyond the best U.S. physical-economic Take the case of the Loudoun County, Virginia real-estate

bubble. Loudoun County is a “ground zero” target for thepractice of the pre-1968 decades of U.S. history, to take into
account the need to extend the notion of basic economic infra- greatest real-estate-speculative bubble in modern world his-

tory. Over a broader area, this same bubble, centered in thestructure to include the long-term capital formation of “Earth-
Forming,” as the indicated work of Vernadsky implies that mortgage-based securities’ markets, permeates the national

and global network of finance associated with Fannie Maewe can no longer draw down the assets of the Biosphere and
Noösphere as natural resources to be exhausted; we must take and Freddie Mac. It is concentrated most intensely in a few

nations, not only the U.S.A., England, and Spain; but themore and more of the responsibility for not only restoring the
planet to the potential of earlier stocks of so-called natural weakest, most overstretched part of the global bubble is Lou-

doun County. It will blow soon, unless regulatory measuresresources; we must not merely replenish resources; we must
improve upon what nature had given mankind earlier. are taken to bring the increasing explosive potential of the

bubble under Federal control.
However, at this moment, rather than looking at theA Lesson From President Kennedy

The program of investment tax-credits launched under “mega-tonnage” of explosive financial potential embodied in
that bubble itself, focus on the way in which this bubble camePresident John F. Kennedy, serves as an example of the long-

term characteristic of the way in which the American System into being. Compare the approximately thirty-five-year build-
up of the bubble around Washington, D.C.’s extended subur-of political-economy differs from those European models

based on the Anglo-Dutch Liberal system of rule over nations bia, with shrinking of the population in the formerly leading
industrial area comprised of both the western regions of Newby central bankers.

The principle of a “generic” investment tax-credit pro- York State and Pennsylvania, and Michigan, Ohio, and In-
diana.gram is, that the entrepreneur who reinvests profits in capital
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Loudoun County, a
Northern Virginia
suburb of Washington,
D.C., is a “ground zero”
target for the greatest
real-estate-speculation
bubble in modern world
history. Housing prices
have doubled or tripled
in just a few years—
although there are signs
that the bubble is
beginning to deflate.

EIRNS/Stuart Lewis

It started under National Security Advisors Zbigniew nying collapse of the tax-revenue base—per capita and per
square kilometer—of that region of the nation and its localBrzezinski’s Trilateral Commission program for “controlled

disintegration” of the U.S. economy. The rampage of deregu- communities and regions.
More damage was set into motion within the U.S. by twolation launched under Brzezinski’s guidance, then set into

motion the pattern of national decay which led into the pres- 1969-1981 administrations, that of Nixon and Trilateral Brze-
zinski’s Carter, most notably, than anything previously expe-ently explosive mega-tonnage of the real-estate bubbles of

locations of population growth such as Loudoun County. rienced since the Hoover Administration. Most notable is the
fact that the Kennedy manned Moon-landing program hadFor example, deregulation of railway and highway

freight, and air transport, led to the crashing of airlines and unleashed the greatest rate of increase in potential productiv-
ity of the post-war period, with an estimated ten cents’ returnthe railway system, and to carnage of super-competition in

highway transport of freight. The areas of farming and manu- to the economy for each penny spent. But for the Vietnam
War, and, more significantly, the programs of Nixon and thefacture outside the principal economic centers, as in Michi-

gan, New York State, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and so on, were Trilateral Commission, the Kennedy space program had just
launched what could have become the greatest leap in produc-cut off from equitable access to freight service. Similarly, in

most aspects of the economy, the previous dispersal of the tivity and well-being the world had ever seen.
What ruined us, to the present day, was, principally, thepopulation and its economic activities into the areas of each

state or region as a whole, was undermined. Virtual ghost impact of the wrecking-policies of the Nixon and Trilateral
Commission administrations. The policies of advisors, thetowns, which Detroit itself is now threatened with becoming,

reflect the migration of the population away from these areas Arthur Burnses, George Shultzes, and Henry Kissingers,
which wrecked the international monetary system in 1971-into the congestion and speculation of the type of lunatic

suburban sprawl seen around the nation’s capital itself. 1972, were the measure of deregulation which led to the phys-
ical collapse of the economies of Europe and the Americas.In fact, as a result of the collapse of the nation’s railway

system (Figure 3), and virtual loss of a continental air-trans- It was the deregulation launched as “controlled disintegration
of the economy” during Brzezinski’s tenure as National Secu-port system, we are losing the nation, in the sense that no

longer, under present trends, can a citizen board a train or rity Advisor, which wrecked the nation’s domestic economy.
As a result of these combined radical changes installed asplane in one part of the nation, and be delivered reliably to a

relevant community in any other part of the national territory. policy-directions, during 1969-1981, as this has been aggra-
vated by the rabid global role of financial derivatives trafficIt were as if we had been systematically destroyed by a con-

quering invader! since Alan Greenspan became Federal Reserve Chairman, the
banking systems of the Americas, Europe, and beyond, areThe concomitant feature of that same general pattern of

the recent nearly thirty years since 1977, is the shift from a hopelessly bankrupt in their present pattern of operations to-
day. There is absolutely no solution for the present financialproducer society to a “services economy.” This shift in em-

ployment patterns has meant a characteristic collapse of fam- crisis without measures such as the U.S. government taking
the Federal Reserve System itself into receivership for reorga-ily real-income levels throughout the nation, and an accompa-
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period of government-supervised reorga-
FIGURE 3

nization will be required, during whichPassenger Rail Grid Shrinks Drastically Over 40 Years,
the Federal Reserve System must func-1967 to 2004
tion as if it were, in effect, a national bank
designed according to the principles of
Alexander Hamilton. An efficient system
of regulation must be installed; on that
basis, a vast amount of long-term invest-
ment in basic economic infrastructure
must be unleashed, to bring the economy
as a whole above breakeven levels.

This could succeed, provided that we
return to a reasonable facsimile of the sys-
tem of regulation set up under the provi-
sions of the great recovery launched dur-
ing the administration of President
Franklin Roosevelt. We must undo the
systemic destruction done during 1969-
1981; the reversal of the systemic policy-
chances launched under Nixon, George
Shultz, Henry Kissinger, and Zbigniew
Brzezinski’s Trilateral Commission,
would be a beginning, to which necessary
other measures can be added.

The challenge is made clearer by
looking at the position of the U.S.A. in
the world economy.

Presently, provided the United States
now comes quickly back to its senses, the
U.S.A. is the only nation of the world
which is potentially capable of leading
the world as a whole to an escape from the
immediately looming threat of something
far worse than a mere global economic
depression. Without certain changes, a
general breakdown crisis of the world
system would be inevitable. With appro-
priate changes in international economic
and other relations, essentially modelled
on the FDR precedents, a general escape
from chaos would occur, and a durable
recovery set under way.

This global recovery would be mod-

1967 
Intercity Passenger Rail Network

2004 
Amtrak Passenger Rail System

elled in conception on the Franklin Roo-
sevelt definition of an International Mon-Source: National Association of Railroad Passengers.
etary Fund, not the central-banking

Nationwide passenger rail miles fell from 65,842 in 1967, to 22,453 by 2004, a 66%
model of John Maynard Keynes. This re-loss. A map sequence of this decline is available from the National Rail Passengers
covery would feature long-term treatyAssociation, on www.narprail.org. An animated sequence is posted on

www.larouchepub.com/animations. agreements of between a quarter- and
half-century maturities, thus creating in-

ternational credit for approved physical projects at simple-nization in bankruptcy.
We could not tolerate a chain-reaction collapse within the interest-rates in the order of 1-2% per annum. Such agree-

ments among sovereign states, would require a return to abanking system. The doors of the banks must be kept open
and the ordinary functions performed with a minimum of fixed-exchange-rate monetary system. The greater weight of

such agreements would be focussed upon the developmentinconvenience to depositors and other clientele. A significant
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of Eurasia, using the abilities of Europe and the
FIGURE 4

U.S.A. to assist in this technologically, with simi- Pennsylvania: Counties Meeting Hill-Burton Standard
lar north-south arrangements within the Ameri- of Hospital Beds per 1,000 Persons
cas. On the condition that these investments are
oriented chiefly to high-technological-gain proj-
ects of infrastructural, agricultural, and industrial
progress, the new long-term debt created for this
purpose would be sound, as the U.S. orientation
for rebuilding war-ruined Europe proved sound
over the two decades of the immediate post-war
interval.

This would mean the virtual end of the pres-
ent, ruinous global power of the world’s Syn-
archist financier cabals. The world would return
to the practice of regulated ordinary banking; the
systems of central banking would be ended, and
replaced by national banking systems of a type to
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which Treasury Secretary Alexander Hamilton
would not have objected.11

The system of economy thus implied is noth-
ing other than the application of the original
American System of political-economy to the cir-
cumstances of present-day realities: the partner-
ship of the sovereign nation-state’s government
with the initiative of the private entrepreneur,
each partner to that relationship contributing its
own specific ability to transmit scientific and re-
lated discoveries to practice, each in its own rele-
vant fashion. To that end, we must supply the
systems of regulation under which freedom for
human creativity in the Classical Pythagorean
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tradition, the most essential expression of politi-
cal freedom known in the history of man, rather
than speculation, shapes the destinies of nations
and their people. cades into account in the comparisons, to show clearly the

qualitative phase-shifts which occurred around the radical
changes in U.S. official policy under the Presidencies of theAnimation As a Tool

During the recent years, I have prescribed the develop- 1969-1981 interval.
To establish a baseline for these studies, we began withment of methods of computer-assisted data-animation as a

timely tool for understanding, and correcting the way in which each of all of the counties of which the territories of the states
of the Union are comprised. Primary data available from offi-the U.S. economy has been self-destroyed over the course of

the recent four decades, since the launching of the U.S. war cial or comparable records for each of those years, were taken
into account, data which would be sufficient to show a year-in Indo-China. We have taken the period prior to those de-
by-year pattern of change in physical parameters for all count-
ies. Although financial data were sometimes used to illustrate

11. Notably, President Andrew Jackson entered that office as a property of the often-contradictory relationship between financial trends
the successor, Martin van Buren, of Wall Street banker (and British asset of and real-life physical changes, the argument was always
the British Foreign Office operative Jeremy Bentham) Aaron Burr. Jackson

based essentially on physical-economic and related physicalran on van Buren’s policy of appealing to the populists, on behalf of wrecking
considerations, rather than financial statistics. (See Figure 4.)the second National Bank of the U.S.A., in favor of van Buren’s land-bank

scam as a proposed replacement. The result was the collapse of the U.S. For this purpose, we have followed the precedent of using
economy in what is notorious among historians as a kind of “John Law” lapsed-time photography for animations, as used in studies of
bubble, as the land-bank Panic of 1837. The opposition to U.S. national living processes.
banking has always been an operation, directed from European financial

With modern computer speeds and functional digitalcircles, aimed at checking, even destroying the economic development of
memory, even with current lap-top models, much of impor-the U.S.A., as the Presidency of Nixon and Brzezinski’s Trilateral influence

over President Carter’s policies were intended to do, during the 1970s. tance can be done which is indispensable in exposing the,
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commonly accepted, but actually radically false opinion of the relevant combination of non-living, living, and human
mental processes which are interacting within the bounds ofabout what has happened to the economy during the recent

forty years, as compared with the first two decades of the a social process of physical-economic characteristics.
Since, as I have emphasized earlier here, the dominantimmediate post-war interval. However, we also brought

something to this kind of study which avoids the sometimes feature of a modern economy is the role of physical-capital
cycles counted in the span of generations, meaningful imagescatastrophic error made in attempts to construct computer

models of economy from aprioristic sorts of mathematical of the manner in which economic processes have been operat-
ing, require animations spanning twenty-five to fifty years:models. In prescribing this program of computer animations

of physical-economic processes, I avoided the usual error of two modern generations. As I have already emphasized, the
“life span” of long-term, essential capital investments, sucheconomic modelling, by taking Johannes Kepler’s approach

to the discovery of the principle of universal gravitation, as as those required as governmental investments in basic eco-
nomic infrastructure, is in the order of not less than one toa precedent.

The most significant mapping of sets of actual data in this two generations’ span, for a modern economy. Otherwise, a
study of the span 1925-2005, covering the run-up to the Hoo-way, is that which, like Johannes Kepler’s mapping of his

meticulously corrected version of the data-array left by Tycho ver Depression, the Roosevelt recovery, the two decades of
post-war U.S. continued growth in per-capita wealth, and theBrahe, showed a transcendental-functional pattern in, in that

case, the Earth-Mars orbitting of the Sun. Such patterns in long decline since approximately the beginning of the U.S.
Indo-China war, should provide the basis for any competentrelationship among historical data, when the evidence war-

rants this, have special significance. They betray the presence university program in economics. This would emphasize re-
sults measured in physical terms, but compared with relevantof a transcendental principle of action. Notable are patterns

which show changes for the better, or for worse in the set of policy-decisions made under the usually contrary influence
of monetary-financial thinking.principles operating to determine the actual economic trajec-

tory. It is such “non-linear” patterns, if and when they actually Similarly, if we consider the emergence of the evidence
of the distinction of Biosphere and Noösphere, from roots ofoccur, which represent the most significant cases to be con-

sidered. this study in the work of Louis Pasteur, we come to the point,
as Vernadsky showed systemically from 1935 on, that theI explain the crucial issue involved in this choice of

method for crafting computer animations. Kepler’s method, behavior of non-living, living, and cognitive processes are
mutually distinct. Vernadsky and his co-workers essentiallylike that which I have employed, coincided with the objectives

of Bernhard Riemann’s approach to developing a mathemati- allowed the material evidence to reveal the characteristic be-
havior of the kind of process considered, as compared with acal physics of hypergeometries, in which no a priori assump-

tions, such as those of Euclidean geometry or Cartesian math- different pattern of behavior in different quality process. So,
non-living, merely living, and cognitive processes have re-ematics, are permitted. In this approach, we allow nature to

teach us the relevant principles of the universe, rather than spectively distinct forms of characteristic behavior.
The evidence which shows us the presence of such distinc-seeking, as Euclid did, to impose a set of arbitrary definitions,

axioms, and postulates in advance. tions, does not simply reveal the relevant principles from the
animation of the data. Only the human mind’s cognitive pro-In competent lapsed-time photography in biology, we

allow the living process to reveal the characteristic expression cesses have ever discovered and mastered the universal physi-
cal principle responsible for the relevant, manifest distinctionof its behavior, as Kepler permitted the Solar System to reveal

the universal physical principle we call universal gravitation. in behavior. That is precisely the merit of the approach we
have adopted to statistical animations in the domain of physi-So, in real-life economic processes, if we take an adequate

number of apparent factors properly into account, as Kepler cal economy: to force the evidence so mustered as animation
to challenge the sovereign individual minds of the relevantused the periodic alignments of Mars, Earth, and Sun, the

animated data, so represented, will show us how this complex human individuals to discover the principle which accounts
for the qualitative distinction of one kind of process from an-process behaves, and, hopefully will assist us in recognizing

the principled characteristics of the interaction among many other,
For example: How, from a pattern of footprints, would

one discover that the trail was made by an animal, or a human
being? What kind of an experiment would have to be accepted
as a pattern which could have been left only by a human mind?ANIMATIONSANIMATIONS
How, for example, could a certain kind of spoor show us thaton these and other topics are displayed
the relevant evidence pointed to the behavior of a cognitive
being, a human, rather than a non-cognitive species, a higheron our website:
ape? In the latter case, the type of anomalies which would be
sought are relatively obvious in many cases.www.larouchepub.com/animations

Studies of different types of social orders, different cul-
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FIGURE 5

The Paris-Berlin-Vienna Productive Triangle

EIRNS

When the East German Communist system collapsed, Helga Zepp-LaRouche, in collaboration with her husband, Lyndon, advanced the
concept of the European “Productive Triangle,” to create a core of high-technology development which would revive the economy of
Europe, and then radiate through “spiral arms” into Asia, Africa, and the Mideast.

tural states of development, and so forth, are crucial in a based, earlier, on the state of mind expressed by the Kennedy
manned Moon-landing imperative. The possibility of U.S.deeper understanding of society and its development.

This provides a simple way of thinking about the shaping recovery, in particular, from the presently onrushing, global
economic catastrophe, depends upon recognizing the differ-of a civilization’s policy of physical-economic practice, the

shaping of the characteristics of its culture. Computer anima- ence between economic-decision-making behavior of one
type, or the other. It also depends, upon being able to showtions, when used to assist in uncovering the anomalies which

are reflected in data so processed, must replace ordinary statis- leading circles in society, and the general population as well,
what habituated patterns of decision-making behavior havetics, especially mere financial statistics, in showing how the

policies of the present shape the fate of the future. caused the imminently fatal decline of the U.S. economy dur-
ing the recent four decades, as distinct from the patterns ofThe key to all that so implied, is the distinction of the

human cognitive function, as typified by original discovery decision-making behavior which led to recovery and needed
degrees of progress. The function of such animations-basedof a universal physical principle. It is the contrast between the

transformation of a society, over a generation or longer, under studies, is to provide a new quality of educational tool for the
shaping of our nation’s, and the world’s policies.the influence of zero-technological-growth beliefs, and one
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the year 1989.
3. The Immediate Program At this point, my wife, Helga, and I, together with a small

circle of collaborators, crafted a proposed program for theRequired
reorganization of the economy of Europe, which she named
the “European Productive Triangle.” We agreed to name thisThe equivalent of the 1929 U.S. stock-market crash hap-

pened during early October 1987, precisely as I had forecast “The Paris-Vienna-Berlin Triangle” (Figure 5), because, this
was one of the world’s greatest concentrations of existingduring the preceding Spring. What was probably the worst

possible set of long-range perspectives, was chosen in re- productive potential, then centered within that region of the
existing railway and canal connections. A short time later,sponse to that crash, under the incoming administrations of

both Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan and U.S. this perspective for development was expanded by the pro-
posal for what she and others named as “A Eurasian Land-President George H.W. Bush. What happened in this connec-

tion during the 1990s, was not only the worst possible choice Bridge,” featuring the included intention of magnetic levita-
tion transportation of freight and passengers from the regionfor the U.S.A. itself, but also for Europe and for the world

at large. of the European Productive Triangle to the principal coastal
cities of China. She later made trips, as a guest of China, toThe most relevant feature of the history of this matter, is,

in its essentials, as follows. conferences treating this proposal.
Unfortunately, the optimistic possibilities of this sort wereIn February 1983, I had forewarned the Soviet govern-

ment’s representative, with whom I had been in “back-chan- sabotaged, chiefly on the initiative of Germany-hating fac-
tions controlling the governments of Great Britain and Francenel” discussions on behalf of the prospect of what President

Reagan was to name the “Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI),” at that time. Much of the economic potential existing in central
Europe at that time, no longer exists, a potential which hasthat were the President himself to present the initiative which

I had outlined to the Soviet government, and were the Soviet been since destroyed in significant degree, under predatory
policies set into motion on the initiatives of London’s Primegovernment to reject the President’s offer, the Soviet system

would collapse economically within “about five years.” The Minister Margaret Thatcher and France’s President François
Mitterrand. Those predatory policies against Germany havePresident had made that public proffer, as he did on March

23, 1983, and the Soviet Andropov government had soon been continued under the enforcement of the now infamous
Maastricht agreements.clearly rejected this, in a peremptory, foolish, and very nasty

way. A few weeks after those developments, I repeated my Amid these developments, the U.S. government of Presi-
dent George H.W. Bush had intervened to temper the preda-warning, this time publicly; that was the first of my repeated

public forecasts of a Soviet economic catastrophe likely to tory madness of Thatcher and Mitterrand, but Bush did not go
as far as he should, in slapping down Thatcher and Mitterrand.occur by about 1988.

About five years later, in a televised
statement delivered, on October 12,
1988, from Berlin’s Bristol-Kempinski
Hotel, I warned of the imminent chain-
reaction disintegration of the Soviet sys-
tem, beginning, probably, with Poland.
I warned of an ensuing, imminent
breakup of the Comecon system, with
the likely reunification of Germany, and
the designation of Berlin to become,
once again, that nation’s capital. The
statement which I delivered orally, from
my prepared script, at the Berlin press
conference, was recorded for television,
and featured, in full detail, in a U.S. TV
network broadcast later that same
month. During the course of the follow-
ing year, the chain-reaction collapse of
the Soviet alliance began, starting in Po-

Schiller Institute

land, spreading into East Germany. By
Helga Zepp-LaRouche lectures in Beijing, in 1996. Her work on behalf of the Eurasian

the time the Berlin Wall was opened to Land-Bridge was enthusiastically endorsed by the Chinese government. Although
the West, President George H.W. Bush progress has been made on the project, the grand scale on which it was envisioned was

sabotaged, chiefly by the governments of Britain and France.had been in office for the greater part of
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FIGURE 6

LaRouche's Typical Collapse Function
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The Collapse Reaches a Critical Point of 
Instability
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LaRouche’s “triple curve” heuristic diagrams illustrate the tendency for hyperinflationary expansion, once an economy’s physical
productive output is cut to the bone. The second figure shows the point at which monetary aggregates overtake the growth of financial
aggregates generally: a hyperinflationary blowout.

Had the U.S. acted appropriately, to push for France’s cooper- tional monetary-financial system since the breakup of the
original Bretton Woods system, in 1971-1972, a breakup con-ation in the direction of the de Gaulle-Adenauer perspective

of “A Europe From the Atlantic to the Urals,” the worst of the ducted in the interest of a Europe-centered, global syndicate
of private financier interests which still, presently, dominateseconomic problems which have developed since would have

been prevented. the present world monetary-financial system. That syndicate
represents the same, so-called Synarchist International, whichEven worse, rather than coopting the physical productive

potential of the former Soviet bloc into the European econ- had given the world the Hitler and other fascist tyrannies of
the interval 1922-1945.omy, the interval 1990-1998 and beyond was devoted to loot-

ing of the states which had been part of the Soviet Union, and What has been done to those victim-nations, under the
terms imposed during the 1990s, is, of course, not strictlythe savage looting, and related destruction, to the present day,

of the people of Poland, Slovakia, Hungary, the Balkan states, comparable to the Nazi exploitation of occupied territories,
but the stench of the same Synarchist International whichand so on. Economically, virtually the entirety of the former

member-states of the Comecon are in a looted condition, far, created the European fascist regimes of 1922-1945 is there,
nonetheless. The ironical point is, that we of the U.S.A. andfar below the economic standard of 1988.

The mistakes to which the United States was party during western Europe have now done to ourselves much of that
which we did to the former Comecon bloc since 1989!that 1989-1992 interval, are an integral part of the global

financial, monetary, and economic crises of today.
We of the U.S.A., and also of what had been western The Present Collapse

Under the conditions of 1987-1990, financial effects par-Europe then, are suffering monstrously today, from the effects
now of the unjustifiable ruin our governments inflicted, in the alleling those of the aftermath of the Hoover stock-market

crisis, would have come earlier than has been the actual case,fashion of “carpet-baggers,” on these economies of the former
Comecon system, and others, then. So, in the former region but for the combined looting of areas of the Comecon system

and the delay of the day of reckoning, for more than a decade,of the German Democratic Republic, “the land of Mielke und
Honi,” the Germany government did this to Germans on what by the version of “John Law”-style financial bubbles known

as “financial derivatives.”were, chiefly, British and French orders.
However, to assess this matter properly, we must recog- The two sets of “Triple Curve” diagrams which I have

used since 1995, illustrate the point (Figures 6-7). The rationize that the malice to which Thatcher and Mitterrand were
party, was not merely an expression of their personalities. of financial and monetary expansion, per capita and per square

kilometer, relative to physical productive output, portrays theThese and related decisions of the period from then till now,
were a reflection of the characteristics of the form of interna- actuality of the hyperinflationary expansion. The process set
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into motion, if continued, must reach a point at which the
FIGURE 8

economic system itself collapses: collapses in either a defla- U.S. Commercial Banks, June 30, 2005
tionary collapse of prices, or a hyperinflationary blowout sim-
ilar to that which struck Weimar Germany in 1923. We have
now entered that phase of developments.

As a matter of generalities, no one could predict, mechani-
cally, the day on which a collapse of this type would occur.
However, that does not mean that an accurate forecast of such
developments can not be made. I have made a notable number
of such successful economic forecasts. While we may be only
very rarely able to predict a specific event occurring on a
specific day, what we can and must forecast with a sense of
scientific certainty, is the entry into what is fairly described
as a boundary condition, as the two “Triple Curve” figures
presented here, again, illustrate the point. Typical of such
boundary conditions, is a marked change into a state of affairs,
after which a principled correction needed at that time can be
postponed only by actions making the situation qualitatively
worse.

After the point of entry into a boundary condition, “free Derivatives dwarf banks’ other assets: This is a snapshot from an
will” may continue to postpone the proverbial “day of reckon- animation which is posted at www.larouchepub.com/animations.
ing”; in such cases; however, the postponement comes at a
price; the narrowing set of choices of developments, is fore-
seeable, but as recent decades demonstrate, with each delay could never be repaid in what would be presently considered

as a “timely fashion.” As of the time of the October 1987the situation only becomes qualitatively worse, each time the
needed change in direction is postponed. As a generality, the stock-market crash, the reorganization of the system could

have been arranged in a more orderly fashion. The problemrule is that the more successfully the collapse is temporarily
postponed, the more deadly the collapse will be when it hits. today, is the accumulation of a vast amount of gamblers’ side-

bets, called “financial derivatives” (Figure 8); these must beThe virtual wipe-out of entire pension-systems on which rele-
vant large sections of the population had long depended, illus- cancelled in an orderly fashion. The debt due to financial

derivatives must be either simply scrapped, or frozen in sus-trates the point. The spiralling real-estate bubbles of the
United States, the United Kingdom, Spain, and other locations pension, and held so until the matter can be cleaned up in the

course of time.are lurid illustrations of that point. Already, the way matters
have been postponed since October 1987, means that the dan- Some would protest loudly and wildly that such measures

against relevant extant financier interests would be “im-ger of a depression like that of the early 1930s, has now been
replaced with the peril of a general, global breakdown crisis moral,” “violations of contracts,” “violations of shareholder

value,” and kindred whimpers. The fact is, that we are pres-like that which erupted as Europe’s Fourteenth-Century
“New Dark Age.” ently in possession of the evidence which shows, beyond

doubt, that the entire arrangement, since 1971 in particular,The presently onrushing crisis could be prevented from
becoming such a “general breakdown-crisis,” provided we has been a giant swindle. The moral principle at issue, is that

we must now make right what has been shown to us to haveare willing to scrap the present world monetary-financial
system, and return, through government-directed reorgani- been not only wrongly done, but done with the malicious

intention of the principal authors of the present internationalzation in bankruptcy, to an echo of the original Bretton Woods
system. That means not only scrapping the present, post-1971- monetary-financial system. The relevant law of the matter, is

to make right what was done wrong.1972 floating-exchange-rate system, the present form of the
so-called IMF system. It means scrapping entirely the pro- The objections to that action will be strong, even vicious;

but, if those objections are upheld, civilization as we havemonetarist conceptions on which that present IMF system is
premised. Escape from onrushing global breakdown-crisis defined it heretofore will disappear, and that globally.

The included problem is that the representatives of theof the present world economic system, means, essentially,
returning to those principles of the American System of politi- international, predatory interests of global finance today, are,

predominantly, incredibly stupid in matters of economy,cal-economy upon which President Franklin Roosevelt prem-
ised the U.S. recovery from the disastrous heritage of the when they are compared to their predecessors of the post-

Versailles 1920s. They themselves have been deeply infectedAdministrations of Presidents Calvin Coolidge and Herbert
Hoover. by the “post-industrial,” “services economy” ideology which

has become characteristic of that segment of managementHowever, the present financial obligations of the system
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from, largely, the 55-65 age-interval, which is typical of cor- term implications for the whole society, over a span of de-
cades or more to come. Leadership, such as that we requireporate management today. Their predecessors of the 1920s

through 1950s and beyond, still believed in the reality of of a competently chosen President of the republic, is not,
contrary to the Federalist Society predators, a matter of arbi-society’s dependency on development and maintenance of

basic economic infrastructure and increase of the productive trary “iron will” in the imitation of Carl Schmitt’s Adolf Hit-
ler—“as hard as Krupp-steel,” but, rather, expresses the sensepower of agro-industrial enterprise. Since 1987-1992, the co-

incidence of the rise of the “Baby Boomer” generation to top- of humility of a person who recognizes that he, or she, is
choosing a decision which will haunt the general welfare,ranking, or nearly top-ranking power in financial and govern-

mental institutions, with the concurrent collapse of the Soviet perhaps even the continued existence, of the republic, for
decades or more to come.system as a rival system, imbued something akin to the men-

tality of the early Eighteenth-Century “John Law” bubbles in So, the office of President must often represent the same
quality of uniquely individual decision-making which wethem. The ruling stratum which took over during the course

of the 1990s, are generally hysterical in their attempted denial should expect of the discoverer of a fundamental principle of
science. This is especially so in times of crisis, as Presidentof the need to fear the loss of the power of national agro-

industrial technological progress. The effect of this turn has George Washington faced the lonely responsibilities he
shared with Treasury Secretary Hamilton, at the time a sig-been something akin to a mass psychosis in the leading social

strata of many parts of the world, most notably the U.S.A. and nificant number of leading founders of the republic among
members of his government, such as Jefferson and Adams,western Europe today.

A growing segment of the population in leading positions went awry in mad reaction to the French Revolution of July
1789 and the subsequent Terror. Such were the later chal-of government in the Americas and Europe, has only recently

returned to at least an approximation of the recognition of the lenges to Presidents Monroe, John Quincy Adams, Lincoln,
and Franklin Roosevelt. The quality of leadership which re-determining significance of the physical realities of infra-

structure, agriculture, and industry, which had been character- quires a Presidential system of government, rather than an
always fallible parliamentary system, is the same qualityistic of the economic and political management of the United

States, until the cultural paradigm downshift of the late 1960s rightly expected of a scientist or a great Classical artist. Or,
one capable of recognizing such qualities of discovery in oth-and 1970s. That crucial segment of our nation’s leadership

is typified by the growing opposition, from within the U.S. ers on whom he, or she relies. We require a man, or woman
of principle, not a pragmatist, and certainly not a terriblyCongress, among relevant other locations, against the present

utter lunacy of the Bush-Cheney Presidency. weak-minded creature such as the current President.
Presently, our system of constitutional government is

greatly endangered. The danger is typified by the fact that we 3.1 The Need for National Regeneration
A national railway system is not an event; it is a principle,have entered a period of an acute existential crisis of both

our nation and the world about us, this under the nominal a principle which a foolish people of the U.S.A. has aban-
doned, and thus virtually destroyed. By principle, I meanleadership of a U.S. President, a pathetic, mentally crippled

weakling who, in his malicious capriciousness, exhibits a ten- physical principles in the sense of Johannes Kepler’s uniquely
original discovery of universal gravitation, as a principle ofdency, under the influence of the Vice-President who largely

controls him, toward some among the traits (and their conse- the physical universe. Water systems, power systems, elec-
tronic communication systems, and so on, are not merelyquences) of the Roman Emperor Nero. This situation demon-

strates not only the mental and moral defects of both that things; they are expressions of a relatively universal principle
of organization of the territory and social relations withinPresident and his Presidency, but also the effects expressed

in the degree to which the U.S. population and institutions societies. They are as characteristic, as principles, of specific
kinds of societies, as gravitation is a principle of the universehave come to share the decadence of a form of sophistry like

that of the self-doomed Athens of the Peloponnesian War, a as a whole.
Thus, in the past three decades’ destruction of the kind ofquality of sophistry which has sent our institutions of govern-

ing careening through nearly four decades. agro-industrial economy, with its essential infrastructure, as
existed prior to 1968-1972, we have not merely destroyedThe function of leadership which we should require of

our system of government, especially our chief executive, is things; we have destroyed the principles on which the exis-
tence of our nation, its social and physical processes, hadthe kind of capability of command which is otherwise typical

of intellects associated with creative scientific and artistic formerly depended. The result, as we should recognize clearly
today, is that our society has been ruined, by the loss of essen-discovery of relevant and efficient universal principles. Either

the chief executive must own those qualities of judgment and tial principles on which its earlier, higher state of development
as a species of society had depended. To recover from thecharacter in himself, or herself, or he must acquire the habit

of adopting, and using close advisors who do. catastrophe which has overtaken our society under the rubric
of “a services economy,” we must regenerate our nation atGovernment, when practiced competently, is based on

decisions which, whatever their short-term effects, have long- the higher level of quality of organization, from which we
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“services economy.”
Individuals and social strata adopt assumptions which

they treat, correctly, or falsely, as principles. These actual or
counterfeit principles then function as if they were sets of
definitions and axioms of a classroom geometry, in prede-
termining the reaction of either the population as a whole, or
some part of that population, to relevant stimuli.

It should be obvious, therefore, that we can not account
for the behavior of an entire society on the basis of individual
reactions to the stimulus represented by particular objects.
We must uncover the principled influences which govern the
typical individual’s response to the idea of a particular object,
influences which assume the form of actual or presumed uni-
versal principles, like presumed definitions and axioms of a
long-ranging system acting, as a system, upon the behavior of
many individuals or the span even of successive generations.

The notion of “freedom of individual choices” is more
than merely greatly exaggerated. The notion is expressed in
the guise of various true or false beliefs, beliefs which have
the assumed character of principles, like universal physical

“A nation without a functioning machine-tool principle as
principles. Such incompetent beliefs then actually shape thecharacteristic of its productive processes, is physically and
mass behavior of a large number of persons over a significantmorally of a lower species of modern existence than one
lapse of time, and over a significantly wide area.commanding such a principled system.” Shown here is a research

lab in the metallurgy industry. In other words, to understand the crises which grip the
world today, it must be emphasized that the notion of “free
choice” is usually greatly exaggerated. Only people who
make conscious changes in the principles which control theirhave retreated to the state of increasing ruin we experience

today. patterns of behavior, are actually exhibiting free will. The
moment someone says, “But, it is our tradition that. . .” youSimilarly, not only must we restore systems of principle

of basic economic infrastructure. We must recognize the ma- are listening to someone who prides himself greatly on a quan-
tity of “free will” which virtually does not exist as an expres-chine-tool principle lodged within those aerospace and auto-

mobile industries which we are currently destroying, also as sion of true freedom in the normal course of his, or her behav-
ior. Rather, such folk become the slaves of fetish-likeprinciples. A nation without a functioning machine-tool prin-

ciple as characteristic of its productive processes, is physi- compulsions, which they often call “traditions,” which oc-
cupy the place where the rule of reason should be found in-cally and morally of a lower species of modern existence than

one commanding such a principled system. stead.
Nonetheless, if we make ourselves conscious of the tragicThese principles of, respectively, basic economic infra-

structure and production of discrete goods, are all of a rela- element in prevalent popular behavior in the United States
today, we can proceed toward making ourselves truly free.tively long-term character. Their typical expression is of the

order of one or more generations of a quarter-century each. This means, that we must conceive of our national economy’s
needed development as something expressed by a set of prin-The principle itself, usually, has a life-span of centuries.

This obliges us to reexamine the assumptions which led ciples, principles each defined, as a notion, as Kepler’s
uniquely original discovery of the principle of universal grav-our nation to abandon those principles on which our earlier

relative prosperity, per capita and per square kilometer, had itation typifies the notion of principle.
The problem to be understood, and then mastered, to shiftdepended. These malefactors, the assumptions which led

much of our population to join in destroying our nation’s the control over our impulsive behavior, from fetishes to true
principles, is that the victims of fetishism are controlled byability to sustain and improve our prosperity, are typified by

the sophistry of existentialism and, more narrowly, the Con- the smallness and brevity of their outlook on the meaning of
individual human life. They are dominated by the narrownessgress for Cultural Freedom. Just as the cult known as sophistry

led ancient Athens to destroy itself in the Peloponnesian War, and brevity of their view of what they have chosen to regard
as their immediate interest, or the immediate interest of somethe cult of sophistry which has persisted, and is worsening,

since it was unleashed during the post-FDR times, generated relatively smaller group or caste of people within society at
large. They are gripped, therefore, by that same fetishisticthe slide into the depravity of a passionate lurch into what

became known since the mid-1960s, variously, by such ru- fascination with objects which we should recognize as the
essential gullibility to which most public commercial adver-brics as “post-industrial society,” “environmentalism,” and
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tising appeals. Take the following illustration as a case in point. Consider
Representative Nancy Pelosi’s recent address at Harvard Uni-Styles in objects, brand names, even entire categories of

objects pass, like the buggy-whip and the defunct Jordan, versity. What she expressed, in principle, was a commitment
from within the Democratic Party and also among some nota-Packard, and Pierce-Arrow, even “hallowed” Coca-Cola, in

the course of time. The principles which mere objects serve, ble industrialists, to launch a rebuilding of the U.S. economy.
This was intended to be the prompting for further refinementobjects which come and pass within the limited frame of time

they occupy, are more durable. Inasmuch as they are more of that general perspective during the early portion of 2006.
durable, they reach beyond the span of the individual mortal
life, and reach beyond the marks of separation of one group Principles vs. Things

We of the U.S.A. are now presented with what currentwithin society from another. Truth lies in the principle associ-
ated with the necessary objects which will come into existence fashion would wish to name “a window of opportunity,” a

momentary opportunity to decide not to enter a virtual Hell.after we are dead, and beyond the borders of our own national
experience thus far. Representative Nancy Pelosi’s Harvard address expressed the

shared intention of a large portion of the leadership of theThe problem is posed most plainly by the kinds of so-
called “fundamentalist” fetishism which are today’s silly, Democratic Party in the U.S. Congress, an intention to join

with economic forces such as progressive industrialists, topopulist substitutes for a genuine religious belief. These poor,
misguided fellows are seeking a sense of immediate gratifica- step back from a plunge into the quicksand into which the

world’s so-called hedge funds have been working to sink thetion within the bounds of their usually miserable personal and
family lives, instead of seeing an efficient intention in their U.S. and other leading economies.

This resolution represents, in fact, a commitment to undoliving which reaches efficiently beyond the spatial and tempo-
ral bounds of their brief mortal existence. They are shut off the prevailing economic and related habits of our institutions

during the recent thirty-odd years. We prefer to say, “prog-from distant and future places, where the proper fruit of their
passing mortal existence will be harvested. They have no ress,” which is a less abrasive way of describing the needed

change than accusing the majority of the population of havingsense of the role for today and tomorrow of discoveries of
universal physical and Classical-artistic principles introduced been “damned fools” for more than thirty years. The proper

approach is, as much as possible, to rely on inspiring supportby forerunners centuries ago. Lacking an efficient functional
sense of the role of the present in the past and future, they for needed actions by bold, but realizable reversals of the

downward trends of recent decades. The essential cure of theseek consoling delusions, by which to obscure the reality of
the adopted meaninglessness they have implicitly chosen for deep problems of morale permeating the U.S. population, in

particular, today, is to develop a credible future orientationtheir brief mortal lives.
We represent a distinct species within our universe. We toward, successively, the medium term, and then the longer-

term benefits of the needed actions taken as urgent course cor-are a self-developing species, which is able to increase its
power, and its consequence within and for the universe we rections.

The mission can be described that simply, but the imple-inhabit. We, as a species, have changed the universe we in-
habit by means of the quality of sovereign creative will which mentation is not so simple. There are complications to be

recognized as dangerous potential impediments to actuallyis naturally available within the powers of the living individ-
ual. We are what we have inherited as the knowledge and doing what is being implicitly proposed.

Matters have reached the point that, should we refuse tobenefits of discoveries of universal physical and cultural prin-
ciple from thousands or more preceding generations, and reverse, sharply, what have been treated as among the most

hallowed assumptions of cultural policy generally, and eco-what we shall pass on, as contributions, to the shaping of the
future of this universe we presently inhabit. nomic policy in particular axiomatic assumptions, there is no

possibility for saving the United States, and global civiliza-As Cotton Mather once complained of the moral deca-
dence which had seized the Massachusetts Bay Colony in the tion, from what is now currently onrushing doom of the exist-

ing civilization generally. A society which refuses to makewake of William of Orange, we, today, have, once again,
become shrunken, intellectually and morally, almost to those reversals in widely accepted opinion and policy of eco-

nomic practice, is doomed to disappear, and that rapidly, andnothing.12

in the ugliest way.
That is the lesson of the cult of sophistry which impelled12. Cotton Mather, Essays To Do Good (1710). Cf. H. Graham Lowry, How

the Nation Was Won: America’s Untold Story 1620-1754 (Washington, ancient Greece to destroy itself in the Peloponnesian War.
D.C.: Executive Intelligence Review, 1988), pp. 112-115. Cf. Cotton Mather That is the lesson of the fall of the Roman Empire in the west,
(1696): “There seems to be a shameful Shrink, in all sorts of men among us, and then the east. That is the lesson of the collapse of the
from that Greatness, and Goodness, which adorned our ancestors: We grow

medieval ultramontane system of the Venetian financier oli-Little every way; Little in our Civil Matters, Little in our Military Matters,
garchy and its Norman chivalry partners. The turn which theLittle in our Ecclesiastical Matters; we dwindle away, to Nothing.” Lowry,

op cit., p. 50. U.S.A. made during the middle through late 1960s, and the
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worse turn in general shaping of decisions made during the orientation, is now the indispensable foundation for the resur-
rection of an effective integration of the needed policy-initia-1970s and beyond, are the continuing cause of the bankruptcy

and general decadence of the United States today. If we do tives and programs for basic economic infrastructure, agricul-
ture, and manufacturing.not sharply reverse the relevant changes in direct of social

and economic policy-making during the recent forty years, We must propose specific choices for actions; but, we
must also recognize that the problems of this nation will notand make that reversal, rather suddenly now, there is abso-

lutely no chance that the U.S.A., among other nations, will be fixed by “things”; what is needed are things which express
deep-going changes in principles of policy-shaping. It is thosecontinue to exist over the span of a generation or so to come.

In other words, attempts at reform which seek to avoid changes in principles, essentially changes from a “post-indus-
trial, services economy”-orientation, back to an infrastruc-clashes with popularized assumptions respecting economic

policy and culture, would be the reforms of fools. It is time ture-based, agro-industrial economy, changes which get the
labor-force out of low-paid services employment, in skilled,to recognize that the cultural paradigm-shift which erupted

during the middle to late 1960s, is not only the cause of all of productive and related employment in capital-intensive
modes of agricultural and industrial output, or in developmentthe principal catastrophes we have endured during the recent

decades; if we do not reverse those specific trends in opinion, and maintenance of the basic economic infrastructure which
should represent about half of the typical total annual outputour nations were virtually doomed today. The same applies

throughout the Americas, Europe, Japan, and so on today. of the economy for generations yet to come.
It must be emphasized, that the principle of investment inTherefore, the only general policy worth having is a mat-

ter of saying: We were wrong; we are now going to return to production and infrastructure, should not be as much invest-
ment in things, as investment in the margins of gains in pro-do what is right, to return to those cultural, agricultural, and

industrial policies which had made the U.S.A. the greatest ductivity achieved through science-driven approaches to both
production and product-design. Essentially, investmenteconomic power for growth which the world had ever known,

through the time of the death of President Franklin Roosevelt, should be directed to introduction and application of princi-
ples, rather than merely the production of things.and also through the two decades since his death. If we do not

make that specific decision, our nation’s situation is already a
virtually hopeless one. 3.2 The Needed Program for Now

The chief immediate threat to the U.S. economy is theIt is indispensable that would-be leaders make the needed,
tough changes in policy-direction which those remarks imply. threat of loss of that machine-tool-design capability which is

now chiefly lodged within the organizations of the relevantThe general principle which must now be adopted as the
foundation of all policy-shaping, is that the only forms of skilled labor-force of the automobile and aerospace sectors

of the national economy. Should we permit the U.S. nationalaction which define a successful form of modern economy
are, as I have already stated, here and earlier, expressions of automobile manufacturing capabilities to be cut back mas-

sively, as is presently threatened, the U.S. loss of a principalthe generation, and regeneration of a combination of valid
universal physical principles, as typified by the discoveries, portion of its indispensable machine-tool-design sector,

would transform the United States as a whole into virtually ain the domain of Sphaerics, by the Pythagoreans, Plato, et al.,
and the related class of discoveries associated with a Classical “third world” economy, with the general social effects on the

nation which that implies.European notion of strictly Classical artistic composition.
The fruits of the appropriate application of these discover- The problem to be considered in reorganizing that indus-

try to avoid this loss of machine-tool-design capability, isies are expressed as technological improvements in the prod-
uct and methods of production of agriculture and manufactur- the fact that de facto national policy has created a greatly

excessive dependency on automobile manufacturing as such,ing. The ability to apply those improvements to that effect
depends upon the development of basic economic infrastruc- relative to urgent other needs in national transportation capa-

bility such as the railway system. In the meantime, the nationture, as U.S. Treasury Secretary Alexander Hamilton outlined
the interrelations in his 1791 Report to the U.S. Congress On has great needs for the manufacture of other things, such

as mass-transport systems, power-generation capacity, andthe Subject of Manufactures. As I have stressed earlier here,
and in earlier reports, the ability to continue that American repair of inland waterways, for many of which the capacity

represented by today’s auto industry would provide the obvi-System of political-economy developed by Benjamin Frank-
lin, presented by Hamilton, Mathew Carey, Frederick List, ous remedy. Much of these options for new streams of manu-

factured output lies within the domain of public infrastructureand Henry C. Carey, and deployed with such great benefit
under President Franklin Roosevelt, now depends upon add- of either the Federal, State, or Local government. Contracts

issued in support of the production of these elements of publicing a new dimension of policy-commitment, the development
of the Biosphere in ways implicit in the work of Vernadsky. infrastructure, would be the most efficient way of using long-

term capital investment generated chiefly by the Federal gov-This development of the Biosphere, which is now situated,
practically, in the proper conception of a general aerospace ernment, to stimulate the recovery and modernization of pres-
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We must reverse these trends of the
FIGURE 9

recent thirty-odd years’ shift from aCounties Which Have Lost Population, 2000-2004
global fixed-exchange-rate system
based on capital-intensive productive
investment, to a floating-exchange-rate
system of emphasis on cheap labor
modes available in regions of the world
which have the relatively most intense
poverty-rates, and the lowest level of
development per capita and per square
kilometer.

Certain ABCs of successful modern
economy must be stressed at this point
in the report.

True Profit
The ultimate source of an actually

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, EIR. net profit from investment, is scientific,
technological progress, as comple-Population declined in this three-state region, from 29,714,679 in 2000, down to

29,691,466 in 2004. One-third of the counties in the three states—84 out of 246 total—lost mented by progress in the influence of
population (shown with dark tone). Ohio saw a 2.8% loss, from 11,353,140 state residents Classical modes of artistic composition.
down to 11,050,605 in 2004. Extensive areas were depopulated within the other two These improvements are expressed in
states. An animation on solving the economic crisis behind this trend appears at
www.larouchepub.com. sundry ways, but the adducible princi-

ples underlying the generation of such
public benefits all have the character of,

first of all, an upshift in the level of the principles of scienceently imperilled sectors of the privately operated sectors of
the economy. and Classical art employed, and an associated improvement

of the relevant physical qualities of the land-areas in whichStudy of the economic map of the U.S.A. over more than
a century, shows patterns of decline, rise, and then recent human life and production is situated. The superiority which

European civilization had achieved, in net effect, over thedecades of typical decline in the physical output, per capita
and per square kilometer, county by county, in most of the period from Solon of Athens, the Pythagoreans, and Plato, to

modern times, was chiefly a reflection of two interrelatedterritory of the nation. The case of the regions composed of the
western portion of the states of New York and Pennsylvania, tendencies: physical-scientific and Classical artistic develop-

ment, and the degree of success in replacing societies domi-together with Michigan, Ohio, and Indiana, are only the most
lurid of the cases of ruin of the U.S. economy as a whole nated by slavery or quasi-slavery standards for the majority

of the subject populations, by what became known in modernthrough the effects associated with a shift from the producer-
oriented economy of the early 1960s to the post-industrial European civilization as the Fifteenth-Century model of mod-

ern commonwealth forms of sovereign nation-states associ-ruin associated with the marked, 1970s, shift from a producer
to a services economy (Figure 9). This decadence has been ated with high rates of scientific and artistic progress within

the population generally.associated, prominently, with the loss of the nation’s rail-
transport system, and a related, uneconomical concentration The advantage of the Classical, pre-Peloponnesian War

Greek culture associated with Athens and the Pythagoreans,of populations in gluts of suburban congestion in other parts
of the nation, such as around the nation’s capital. was based on conceptions of science and artistic composition

associated with the ancient Greek use of the term dynamis,This shift, from a producer to a services economy, has
resulted in a collapse of the level of tax-revenue base in most the modern Leibnizian notion of power, as the expression of

discoveries of universal physical principle which increasedof the nation, that most directly associated with the replace-
ment of industrial and related highly skilled employment, to mankind’s power, per capita, and per square kilometer over

raw nature. Since both forms of expression, physical sciencelow paid, unskilled services employment. The shrinkage of
the state and local tax-revenue base as a result of loss of and Classical artistic principles, are expressions of the same

principle applied to a different composition of media, it is thiscapital-intensive industrial and agricultural employment, to-
gether with the collapse of the tax-revenue-base effected principle, most famously associated in ancient times with the

Pythagoreans and Plato, which has paradigmatic significancethrough the shift to employment in unskilled or quasi-skilled
cheap labor, is a conspicuous part of the pattern which has led as the conceptual form of the impulse for human progress.

It is this connection among successive generations, whichthe nation to the present brink of bankruptcy of entire Federal
states, and also the nation as a whole. unites those generations, as if in immortality, in the transmis-
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sion of the contributions to progress from earlier to subse-
quent generations. This characteristic of societies committed
to progress is the most typical practical intimation of immor-
tality of the human personality. On this account, in the best
aspects of European civilization since Greece prior to Athens’
descent into sophistry and the Peloponnesian War, the idea
of the immortality of the human individual personality, is not
only strong, but a crucial, functional characteristic of the best,
most fruitful aspects of culture. On this account, the motive
which drives the creative individual personality in our soci-
ety, is not the acquisition of wealth, but rather the expression
of immortality which is met in individual contributions to the
perpetuation and progress of the fruits of physical-scientific
and Classical cultural progress.

This quality of intimations of immortality, is what is ex-
pressed in sections of our population typified by the creative
machine-tool-design specialist. This specialist, who func-
tions, on the one side, as the associate of the discoverer of a
new principle, in the design of the relevant test apparatus,
and, on the other side, as the creator of those tools and other
products which validated discoveries of principle make possi-
ble, typifies, rather than mere “financial profit,” the true driv-
ing force of agricultural and industrial progress. This is the
face of the impulse to “do good,” and to be able to make a
living at it, on which the nation depends for its most valuable
entrepreneurs and other leading contributors to the public
good.

The proper business of management of an economy, from
Thyssen Henschelthe government’s role in basic economic infrastructure, on

down, is the realization of this human motivation for expres- An artist’s composite of a maglev train arriving in Washington,
D.C. A maglev route from Boston to Washington “wouldsion of scientific and Classical-cultural forms of general prog-
reactivate lost productive capabilities up to maglev standardsress of the nation and humanity in general.
along the entire route, and thus provide a key part of the
development of the capability for producing a national maglev
trunk system.”Public Infrastructure and Private Capital

My specific recommendation for immediate action by the
U.S. Congress, has been to concentrate the core of the initial
measures of recovery of the U.S. economy on a concentrated Lakes, between the Rocky and Appalachian mountains down

into the Louisiana seaport, indicates the scale of capital in-package of combined major economic infrastructure and
power-generation-and-distribution programs. This recom- vestment required for this enterprise.

In approaching this proposed action, we must take intomendation takes into account both the advantage of concen-
trating on the public sector, where government’s role is far account the vast loss of qualified labor-force for this work,

which has occurred through the combined processes of ageingmore efficient, and often also indispensable, and also the limi-
tations of our available potential for relatively high-gain phys- and shrinking of the skilled labor-force during the recent quar-

ter-century. We must select some very large projects, which,ical-economic concentration.
It is to be emphasized, in advancing such a package, that therefore, have high impact on the national economy at large,

but which have the effect of catalyzing increase of the relativethe rebuilding of a national rail/magnetic-levitation system,
has a high-gain potential for promoting development of the proportion of able labor-force within the potential labor-force

as a whole.economic potential in the widest way within the economy as
a whole, and coincides with the urgent need to devise a more Take as an example, the matter of introducing magnetic-

levitation into the U.S. system. For this purpose, consider therational system of combined air-rail transport for the national
territory as a whole. The case for rebuilding our seaports and examples of the German system’s introduction into China and

in the link from the city of Munich to the nearby airport. Ininternal river-canal system, as the skeletal system for convey-
ance of low-cost-per-ton bulk freight, invokes the same con- order to set into motion the development of a qualified labor-

force and sources of relevant essential supply for large-scalesiderations. The scale of capital costs for reactivating the sys-
tem of water-borne freight from the region below the Great applications, it is useful to see development of maglev con-
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FIGURE 10

United States: High-Speed Rail Corridor Designations

This map shows the 12 high-speed rail corridors proposed by the U.S. Department of Transportation’s High-Speed Train division in 2000;
they would cover 12-15,000 miles in the most densely populated area, and cost between $50 billion and $75 billion (in constant 1998 dollars),
over 20 years. Only one such corridor—the Northeast—is in operation right now

Once these corridors are created, in coordination with major hubs of air traffic, gear-up should start for key routes of magnetically
levitated passenger and freight lines, and for intercontinental connections.

nections to highly-trafficked airports as a means for building This requires primary investments over spans of a quarter
to a half century, and also provides a corresponding amountup the productive potential for larger-scale applications. Con-

sider, for example, the obvious priority of a passenger maglev of investment in capital improvements supporting the main
project.system from Boston, Massachusetts, down the coastal land-

route, to Washington, D.C. This latter choice would reactivate Presently, the U.S. Federal Reserve System, like the inter-
national monetary system, is essentially bankrupt, and hope-lost productive capabilities up to maglev standards along the

entire route, and thus provide a key part of the development of lessly so by conventional standards. Therefore, the notion of
a private-capital approach to development of basic economicthe capability for producing a national maglev trunk system.

The development of integrated networks of air-rail- infrastructure, would be a sheer hoax. Only with a long-term,
quarter-century or so, Federal general reorganization-in-maglev-waterway transport reopens large regions of the na-

tion as a whole, such as the presently ruined region of western bankruptcy of the U.S. Federal Reserve System, could any
significant recovery of the U.S. economy be effected. The factNew York, western Pennsylvania, Michigan, Ohio, and Indi-

ana, with international links to the Atlantic, through the Great that the U.S. Constitution prescribes a national credit-system,
rather than a monetary system of the current European style,Lakes, and to the Gulf by way of the Mississippi system. (See

Figure 10.) affords us the critical advantage of mobilizing adequate na-
tional credit in a well-managed way, over a base-period of aThe obviously required complement of such programs of

development of mass transport systems, is a massive invest- quarter-century. The bringing of the about-to-be-bankrupted
European monetary systems into tandem with a new U.S.ment in power plants and associated distribution systems.
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credit system, rather than a monetary
system, provides the cornerstone for a
global economic recovery from the
presently bankrupt condition of the
present IMF system.

Putting the private member-banks
of the Federal Reserve into reorganiza-
tion under a Federal Reserve System in
Federal government reorganization-sta-
tus, will facilitate the generation of pri-
vate credit inside the United States to
complement the use of public credit for
major elements of public investment in
building basic economic infrastructure.

The ultimate feasibility of such
long-term investments in both the pub-
lic and private sectors, depends upon
emphasizing high-gain investment in

EIRNSfrontier qualities of scientific-techno-
LaRouche Youth Movement members re-create the Greek discovery of minimal distancelogical progress.
for reflected light. LaRouche writes, “I have returned to the Pythagorean method of
Sphaerics, with the aim of leading young adults to work their way to the physical
implications of Riemannian hypergeometries.”The Cultural Basis of Recovery

The middle of the 1960s saw the
emergence of a great conflict between
two diverging perspectives on the matter of scientific and of scientific and related education in schools and universities;

but, a more significant part of the destruction has been thetechnological progress. On the one side, there was the rebirth
of the Franklin Roosevelt legacy in the successive actions of result of a radically positivist influence, associated with the

cults of so-called “information theory” and “artificial intelli-the Eisenhower and Kennedy Presidencies, as expressed by
the commitment to the Moon-landing. On the opposite side, gence,” in the content of what passes for scientific practice

today.were the rise of the anti-progress fanaticism of large sections
of the 68er generation, and the destruction of the mechanisms I have used the occasion of stimulating a rebirth of Classi-

cal art and science among the adult-youth generation, to ad-of scientific and technological progress set into motion under
the Nixon Administration. dress these problems. My approach has been to return empha-

sis to the foundations of European scientific achievementsThe latter, anti-progress current, did not surprise those
who had studied the Adolf Hitler regime more carefully from among the relevant Classical Greek leaders of the Pythagor-

ean and Platonic Academy traditions, through the work ofthis vantage-point. Apart from military systems, the Hitler
regime was predominantly a reflection of what we would term Archimedes and Eratosthenes. My emphasis has been upon

replicating actual original discoveries of universal physicaltoday “green ideology.” It was the hostility to actual science
by the Hitler regime which played an ironically helpful role principles, rather than presently conventional reductionist-

mathematical pedagogies which teach formulas, but fail toin preventing Nazi Germany from realizing some of the strate-
gically significant potential embedded in the German scien- focus on the discovered, experimentally based physical prin-

ciple itself. For this purpose, I have returned to the Pythagor-tific tradition of that time.
The decline in the science-technology potentials of the ean method of Sphaerics, with the aim of leading young adults

to work their way to the physical implications of RiemannianUnited States under the Eisenhower-Kennedy resurgence of
commitment to progress, was already under way during the hypergeometries.

The accomplishments of young adults engaged in that1950s, even under forced-draft efforts in military systems. A
more routine approach to engineering product replaced the return to Classical methods in physical science and art, are

modest, but of crucial, exemplary significance. By bringingscience-driver potentials of earlier versions of secondary and
higher education. The science-driver capability which we and Classical scientific methods so into conjunction with the ma-

chine-tool-design principle lodged largely in our auto andEurope still claimed during the 1970s and into the 1980s, was
concentrated in both the generation of veterans of the World aerospace industries, we are situated to use a few “drivers,”

as the Kennedy manned Moon-landing was used, to put aWar II, and that of the immediately following years. Much of
the destruction of the scientific potential of the United States spear-point on national progress, as we now enter an age in

which the notion of economy will be premised not on merelyand Europe today, has been largely a product of the collapse
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infrastructure as such, but the deeper foundations of economic
progress in man’s mastery and improvement of the Biosphere
and Noösphere.

4. The Biosphere for the Long
Term

Those among Earth’s water, atmosphere, and the fossil
stores of the minerals which we mine for human uses, are
relatively finite, relative to the required rates of consumption
and of qualities of the required such accessible resources.
Required resources are to be measured per capita and per
square kilometer of the surface of the planet, and are also to
be measured in terms of the increased requirements, per capita
and per square kilometer, as society develops and population-
levels increase. Without certain improvements in our planet’s
current, habituated policies of general practice, the rate of
using up of Biosphere stocks left by earlier generations will
overtake current human requirements. We must now add the
need to generate such resources for the Biosphere and Noö-
sphere as current products of the ongoing output of man-
kind’s efforts.

First of all, we have already reached the point, that we
must generate an increasing portion of the total consumption
of potable fresh water, rather than relying on drawing down
what are largely fossil stores of potable or quasi-potable wa-
ter.13 As fossil lodes are relatively depleted, we must generate

Preliminary Design Report 1084, Met. Water Dist. of S. Calif., 1993.stores, as through desalination aided by high-temperature nu-
Artist’s depiction of a modern seawater desalination tower.clear and thermonuclear processes with large-volume capac-
Desalination could be aided by high-temperature nuclear andity, to replace what is being depleted. Within this spectrum as
thermonuclear processes with large-volume capacity, to replacea whole, we must meet the challenge of generating those what is being depleted.

elements and their isotopes which we need, rather than rely-
ing, as we have until now, upon mining stocks lying as fossil
deposits within the Biosphere. to accumulate knowledge of the qualitatively broader view of

As we are impelled thus, to take charge of our planet as a physical chemistry we might develop, even on Earth, by extra-
whole, we have already begun to reach out further, to recog- terrestrial encounters with operating chemistries beyond the
nize our obligation to become capable of managing more Earth’s bounds.
and more of our Solar System, and to gain willful control, The intention to explore the Moon, and beyond, by
eventually, over the entire Solar System as an entity. How manned landings on places beyond our immediate planet,
rapidly we might progress along those lines, is uncertain; at which began in 1920s Germany, has carried us to the point
the present time we might assume that we do not need to know that we have organized forms of science-driven aerospace
how rapidly we must make qualitative breakthroughs in such mission programs. Despite all the setbacks which have occur-
directions within the region of the Solar System beyond the red since the U.S. manned landing on the Moon, the impulse
bounds of Earth itself. It is sufficient that we, as the saying for relevant, science-driven exploration of nearby Solar space
runs, “get going.” In the first steps, such as dealing with a has crept forward in conception of immediate and intermedi-
deadly asteroid encounter, we must explore the physical ate goals.
chemistry of the relatively nearby regions of the Solar System, The most notable characteristic of progress in such aero-

space developmental programs, is the evident fact that every
13. This problem came prominently to my attention in 1982, in my attention imaginable branch of scientific development is implicitly an
to the use of what might have been fossil-water resources, rather than “renew-

attainable by-product of a space-oriented aerospace develop-able resources,” targetted for the development of new agro-industrial cities
ment along those lines. Implicitly, this trajectory in humanin Egypt. Making the deserts of North Africa and Southeast Asia bloom, is

among the major objectives which must be selected for early mastery. scientific and related development might be best defined as
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something which began to happen with Johannes Kepler’s our people to rise from the looming muck of doom which
menaces our nation today. Such is the image of man whichuniquely original discovery of the principle of universal grav-

itation. Vernadsky’s insight into the Noösphere implies as the proper
economic policy for practice of the present and future nationsIt is our best estimate today, that, once there was a solitary,

fast-spinning Sun, without planets to be its companions. This of our planet.
Since the cultural paradigm-shift which the maliciouscreative Sun generated our Solar System. The best estimate

of the way in which the Solar System emerged, corresponds Congress for Cultural Freedom and its allies induced among
those young, within the Americas and Europe, who were bornto the account of the principles of design of the planetary

system given by Kepler about four centuries ago. However, during a period beginning approximately the 1945-1950 in-
terval, public opinion among such strata has been dominated,it was determined by a scientific deliberation which occurred

during the early 1980s, that the possibility of the existence of increasingly, by what is fairly described as a “no-future” ori-
entation within our society, most notably among those pres-the chemical composition of the Sun’s planets represented by

the pre-nuclear-age Mendeleyev table of elements, depends ently between fifty-five and sixty-five years of age.
This factor of existentialist disorientation, whose causesupon a form of polarized thermonuclear fusion occurring in

the immediate vicinity of the Sun itself. are typified by the influence of the Congress of Cultural Free-
dom, is the underlying cause for the special cleavage whichThe indicated point is, that with man’s command of pow-

ers comparable to polarized thermonuclear fusion, man’s ade- has arisen between the so-called “Baby Boomer” genera-
tion—the so-called “Now Generation”—and the young-adultquate future management of our Solar System would not be

feasible. This challenge is the long-range new frontier pres- generation, such as the 18-25 age-bracket, today. Despite all
expressions of religious fervor, the distinction of the “Nowently in view. Obviously, we shall not reach that power in the

lifetimes of persons living today, but that is the visible horizon Generation” is that it has no efficient sense of an actual future
beyond its own demise. The result is the spectacle of a genera-toward which coming generations must begin marching, al-

ready today. tion, now in or approaching the 55-65 age-interval, which,
despite all the religious pretensions among its ranks, has noFor the presently living generations, and those just be-

yond, the present significance of that long-range view of man- belief in an efficient purpose in its continued life beyond the
point of its death. Whereas, the younger adult generation,kind’s destiny, is that it supplies us with a mission-orientation

which is practically coherent with the notion of the immortal- typified by those in the 18-25 interval, faces the prospect of
a half-century or more of personal life to come. The olderity accessible to the mortal person living today. It is a mission-

orientation which unites those living today along a common generation’s claims to religious belief, are therefore as doubt-
ful as they are sometimes impassioned.line of march hundreds of generations and more into the dis-

tant future of our Solar System, and a further view of the This cleavage in outlook between generations, a cleavage
induced by the impact of the kind of sophists’ existentialistuniverse beyond that, a view of mankind as in the immortal

image of, and a servant of an efficiently willful Creator. outlook typified by the moral depravity of the Congress for
Cultural Freedom, typifies the moral quality of the deep exis-
tential cleavage in the outlook of the intellects of the respec-4.1 The New Image of Man

There are no human races. Every phenotype, or genotype tive generations today. The challenge of the onrushing global
economic-financial disaster now looming immediately beforeof mankind has essentially the same species of cognitive po-

tentials, on condition that potential is developed and its fruit- us, is to shift policy-thinking away from the “Now Genera-
tion” outlook, to an outlook coherent with the half century orfulness encouraged. What man shares in common with the

beasts, is not any of the quality which is specifically that of more of the future of our global civilization.
The following thoughts are most pertinent to the solvingman; something of a higher order of existence, a quality

unique to mankind, is the basis for the human identity and for of that problem, that challenge.
specifically human identity. That distinction is expressed as
the quality of creativity associated with discoveries of univer- Science Versus Superstition

The form of depravity chiefly responsible for the culturalsal physical principles, such as the characteristic discoveries
by the ancient Pythagoreans and Plato. It is through partaking decadence of the Americas and western Europe today, ap-

pears in the form of irrational belief in magic, such as thein the use and generation of such discoveries, that society’s
practice is organized in a manner coherent with the true dis- “Ring” and “Harry Potter” cults. These cults have a modern

root in the empiricist forms of mysticism associated withtinction of man from beast, the distinction of Noösphere from
Biosphere. Scientific discovery and its application, is not a Thomas Hobbes, John Locke, Bernard Mandeville, François

Quesnay, David Hume, Adam Smith, Jeremy Bentham, et al.:means to an end; it is a necessary characteristic of human
individual and social behavior, in and of itself, for even its the belief in a principle of magic, such as the dogma of “free

trade,” as acting to shape the course of events as if by “littleown sake.
Such is the image of man which we require to mobilize green men” operating from under the floorboards of the real
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universe; belief in a magical result obtained if we follow a ence of such a past discovery is a matter of calling forth again
the living process of discovery of principle made by the origi-recipe for which mysterious forces would reward us with

results met in the domain of experience. nal individual discoverer of reference. In true science and
great Classical art, we experience, in our own flesh, the effi-Popular “science-fiction” entertainments are part of this

infectious spread of anti-scientific beliefs in the implicitly cient existence of the person of a long-dead discoverer. We
experience thus, an efficient sense of the future beyond.satanic powers of magic. Even much of what is purveyed

as “religious fundamentalism,” as by the brutish Rev. Pat Among rather ordinary, sane people, we have the case
of the grandfather who points to some physical work, whileRobertson, partakes of this same pro-satanic quality of wor-

ship of the delusory, imagined powers of sympathetic magic. saying to the child, “I was part of the team which built that.”
It is in a sense of the continued, historical existence of livingWe exist within the real universe, and are, as the closing

verses of Genesis insist, men and women made in the likeness and deceased human beings, that we have a more or less ready
access to what has been labelled “an intimation of immortal-of the Creator, who are His agents in management of the

universe in which He, and we live: and, as Albert Einstein ity.” By looking backward, thus, and then looking forward to
the future where we shall be interred, an appropriately effi-rightly emphasized, there is nothing existing beyond that uni-

verse within which He reigns as omnipresent, the same uni- cient prescience of human individual immortality becomes
accessible to our knowledge.verse within which we exist.

In reality, no one has shown the possibility for a state Hence, it is such great scientificdiscoverers and great Clas-
sical artists, who typify the larger category of persons who notof affairs in which human beings might become immortal

in their incarnate form. Rather, unlike the beasts, we can only have an intimation of human individual immortality, but
an efficient one, one which is of immediate relevance to thebecome spiritually immortal, at least conditionally, as no

individual member of a species of animal could. The differ- knowing individual’s practice today. So, it is with the patriot
whose love of future mankind carries him into battle. It wasence between man and beast on this account, is located in

the domain of those qualities of ideas which are typified said, in a feeble attempt to encompass such a nature in a sim-
plistic way, “Praise the Lord and pass the ammunition!”by the individual mind’s generation of the discovery of a

universal physical principle, or of a work of strictly Classical The challenge implicitly embedded in such reflections,
is typified by the thematic issue of Aeschylus’ Prometheusartistic composition which perpetuates the existence of the

identity of the composer as a living force within society for Bound. Zeus’s condemnation of Prometheus for imparting
knowledge of the use of “fire” to mortal man, is the crucialcenturies, even millennia to follow. Indeed, as the efficiency

of discovered and employed universal physical principles issue. The essence of human life is the breaking of the bonds
of tradition, as fundamental scientific and Classical-artisticattests, that aspect of us which is immortal, as the uniquely

human discovery of universal physical principles attests to modes of cultural progress do, to locate an efficient sense of
both past and future within the finite reach of the individualthis, is within the Creator’s universe, not in some place

outside, or underneath. person’s mortal existence. It is that specific kind of sense of
personal immortality, beyond the reach of death of the animalIn our mortal bodies as such, our individuality does not

differ much from that of our animal pets. However, as we can body we inhabit, which is the foundation of all true human
morality. It is that sense of one’s self, of one’s own efficientshow from reflection on the fact of valid, original discoveries

of universal physical principle, or great Classical artistic com- existence in the universe beyond the limits of our individual
life and death, which is the only foundation of true morality,positions, such as those of Bach or Beethoven, which present

us with the immortal aspect of a human individuality, the the only foundation of that true sense of citizenship which we
must now awaken in our people, if we are to overcome theessential existence, and, therefore, the meaning of the individ-

ual’s human life lies not in the domain of the Biosphere, but terrible threats which recent folly has bestowed upon our own
and other nations today.that which is expressed for us in the form of the Noösphere,

the domain occupied by discoveries in the form of universal It is only as we grasp our personal responsibility for what
happens to mankind in generations to come after us, that wephysical principles and important Classical forms of artistic

composition, and by policy decisions and related initiatives will have located our higher sense of personal identity. Here
lies what Gottfried Leibniz defined as “the pursuit of happi-which express the same qualities of the human mind as scien-

tific and Classical-artistic discoveries. ness,” the notion of the general welfare of present and future
generations, and the realization of the good contributed byThe cruel folly to be considered, and rejected, is the notion

that the individual person must see the prospect of death as those who came before us, which is the central conception of
our 1776 Declaration of Independence.like the closing and sealing of a door, never to be reopened

again. Whereas, those among us who have repeatedly experi- Our hope as a people today, lies in the commitment to
those great and mighty works, which make not only this na-enced the re-enactment of an original act of discovery, in

physical science, or Classical artistic composition, see, more tion, not merely this planet, but the immediately surrounding
universe, a better place for generations yet to come.clearly than most of the rest among us, that reliving the experi-
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Appendix

MAP 1

Plant Shutdowns 1970-2008 by the ‘Big Three’
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The shutdowns of auto production capacity for 35 years by the “Big
Three”—GM, Ford, and Chrysler—has been overwhelmingly
concentrated in the upper Midwest states, and has helped to
deindustrialize and devastate them: more than 100,000 hourly-
wage production jobs have been lost, at least that many salaried
jobs, and perhaps four times as many in the auto-parts production
sector. See Table 1 for the specific capacity of the plants closed.
Map 2 shows the auto-assembly of foreign carmakers opened up in
the same period of time, involving a shift to non-union, lower-wage
areas of the country.
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TABLE 1

Plant Shutdowns 1970-2008 by the ‘Big Three’

State City Type of Facility Workers Company Year Closed

1970-85
1. California South Gate Assembly GM 1980

2. Michigan Hamtramck Dodge Main 7,500 Chrysler 1980

3. Michigan Detroit Fisher Body 23 915 GM 1970-85

4. Michigan Detroit Fisher Body 37 185 GM 1970-85

5. Michigan Detroit Chevrolet Forge 1,407 GM 1970-85

6. Michigan Detroit Dodge Forge 1,000 Chrysler 1970-85

7. Michigan Detroit Plymouth Assembly 2,300 Chrysler 1970-85

8. Michigan Detroit Plymouth Engine 1,000 Chrysler 1970-85

9. Michigan Detroit Amplex 297 Chrysler 1970-85

10. Michigan Detroit Auto Body Division 9,700 Chrysler 1970-85

11. Michigan Highland Park 2,200 Chrysler 1970-85

1986-95
12. California Van Nuys Assembly GM 1992

13. Georgia Lakewood Assembly GM 1990

14. Indiana Anderson GM 1992-96

15. Massachusetts Framingham Assembly GM 1989

16. Michigan Ypsilanti/Willow Run 4,000 GM 1992

17. Michigan Detroit/Fleetwood Fisher Body 3,900 GM 1987

18. Michigan Detroit 2 Components Plant GM 1992-96

19. Michigan Pontiac Car Assembly GM 1988

20. Michigan Flint Engine GM 1992-96

21. Michigan Saginaw Metal Castings GM 1992-96

22. Missouri St. Louis Truck Assembly GM 1987

23. Missouri Leeds Assembly GM 1987

24. Ohio Norwood Assembly GM 1987

25. Ohio Hamilton/Fairfield Stamping 2,200 GM 1988

1996-2005
26. Alabama Athens Electrical, Steering 2,037 Delphi 2001

27. Indiana Indianapolis Foundry 881 Chrysler 2005

28. Maryland Baltimore Assembly 883 GM 2005

29. Michigan Detroit McGraw Glass 717 Chrysler 2003

30. Michigan Detroit/Mound Rd. Engine Plant Chrysler 2002

31. Michigan Dearborn Assembly 2,000 Ford 2004

32. Michigan Detroit/Mt. Elliot Tool & Die 290 Chrysler 2003

33. Michigan Dearborn Vulcan Forge 80 Ford 2003

34. Michigan Detroit Tank 536 Chrysler 1998

35. Michigan Flint/ 1,200 GM 1999

36. Michigan Saginaw Malleable Iron (PT) 292 GM

37. New Jersey Linden Assembly 1,654 GM

38. New Jersey Edison Truck Assembly 900 Ford 2004

39. New York Tarrytown 3,456 GM 1996

40. Ohio Brook Park/Cleveland Aluminum Casting 78 Ford 2003

41. Ohio Toledo Machining 1,628 Chrysler 2003

42. Ontario Windsor/Pillette Rd. GM 2001-03

43. Quebec St. Therese Assembly GM 2002

(continued)
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TABLE 1

Plant Shutdowns 1970-2008 by the ‘Big Three’ (continued)

State City Type of Facility Workers Company Year Closed

2006-08 (Planned and Threatened)
44. Georgia Fitzgerald Batteries 363 Delphi

45. Georgia Atlanta/Hapeville Assembly 1,978 Ford

46. Georgia Doraville Assembly 2,856 GM

47. Indiana A Indianapolis Steering Components 1,800 Visteon

48. Indiana Anderson Energy and Chassis 791 Delphi

49. Indiana Muncie Transmission 385 GM

50. Indiana Kokomo Environment & Safety 2,421 Delphi

51. Kansas A Kansas City IP/Lamp Assembly 95 Visteon

52. Maryland Baltimore Transmission (PT) 376 GM

53. Michigan A Monroe Chassis 1,330 Visteon

54. Michigan A Milan Powertrain 900 Visteon

55. Michigan A Saline Interiors 1,585 Visteon

56. Michigan A Ypsilanti Chassis 770 Visteon

57. Michigan A Plymouth Climate Control 1,245 Visteon

58. Michigan Wixom Assembly 1,663 Ford

59. Michigan A Chesterfield Township Seating Foam 155 Visteon

60. Michigan Lansing—Delta Twnshp Assembly 130 GM

61. Michigan Lansing—Grand River Assembly 1,303 GM

62. Michigan Lansing Metal Center 1,514 GM

63. Mich Flint East (D) Exhaust Systems 649 Delphi

64. Mich Flint East (E/C) Energy, Engine 2,173 Delphi

65. Michigan Flint North (PT) 2,262 GM

66. Minnesota St. Paul Assembly 1,805 Ford

67. Mississippi Laurel Energy Systems 73 Delphi

68. Missouri St. Louis/Hazelwood Assembly 1,589 Ford

69. New Jersey New Brunswick Batteries 283 Delphi

70. New York West Seneca Compressors 110 Visteon

71. Ohio Kettering Thermal Systems 1,094 Delphi

72. Ohio Moraine Assembly 3,821 GM

73. Ohio Moraine Energy & Chassis 1,145 Delphi

74. Ohio Dayton Compressors 1,409 Delphi

75. Ohio Vandalia Interiors 641 Delphi

76. Ohio A Sandusky Lighting 1,285 Visteon

77. Oklahoma Oklahoma City Assembly 2,534 GM

78. Oklahoma A Tulsa Glass 600 Visteon

79. Pennsylvania Pittsburgh Metal Fabricating 541 GM

80. Tennessee Spring Hill Assembly 5,067 GM

81. Tennessee A Nashville Glass 730 Visteon

82. Ontario Windsor Engines 2,200 Ford

83. Ontario St. Catherines Powertrain 300 GM

84. Ontario Oshawa Plant #1 Assembly 1,000 GM

85. Ontario Oshawa Plant #2 Assembly 2,300 GM

A = In Ford’s “Automotive Components Holdings, LLC, as of Oct. 1, 2005
PT = Power Train
Source: EIR 2006.
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MAP 2

Foreign Auto Plant Openings in United States, 1980-2006
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TABLE 2

Foreign Auto Plant Openings in United States, 1980-2006

State City Type of Facility Company Year Opened

1. Alabama Lincoln Assembly Honda 2001
2. Alabama Montgomery Assembly Hyundai 2005
3. California Fremont Assembly Toyota/NUMMI 1984
4. Illinois Normal Assembly Mitsubishi 1988
5. Indiana Lafayette Assembly Subaru 1989
6. Kentucky Georgetown Assembly Toyota 1988
7. Kentucky Georgetown Assembly Toyota 1994
8. Mississippi Canton Assembly Nissan 2003
9. New Jersey Princeton Assembly Toyota 1999

10. New Jersey Princeton Assembly Toyota 2003
11. Ohio Anna Engine Honda 1985
12. Ohio Russells Point Transmission Honda 1997
13. Ohio East Liberty Assembly Honda 1989
14. Ohio Marysville Assembly Honda 1982
15. South Carolina Spartanburg Assembly BMW 1995
16. Tennessee Smyrna Assembly Nissan 1983
17. Texas San Antonio Assembly Toyota 2006
18. Ontario Alliston #1 Assembly Honda 1986
19. Ontario Alliston #2 Assembly Honda 1998
20. Ontario Cambridge Assembly Toyota 1998

Source: EIR 2006.
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FIGURE 1

Deindustrialization Ruins Midwest Cities

1970 2004

A

B

C

Deindustrialization
has shrunk and
drastically
impoverished the
major cities of
the upper
Midwest since
1970. The figures
could be shown
for dozens of
cities in the
region, with the
same effects
throughout.
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DemsMust FollowLaRouche’s
Lead, SinkAlitoNomination
by Jeffrey Steinberg

On Jan. 19, Attorney General Alberto Gonzales issued a 42- ney travelled to New York City, to deliver a speech at the
Mont Pelerin Society-linked Manhattan Institute for Policypage unclassified legal opinion defending the Bush Adminis-

tration’s indefensible illegal spying on Americans. The Gon- Research, in which he defiantly defended the NSA spying and
lied that “the activities conducted under this authorizationzales document represented one of the most radical and So-

phistic assertions of the Carl Schmitt doctrine of unbridled have helped us to detect and prevent possible terrorist attacks
against the American people. As such, this program is criticalPresidential dictatorship—otherwise known as the Führer-

prinzip—claiming that the President’s authority as Com- to the national security of the United States. . . . These actions
are within the President’s authority and responsibility undermander-in-Chief allows him to take actions which are “be-

yond Congress’ ability to regulate,” and “affords the the Constitution and laws, and these actions are vital to our se-
curity.”President, at minimum, the discretion to employ the tradi-

tional incidents of the use of military force,” including the Cheney’s speech in New York, and the public release of
the “in your face” Gonzales memo, kicked off an all-out Whitefull range of National Security Agency (NSA) capabilities to

conduct domestic spying. House drive to break resistance to their drive for fascist dicta-
torship and ram through the Alito nomination. President BushInformed of the Gonzales document, Lyndon LaRouche

declared: “This proves the case. This document, probably scheduled a visit to the National Security Agency, and Gen.
Michael Hayden, the former NSA Director, who is now thedictated by Vice President Dick Cheney and his chief of staff

and general counsel David Addington, simply confirms that Deputy Director of National Intelligence under John Negro-
ponte, and Attorney General Gonzales all scheduled high-this Administration is in the hands of a fascist cabal. Nobody

who is concerned and thinking clearly can, in their right mind, profile Washington speaking appearances on the eve of the
Senate Judiciary Committee vote on Alito.support the nomination of Samuel Alito to the United States

Supreme Court under these conditions.” LaRouche pondered,
“Is President Bush prepared to ask for the resignation of his A Nazi Majority on the Court

The same day that Cheney was ranting in Manhattan,Attorney General, over this flagrant violation of the spirit and
letter of the U.S. Constitution?” LaRouche was interviewed on Wisconsin Public Radio by

host Duke Skorich. LaRouche used the occasion to spell outLaRouche had earlier suggested that, given time, the Che-
ney cabal would respond to the growing opposition to the again, as he did in a Jan. 11, 2006 international webcast from

Washington, D.C., why the Alito nomination must be de-Alito nomination with some arrogant “flight forward” act,
which would highlight just how dangerous the Alito nomina- feated, and why he now worries that some Democrats may

cave in, in the face of the greatest threat to the U.S. Constitu-tion was to the survival of the Republic. Not only did the
Gonzales memo, released to Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist tion in generations:

“We have a group in the United States,” he warned,(R-Tenn.) and Minority Leader Harry Reid (D-Nev.), pub-
licly display precisely such arrogance. The very day that the “which was organized around the University of Chicago—

some years ago, in the early ’80s—which is called the Feder-Gonzales document was being released, Vice President Che-
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Alito, but then, reluctantly confirm him, when it comes down
the line.

“The problem is, if you have five people on the Supreme
Court, out of nine, who are part of the Federalist Society, or
supporters of the Federalist Society, you have a potential Nazi
coup, coup d’état, any time Cheney wants to pull it inside the
United States. This is something which I’m fighting, and some
others are fighting—I think Harry Reid, the Democratic
Leader in the Senate, there’s no question, is fighting this. But
around him, there’s a certain amount of softness.

“Many of these Democrats coming back to the Senate
from their vacation, their year-end affairs, are not clear.
They’re also being muscled by the Republicans who threaten
them, that if they are fussy, that they’ll lose the next re-elec-
tion, or things like that. Some of the Democratic Party people
are soft-shoeing it: They don’t realize that this is one of those
times, you don’t play games; you don’t ‘go along to get along.’
This is one of the times, when, really as a matter of principle,
you stand up to the principle and say, ‘We’re not going to have
a Nazi organization, or a pro-Nazi organization, so declared,
controlling the U.S. Supreme Court.’ And that’s the issue.”

White House photo/Eric Draper LaRouche continued, in response to a followup question
about the Senate Judiciary Committee confirmation hearings:Judge Samuel Alito with President Bush at the Oval Office on Jan.

9, before the hearings at the Senate Judiciary Committee were set “The problem is, is that—you know, they went with Har-
to begin. Defeating Alito’s nomination, said LaRouche, is “the test
of whether the nation has the moral fitness to survive.”

riet Miers; the Democrats made an agreement with the Repub-
licans and with the White House: They said, ‘Okay, we’ll pad
the approval of Roberts, but don’t shove something on us we
can’t support, the next time.’ Now, Harriet Miers was not aalist Society, which is sort of an insult to the founders of the

nation. But, the Federalist Society was organized around the source of objections from the Democrats. But then, they [the
Administration] dumped Miers, and brought in Alito, who isideas of a leading Nazi figure, Carl Schmitt, who was the man

who crafted the law, the legal decision which both allowed objectionable. But then, you have some Democrats who really
are a little bit soft. And they don’t understand, clearly—Hitler to become a dictator, instead of just a Chancellor; and

which later authorized, and endorsed the murders of people, maybe, they don’t wish to understand, in some cases—but
they don’t understand, clearly, what we’re up against: We’resuch as the former Chancellor and some other people, by

Hitler’s forces—their actual murder. up against the potentiality, which is coming out of the interna-
tional financial crisis, that somebody’s going to try to do what“Now, this idea, which they call here—they’re calling it

the ‘unitary executive’ and other things—is simply the same they did in the 1930s! Set up dictatorship. Because, they don’t
want democratic processes interfering with what dictatorspolicy that Carl Schmitt used to bring the Nazis into dictatorial

powers, in 1933 actually, in February 1933, in Germany. And want to do with the economy, and with other things.
“You have this pressure on Iran, the question on Syria,Hitler stayed a dictator until 1945, until he was dead. So,

this kind of thing is being brought into the United States at so forth—more wars, more wars! And the fear we have in
Washington, is that, were Alito confirmed, that Cheney andthis time.”
company would push ahead, we’d get those ‘more wars’
which are now waiting for us, in Syria, in Iran, and so forth.The Democrats’ Response

“Now,” LaRouche continued, “what you have is, you have It’s an extremely dangerous situation, particularly as today,
and yesterday, you have this crisis on the Japan stock market.a problem in the Congress: The Democrats are putting up a

show on this thing, but it’s not—at the present time, it’s not Which could be—that is, ‘could be’—these things are not so
simple, you can say ‘yes’ or ‘no’—but it could be the triggertoo clear cut. They’re going to the mat and saying they’re

against Alito, they’re asking questions. But, here’s a guy, that could set off a world financial collapse.”
Alito, who’s lying his head off about what his policies are—
he’s really playing kabuki theater, with the Congress—and Filibuster!

As LaRouche noted, some leading Senate Democrats arethe leaders know it. But they also know that a number of the
members of the Congress are soft-shoeing it on this one, that committed to an all-out battle to defeat the Alito nomination

by filibuster. On Jan. 18, one week after the LaRouche web-they’re going to go through the motions of protesting against
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cast kicked off a nationwide drive to sink Alito, Senate Demo-
crats caucused for the first time since the holiday recess. Fol-
lowing the strategy session, a number of Senate Democrats,
led by Leader Reid; Richard Durbin (Ill.); Patrick Leahy (Vt.),
the ranking Democrat on the Senate Judiciary Committee; and
Edward Kennedy (Mass.), delivered a series of coordinated
public statements, all rejecting the Alito nomination, and ze-
roing in on precisely the “unitary executive” and Federalist
Society issues that LaRouche had highlighted.

In a press conference on Jan. 19, Senator Durbin directly
addressed the central issue of a Democratic filibuster: “A
week ago, I would have told you it’s not likely to happen,”
Durbin said. “As of now, I just can’t rule it out. I was surprised
by the intensity of feeling of some of my colleagues. It’s a
matter of counting. We have 45 Democrats, counting [Inde-
pendent] Jim Jeffords, on our side. We could sustain a filibus-
ter if 41 Senators . . . are willing to stand and fight.

“We’re asking Senators where they stand,” he continued.
“When it reaches a critical moment when five Senators have
said they oppose a filibuster, it’s off the table. It’s not going
to happen. But if it doesn’t reach that moment, then we’ll sit
down and have that conversation.”

EIRNS/James Cameron“That conversation” not only must occur. If the republic
Missouri State Rep. Juanita Walton is organizing state legislatorsis to survive the Cheney-led drive for dictatorship, all Demo-
and other officials to demand that the U.S. Senate reject Alito’s
nomination.

crats, along with those Republicans who cherish the Constitu-
tion more than they fear Cheney, must defeat the Alito nomi-
nation by an up-or-down vote or a filibuster. LaRouche called
it “the test of whether the nation has the moral fitness to Mr. Alito further disqualifies himself with his egregious

support of the views of the Federalist Society, an institutionsurvive.”
with which he is publicly identified. The Federalist Society
was created twenty years ago under the direct influence of
ideas promulgated by Carl Schmitt, the Crown Jurist of the

Documentation Nazi regime.
Mr. Alito openly supports the idea of the “unitary execu-

tive,” which is the core dogma of the Federalist Society. This
idea was originally known as the “Fuehrerprinzip” under theLegislators Go on Record Hitler regime, and stated that the head of state can assert
absolute power during periods of so-called emergency. TheAgainst Alito Nomination
policies of the executive do not have to withstand the scrutiny
of the Congress or the Supreme Court, and simply are the law.

Missouri State Rep. Juanita Head Walton (D-81), joined by This policy has already been adopted wholesale by the Bush/
Cheney Administration with their promotion of NSA spying,a group of other legislators and elected officials, issued the

following statement on Jan. 19, 2006: torture, and other abhorrent policies typical of dictatorships.
This has brought our nation to the brink of totalitarian rule.

We call upon the Senate of the United States to reject the We stand with Democratic leader Lyndon LaRouche and
others who denounce this policy and Mr. Alito. At a recentnomination of Federal Judge Samuel Alito to the Supreme

Court. If need be, we call upon the Senate to conduct a filibus- meeting in Washington, Mr. LaRouche challenged the Senate
to reject Mr. Alito’s confirmation. “I see strong men andter to block his nomination. Mr. Alito is unfit to be a member

of our nation’s highest court in these “times that try men’s women I’ve regarded as strong, in the Senate—flinching!
When the issue is: Are you willing to defend this nation fromsouls.”

Mr. Alito’s views on race and women’s rights are antago- a takeover by Nazism? The issue is not opinion, the issue is
Hitler. And we can’t have him here. Will they capitulate andnistic to both the highest value of this nation, and to already

existing Supreme Court rulings that guarantee protection of let this Alito pass? If they do, the existence of this nation is in
jeopardy. Everything hangs on it.”these basic constitutional rights.
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Therefore, we call upon the Senate to muster up the cour- tent, will ensure that the United States has a single standard
for interrogating enemy prisoners that is effective, lawful, andage to reject Mr. Alito’s nomination.
humane. The primary reason we strongly supported Sentor
McCain’s effort is that we believe this law, if effectively andRep. Juanita Walton—St. Louis, Mo.

Rep. John Bowman—St. Louis, Mo. forcefully implemented, will help protect our troops in Iraq
and elsewhere, now and in the future.Rep. LaMar Lemmons III—Detroit, Mich.

Sen. Carlos Cisneros—Santa Fe, N.M. Past abuses have damaged military discipline, put Ameri-
can military personnel at greater risk, undermined U.S. intelli-Rep. Catherine Barrett—Cincinnati, Oh.

Rep. Thomas Jackson—Thomasville, Ala. gence-gathering efforts, and greatly harmed America’s image
around the world. It is incumbent on you as President andRep. Esther Haywood—St. Louis, Mo.

Rep. Harold James—Philadelphia, Pa. Commander-in-Chief to ensure that all senior members of
your administration speak with a consistent voice to makeRep. Arthur Turner—Chicago, Ill.

Rep. Christine Sinicki—Milwaukee, Wisc. clear that the United States now has a single standard of con-
duct specified in law that governs all interrogations, regard-Sen. Joe Neal (former)—Las Vegas, Nev.

Mark Sweazy—President, UAW local 969, Columbus, Oh. less of the legal status or the location of the detainee being
interrogated. Accountability and deterrence have never beenRep. Earl Banks, Jackson, Miss.

Rep. Bryant Melton, Tuscaloosa, Ala. more important to end all torture and abuse in America’s
name, and thereby restore America’s reputation in the world.
This long overdue corrective action will require strong leader-
ship from you and others in positions of authority.RetiredMilitary Demand Mr. President, we welcome your attention to this issue
and stand ready to assist in any way we can to ensure theThat Bush Ban Torture
effective implementation of this new law. Clear and unambig-
uous implementation will help ensure that our brave men and

Twenty-three retired admirals and generals on Jan. 18 sent women in uniform will never again feel that to prevail against
the enemy they must risk their honor or the values they fighta letter to President Bush, demanding full and forceful imple-

mentation of the McCain Anti-Torture Amendment. Gen. Jo- to protect.
seph Hoar, USMC (ret.), former Commander-in-Chief of the
U.S. Central Command, and Adm. John Hutson, USN (ret.), Sincerely,

General Joseph Hoar, USMC (ret.)former Judge Advocate General of the Navy, gave a press
conference on Jan. 19 releasing the letter, which we reprint Lieutenant Gen. Robert G. Gard, Jr., USA (ret.)

Lieutenant Gen. Claudia J. Kennedy, USA (ret.)below.
As explained in the press release announcing the press Vice Admiral Al Konetzni, USN (ret.)

Lieutenant Gen. Charles Otstott, USA (ret.)conference, which was sponsored by Human Rights First, the
former military officers were impelled to action by the fact Vice Admiral Jack Shanahan, USN (ret.)

Major General Eugene Fox, USA (ret.)that, when the President signed the McCain amendment into
law, banning cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment of Major General John L. Fugh, USA (ret.)

Rear Admiral Donald J. Guter, USN (ret.)detainees, the White House issued a “signing statement”—
an official document in which the President lays out his inter- Major General Fred E. Haynes, USMC (ret.)

Rear Admiral John D. Hutson, USN (ret.)pretation of the new law. In the statement, President Bush
said he views the limits on abuses prohibited by the McCain Major General Melvyn Montano, ANG (ret.)

Major General Gerald T. Sajer, USA (ret.)amendment in the context of his broader powers as Com-
mander-in-Chief. Major General Robert H. Scales, USA (ret.)

Major General Michael J. Scotti, USA (ret.)Human Rights First then expressed its concern that this
statement might mean the President believes he can bypass Brig. General David M. Brahams, USMC (ret.)

Brig. General James Cullen, USA (ret.)the absolute ban passed overwhelmingly by both Houses of
Congress. The military men’s letter seeks to counter circum- Brig. General Evelyn P. Foote, USA (ret.)

Brig. General David R. Irvine, USA (ret.)vention of the amendment.
Brig. General Richard O-Meara, USA (ret.)
Brig. General John K. Schmitt, USA (ret.)Dear President Bush:

We write to thank you for publicly endorsing Senator Brig. General Stephen N. Xenakis, USA (ret.)
McCain’s amendment on the treatment of detainees in U.S.
custody, and for signing it into law. The new law, imple- Biographies of the signers can be found at www.humanrights

first.org.mented and enforced in accordance with Congressional in-
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House Dems’ Hearing Exposes Danger
Of Bush’s Executive Power Grab
by Edward Spannaus

Denied a hearing room by the Republican leadership, Demo- Turley pointed out that “President Bush has for many
years asserted authority that is both absolute and, in my view,cratic members of the House Judiciary Committee held a well-

attended hearing, in a basement catering room, on Jan. 20, at quite dangerous,” and he identified the Administration’s Au-
gust 2002 “torture memo” as exemplary of the Administra-which witnesses and Members of Congress warned of the

danger to the Constitution which is posed by the Administra- tion’s argument that the President could order government
officials to violate U.S. law, and any limitation on the Presi-tion’s claim of unlimited executive power.

The hearing was held by Judiciary Committee Democrats, dent’s ability to order torture, would be “an unconstitutional
infringement on his inherent authority.” Additionally, saidafter committee chairman James Sensenbrenner (Wisc.) had

ignored an earlier request for a hearing on the Administra- Turley, the President has unilaterally claimed the authority to
declare an American citizen to be an enemy combatant andtion’s wiretapping program, which had been submitted to him

by all 17 Democrats on the committee. The hearings came the strip him of his constitutional rights. And then, on Dec. 30, the
President signed the McCain anti-torture amendment, using aday after the Justice Department released a 42-page memo-

randum attempting to justify the Administration’s use of war- “signing statement” to declare that he reserved the right to
violate that law. “Now, we know that there is an NSA opera-rantless electronic surveillance by the National Security

Agency (NSA) (see article, p. 46), which threw down the tion based upon the same extreme theory of Presidential
power,” Turley said, adding: “The problem with these claimsgauntlet to the Congress, with its claim that Congress can

do nothing to rein in the President’s “inherent powers” as is that they are devoid of any limiting principle. They place
this country on a slippery slope that inevitably leads to aCommander in Chief. The DOJ memo was dissected and dis-

credited in detail by both Congress Members and hearing wit- Maximum Leader.”
Referrring to the Justice Department memorandum putnesses.

out the previous day, Turley stated: “If there’s any doubt
about how extreme these claims are, I suggest you read thatNo ‘Maximum Leader’

“There can be little doubt that we’re in a constitutional document.”
Earlier, in his opening statement, Rep. Chris van Hollencrisis that threatens the system of checks and balances that

have preserved our fundamental freedoms for over 200 (Md.) said of the DOJ memo, that “making their argument
longer, did not make it any better,” and that any private attor-years,” declared Rep. John Conyers (Mich.), the senior Dem-

ocrat on the committee, in opening the hearing. “There’s no ney who gave his client this kind of advice “would be sued
for malpractice.”better illustration of that crisis, than the fact that the President

of the United States is violating our nation’s laws by authoriz-
ing the National Security Agency to engage in warrantless It Was a Crime!

Returning to the NSA spying operation, Turley testified:surveillance of United States citizens.”
This theme was picked up later by one of the witnesses, “I want to be absolutely clear: What the President ordered in

this case was a crime. . . . The Federal law makes it clearProf. Jonathan Turley of George Washington University Law
School, who said that disclosure of the NSA operation “has you cannot engage in this type of surveillance, in a domestic

surveillance operation, without committing a crime that youpushed this country deep into a constitutional crisis, and one
that there are, frankly, few parallels [for] in our history.” can go to jail for, for five years.”

“Now, we can debate the wisdom of that, we can debate“Our system of government rests on a certain axis, a bal-
ance of power, of a tripartite system, three branches, none of why the President may have done it. But in my view, the

President committed a crime. And we have to deal with thatwhich have the authority to govern alone,” Turley continued.
“In that system, the very scourge is a ‘Maximum Leader.’ It as citizens. And unfortunately, you have to deal with that as

Members of Congress.runs against the constitutional grain. It creates a dangerous
imbalance.” “But it also strikes me as an alarming circumstance, when
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the President can go into a press conference and announce Schmitt, adopted following the Reichstag Fire. “He is claim-
ing absolute power that no one in American history has everthat he has violated a Federal statute 30 times, and promises

to continue to do so until someone stops him. That’s the most claimed,” Nadler concluded. “This cannot stand.”
remarkable admission I have ever heard from a President of
the United States.” ‘High Crimes and Misdemeanors’

Nadler also questioned Turley, who has studied and writ-
ten extensively on the question of impeachment, as to whetherConcentration Camps

The first witness to raise the illegality of the NSA opera- the White House’s violations of the FISA law constitute “high
crimes and misdemeanors.”tion was a conservative Republican lawyer, Bruce Fein, who

had served in the Reagan-Bush Justice Department. Fein Turley said that if the President has violated criminal laws,
there’s no question but that it would meet the standard forpointed out that there was no reason that the President

couldn’t have come to Congress to seek an amendment to the impeachment. Congress’s concern is not what a court might
eventually say. “Your domain and responsibility is that if aForeign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA), if he consid-

ered it too restrictive. And he noted that the FISA stature President has committed a criminal act, you are obligated to
hold hearings.” And, Turley warned, the House is setting aexplicitly addresses war-time conditions, so it is “implausi-

ble” to argue, as the Justice Department does, that the Authori- very dangerous precedent by not holding hearings on this
matter—referring, of course, to the fact that the Republicanzation of Force resolution for Afghanistan somehow over-

ruled FISA. After elaborating these points, Fein declared, “I leadership has blocked any official committee hearings on the
NSA operation.don’t think anything more needs be said about the fact that he

is violating FISA.” Representative Nadler agreed that the issue for the House,
is not whether a criminal act has been committed. “But theUnder this “inherent constitutional authority” argument

that the White House is making, Fein said, the President purpose of the impeachment provision was precisely, if you
read The Federalist, to protect American liberty against thecould do anything, including putting people in concentration

camps, and ordering breaking-and-entering into people’s encroachments of a chief executive who would abuse his or
her power to encroach upon liberty, regardless of whether it’shomes.

Fein also emphasized that the powers that the President a crime or not. But if it’s a crime, it’s a little more clear. So
the question here really is, in terms of, is it a high crime or ais claiming, are not temporary. We will be in a state of

permanent hostilities against terrorism for the indefinite misdemeanor, is it an unconstitutional encroachment upon
liberty beyond the power of the President in so abusing hisfuture, and so the powers claimed by the President “will

become permanent fixtures of the political and legal land- office?”
Turley responded by saying that “this type of violationscape.”

should be a textbook example of an impeachment issue, be-
cause not only is it a Federal crime, but it violates the doctrineWorse Than Hitler in 1933

The only witness who raised the parallels of the Adminis- of separation of powers.”
“When the President held up his hand and took an oath totration’s arguments with those of Nazi Germany was Rep.

Jerrold Nadler (D-N.Y.), who stressed that “the legal argu- God that he would uphold the United States Constitution, he
was promising to uphold the doctrine of separation of powers.ments the Administration makes are not even debatable;

they’re frivolous arguments.” These arguments “can only be When a President says that he can’t live within those limita-
tions, it is, sort of, a self-disqualifying confession in terms ofmade by a monarch, by someone who has tried to justify

absolute power in the Executive branch.” holding that office.”
“This President’s already stated quite clearly that he be-There’s no limit on what the President can do under their

arguments, Nadler said. “And as I read their arguments, the lieves he can violate Federal law,” Turley said a few minutes
later. “That, for our system, is the equivalent of a declarationPresident would have the inherent power to order a hit-man

to walk in and murder anybody sitting in this room if he, in of war on the separation of powers.”
Besides Turley and Fein, the other witnesses at the hear-his sole discretion, thought that would help national security,

and he would be accountable to no one for that judgment. ing, which was videotaped by C-SPAN, were: James Bam-
ford, author of a ground-breaking book on the NSA, The Puz-That cannot be the law in the United States. Absolute power

cannot be the law in the United States.” zle Palace; Caroline Frederickson, Washington legislative
director of the American Civil Liberties Union; Kate Martin,Then Nadler let loose his shocking conclusion:

“As I read the statements by the Justice Department, the director of the Center for National Security Studies; and Rich-
ard Hersh, spokesman for a Florida-based Quaker organiza-power the President claims he has, if he were in Germany in

1933, he would not have required the Enabling Act to pass the tion, The Truth Project, which was subjected to surveillance
by military intelligence, resulting in a 400-page Defense De-Reichstag to claim the power”—referring to the emergency

powers legislation, defended by Nazi Crown Jurist Carl partment report.
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Apply LaRoucheDoctrine
ToExtinguishFlames ofWar
byMuriel Mirak-Weissbach

Southwest Asia is up in flames: threatened coup d’état in UN Security Council for sanctions, and then to unilateral
military aggression.Damascus; mounting casualties and political stalemate in

Iraq; political in-fighting in Lebanon; instability in Israel; and,
threatened military strikes against Iran. Only an empiricist Cheney Makes The Rounds

None other than Cheney himself put the operation in mo-fool would suggest that these are discrete phenomena, each
generated by processes internal to each nation. Instead, they tion. After having started a tour of the region in December,

visiting Afghanistan, Iraq, and Pakistan, Cheney interruptedare parts of a forest fire sweeping the region, a fire lit by many
matches, from many hands, but according to one intention. his junket to return to D.C. to cast some tie-breaking votes in

the Senate. Cheney resumed his tour in January, travelling toThus, an approach for stabilizing the region as a whole, as
laid out in the “LaRouche Doctrine” of April 2004, is required Saudi Arabia, Egypt and Kuwait. Although, as usual, details

of his mission were kept under security wraps, the officialto quench the flames before they spread further.
The intention to ignite these fires, was laid out in the 1996 releases indicated his talks would include Iraq and Syria-

Lebanon. Off the record, it was well known that his top agendapolicy paper, “A Clean Break: A New Strategy for Securing
the Realm,” drafted by a team of neo-cons under the direction item was Iran.

What did Cheney want from his Arab partners? Accordingof Dick Cheney, and adopted as his foreign policy by then-
Israeli prime Minister Bibi Netanyahu—the same who is to well-informed sources in the region, he sought their support

for deployment of Arab and Muslim troops, as “peacekeep-jockeying for power again in the post-Sharon era. “Clean
Break” detailed a plan for regime change throughout the re- ers” in Iraq, following some form of U.S. withdrawal, which

would be desirable, for domestic political reasons, in electiongion, beginning with Iraq, and moving to Syria and Lebanon,
then Iran. In 2003, the illegal war against Iraq initiated the year 2006. Furthermore, the U.S., according to the same

sources, is seeking aid in dealing with the Frankenstein mon-process; in the wake of the February 2005 murder of former
Lebanese Prime Minister Rafiq Hariri, Lebanon’s political ster that their war and occupation have created: the predomi-

nantly Iranian-allied Shi’ite presence in the country. The neo-establishment was reshuffled. Under UN Security Council
(UNSC) resolution 1559, Syria was forced to withdraw its cons’ idea is to increase the political weight of the Sunnis in

the government-to-be-formed, so as to reduce the influence40,000 troops from the country, and be subjected to an inter-
national investigation regarding Hariri’s death. Now, a for- of the Iranian-backed Shi’ites, grouped in the SCIRI. U.S.

Ambassador Zalmay Khalilzad has been working overtime,mer Syrian vice president has turned on the government of
Bashar al-Assad, and openly declared his intention of over- in negotiations with Iraqi political groups, to arrange for a

greater Sunni representation in the government; announce-throwing it. Simultaneously, the same neo-con junta is upping
the pressure on Iran, accused of covertly developing nuclear ment of the final results of the Dec. 30 parliamentary elections

has been conveniently postponed, until such time that theweapons, and threatens to repeat the Iraq model, of moving
from the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), to the horse trading will have yielded the desired results. Then, the
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Dick Cheney sought support from Arab nations for deploying Arab and Muslim troops to Iraq to prop up the government of Iraqi President
Jalal Talabani (left); he also wants the ouster of Syrian President Bashir al-Assad (center), and support for a military attack on Iran.
Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad is on the right.

election tallies will be published, presumably in support of dossier to the UNSC, in hopes of generating support for sanc-
tions. That is the good-case scenario in discussion; the bad-the political arrangements reached for a government coali-

tion. This is Iraqi democracy, American-style: first come the case scenario foresees an abrupt military strike, and the worst-
case scenario contemplates a tactical nuclear strike.power-sharing deals, then the election “results.” (See “Impli-

cations of the Iraqi Elections,” by Hussein Askary, EIR, Jan.
6, 2006). Doomed To Failure

Scenarios aside, the fact is Cheney’s plan is doomed toRegarding the Syria-Lebanon agenda item, Cheney re-
portedly argued for Arab pressure on the Assad regime to simply expand the war process. First, Iraq: no matter how

“successful” Khalilzad may be in pasting together a govern-cooperate with the UN probe into the Hariri murder, and pres-
sure on Lebanon to implement UNSC resolution 1559’s de- ment coalition with the presence of token Sunnis, unless there

were effective Sunni participation (including the rehabilita-mand for the disarming of all militias in the country, emphati-
cally including Hezbollah. What Cheney had to say about the tion of former Baath Party forces), the resistance would con-

tinue to expand and inflict increasing casualties. Under suchcoup ambitions of Syrian former Vice President Abdul Halim
Khaddam has not been published. But judging from subse- conditions, deployment of Arab/Muslim peacekeeping troops

is out of the question; however, if the situation were to bequent U.S. moves, including the confiscation of financial
assets of Assefi Shawak, brother-in-law of President al- pacified and such troops deployed, would the Iraqi people

accept them? According to one well-informed Arab source,Assad, accused of complicity in the Hariri affair, it is evident
that Washington wants to tighten the noose around Assad’s that could be the case, but only if Syria were to participate—

a dim hope considering Washington’s current witch-huntneck. Here, too, the ethnic card is significant: in the U.S. neo-
cons’ broader plan for resurrecting a Sunni component to against Damascus.

Secondly, Iran. Any military attack on Iran would aggra-offset the Shi’ites, the pretentions of Khaddam, a Sunni, to
take power become interesting. vate, if not explode, the Iraq situation. Dr. Ali Ansari, an

Iran expert at the Royal Institute for International AffairsCheney’s number one agenda item, though officially non-
existent, was Iran. According to reliable sources in the Persian in London, who stated that military operations were indeed

already in the planning phase, warned that air strikes wouldGulf region, including government circles, the U.S. neo-cons’
intention to attack Iran has been communicated to the regional only “make matters a whole lot worse in the Middle East.”

Col. Larry Wilkerson, the former aide to Secretary of Stategovernments, as “imminent and inevitable.” This reading was
also discussed at a recent conference of the Gulf Research Colin Powell, said contingency plans for military action

against Iran were already being made by the Pentagon.Centre in Dubai.
What form the U.S. aggression will take, is not yet carved “We’re looking at a strategic situation that may be more dan-

gerous than the situation we faced before we went in [to Iraq].”in stone. On the official diplomatic level, one sees U.S. (and
UK and French) pressures to use the Feb. 2 meeting of the And an active duty officer in Britain sounded the alarm.

On Jan. 14, Britain’s First Sea Lord and Chief of the Navalboard of the IAEA, to vote up a referral of Iran’s nuclear
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Staff, Sir Alan West, stated: “The impact [of attacking Iran] overthrow of the Syrian regime will be peaceful, there will be
no invasion of Americans, and no civil war.” He confirmedcould be absolutely horrendous. It is difficult to use the word

inconceivable. To get involved with military action would be that he was building a government in exile, and did not ex-
clude the participation of any party, including the Muslimvery silly. . . . We should not do it, the matter should be re-

solved some other way.” Air strikes against Iranian targets— Brotherhood, in his scheme. The Ba’ath Party is also wel-
come. Asked how long Assad will stay in power, Khaddamlet alone a full-scale invasion—would be extremely problem-

atic and could have “disastrous” results. stated: “His fall has already begun. I do not believe that his
regime will last out this year. The pressure internally andAll competent military strategists have made clear that an

attack against Iran, would be met by retaliatory measures, internationally, through the Hariri investigation, is growing
by the week.”beginning with a radical shift in the Shi’ite posture in Iraq, to

open resistance against the U.S. and allied forces. Shi’ite Informed sources point to the fact that Khaddam, for all
his bluster, has no political support inside Syria, especiallyforces in other regional areas, like Bahrain and the oil-rich

province of Sharqijah in Saudi Arabia, would take up arms. among the key institutions of the military. However, his allu-
sions to cooperation with the Muslim Brotherhood are sig-This is the reason why Saudi King Abdallah and Egyptian

President Hosni Mubarak told Cheney not to touch Iran. One nificant; the leader of the Muslim Brotherhood in London,
Ali Sadreddine Bayanouni, told the Financial Times, that hishigh level Saudi diplomat was quoted saying, “What happens

in Iran, will be reflected in Iraq, and what happens there, has organization would be willing to work with elements of the
Syrian regime (Khaddam), in a transitional process towardsconsequences for the Saudi kingdom.” Not to mention the

fact that Iran could retaliate with missiles aimed at Israel. democracy.
Any emergence of the Muslim Brotherhood in a positionThe Shi’ite backlash would also be felt in Lebanon, where

the two Shi’ite parties, Hezbollah and Amal, are already at of government power in the region, would set off alarm sig-
nals, especially in Egypt, where candidates for the party wereodds with the other government parties. On Jan. 18, Hezbollah

leader Gen. Hassan Nasrullah called on Arab leaders to inter- reported to have made enormous gains in the parliamentary
elections (though greatly reduced in official tallies). This ex-vene, to calm down Lebanese-Syrian tensions, aware of the

fact that further pressures on Damascus would ignite a crisis plains Mubarak’s aggressive diplomacy aimed at thwarting
any Muslim Brotherhood seizure of power in Syria.also in Lebanon. Again, this helps explain why Mubarak and

King Abdallah may have both told Cheney to let them handle
the crisis there. The Saudis reportedly have prepared a peace Enter the Great Powers

Cheney and his neo-con cabal may be the most vocal andplan together with Egypt, in the form of a 7-point plan for a
resolution to the crisis. The points reportedly include stopping visible actors on the scene, in the drive to implement the Clean

Break doctrine, but they are not alone, and not unopposed.the media campaigns in each country against the other, toning
down provocative statements by politicians on both sides, Cheney’s leading ally in the campaign to unseat al-Assad is

French President Jacques Chirac. As Lyndon LaRouche hasestablishing diplomatic representatives, and coordinating for-
eign policy. put it, Chirac is responding to developments in the region,

according to an old colonialist impulse; dreaming of the goodRegional sources stress that neither Egypt nor Saudi Ara-
bia wants to see an escalation of the crisis, or regime change old days of the Sykes-Picot Treaty, when France and Britain

carved up the Ottoman Empire among themselves, Chirac,in Damascus, which could have repercussions on both Riyadh
and Cairo—particularly if the Muslim Brotherhood were in- who has received nothing in Iraq, is aiming to re-establish a

French foothold in Syria and Lebanon.volved.
Mubarak’s and Abdallah’s concerns are by no means ex- Chirac underlined his bid for superpower status, with his

outrageous announcement on Jan. 19, that France would useaggerated. Would-be coup master Khaddam has escalated his
own bid for power in Damascus. In an interview to Der Spie- nuclear weapons against “terrorist” nations, a clear warning

to Iran. With this announcement, Chirac has put himselfgel on Jan. 16, the former Syrian vice president swore to
“do everything to free [his] fatherland from this regime,” and squarely on the side of Cheney, regarding nuclear doctrine.

Khaddam has been enjoying de facto asylum in France,declared his intention to establish a government in exile.
Khaddam, who had earlier insinuated that al-Assad was re- reportedly residing in the swank Georges V hotel in Paris,

under heavy military and police guard. Chirac’s close per-sponsible for the Hariri murder, stated outright in this inter-
view that Assad had personally issued the order to kill Hariri. sonal and business relations with Hariri, who had bankrolled

Khaddam for a while, are well known.He added, in reference to Assad’s refusal to testify before the
UN probe: “Why should a president who is a murderer, be But the Anglo-American/French plot for the region is not

unopposed. In addition to the regional forces who, like Egyptable to plead immunity?” Asked why he was so sure of this,
he answered: “I am convinced: the order came from Assad. and Saudi Arabia, have been deploying to avoid the worst in

Syria and Lebanon, superpower Russia has weighed in on theHe is a highly impulsive man, he loses nerve.” Khaddam also
said his plan for regime change would go smoothly: “The side of Syria, and, more importantly, Iran. Again, history
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should teach a lesson: it was largely against the Russian Em- the Supreme National Security Agency, gave an interview to
CNN on Jan. 12, in which he defended Iran’s right to nuclearpire that the British and French divied up the remains of the

Ottoman Empire in the wake of World War I. And in the Great technology. Others, including President Mahmoud Ahmadi-
nejad, Foreign Minister Manuchehr Mottaki, and formerGame over the Caucasus and Central Asia, Russia repeatedly

refused to accept British control over strategically located President Hashemi Rafsanjani, followed suit.
In short: the Iranians stick to their demands to the right toIran, and three times between 1907 and 1941, occupied part

of Iran (in the north) to offset British occupation in the south. enrichment, while the British, U.S., and French say Iran must
stop all uranium-related activities, before talks can resume:Russia is not likely to allow a de facto Anglo-American take-

over of Iran. stalemate.
The ostensible reason for the crisis over Iran, is its nuclear

power generation program, which the neo-con faction in the The Russians’ Way Out
A viable solution, at least as a transitional measure, doesU.S., flanked by Britain and France, assert hides a nuclear

weapons program. Iran has been campaigning to win the right exist, in the form of the Russian proposal for a joint Russian-
Iranian enrichment plant on Russian territory. In his inter-to access the full nuclear fuel cycle, which includes uranium

enrichment—a process which could lead to production of view, Larijani said that this proposal by Russia, “our neighbor
and friend,” was a good basis for negotiation, which wouldweapons-grade fuel.

When Iran on Jan. 10 implemented its decision to restart continue next month in Moscow. He stressed that Iran and
Russia agreed that Iran had the right to enrichment. Thus, thenuclear fuel research, and had seals removed from its facilities

in Natanz, the crisis heated up, as the three European govern- idea of a joint plant is negotiable.
On Jan. 17, the Iranian Ambassador to Russia, Gholam-ments which had been negotiating with Tehran—Great Brit-

ain, France, and Germany (the EU-3)—announced that their reza Ansari, stated, “This is a good initiative to find a way out
of this situation. We think that Iran and Russia should find aefforts had reached an “impasse,” and cut off all talks. Belli-

cose statements began to come from British Prime Minister way out together.” He was responding to remarks by Russian
President Vladimir Putin, on the proposal. Putin had said,Tony Blair, Dick Cheney, John Bolton, and President Bush

himself. “We have heard various points of view from our Iranian part-
ners. The Iranian foreign ministry, notably, has said that itA meeting on Jan. 16, of the EU-3, the United States,

China, and Russia in London, ended in a split, as the Russians
and Chinese refused to go along with the “automatism” of

 

 

IAEA censure, followed by referral to the UNSC, and so forth.
Iran, thereupon, issued a call for talks with the Europeans

to resume. Both the British and the U.S. pooh-poohed the
offer, with spokesman McCormack saying it was “diplomatic
fog.” Condi Rice said there was nothing to discuss.

The Russians and the Chinese came out unequivocably for
continuing talks, and against any sanctions. Foreign Minister
Sergei Lavrov said sanctions were “not the best and by no
means the only way to resolve international problems.” He
said sanctions against Iraq had failed, and any talk of applying
sanctions against Iran now, would be putting the cart before
the horse. Negotiations should continue: “I don’t think that
the potential of the IAEA’s Governing Board,” he said, “has
been exhausted, and the European troika has the same
opinion.”

As for the Chinese, Foreign Ministry spokesman Kong
Quan said all the parties in London had agreed that Iran should
“return to the moratorium [on enrichment activities] and to
the diplomatic negotiation process.” The ministry said “all
relevant sides should remain restrained and stick to solving
the Iranian nuclear issue through negotiations.” The next ap-
pointment will be Feb. 2, when the IAEA board meets in
Vienna.

For their part, the Iranians argued the case for their right,
according to the NPT and IAEA charter, which they have
endorsed, to enrichment technology. Ali Larijani, head of
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does not rule out accepting our proposal.”
Iranian sources confirmed to EIR that the Iranian ambas-

sador essentially accepted the Russian proposal. Foreign Min-
ister Manouchehr Mottaki then stated that Iran wanted to have
such enrichment facilities also on Iranian territory, but it is Nuclear StrifeWith Iran:
understood that this could be seen as a second step. The Majlis
(Parliament) National Security and Foriegn Policy Commit- Where Is theSolution?
tee Chairman Aleddin Boroujerdi said Iran had not rejected
the Russian proposal, which would be studied carefully. He by Jürgen Hübschen, Colonel (GS), ret.
said he hoped an agreement could be reached to conduct joint
enrichment both in Russia and in Iran.

Col. Jürgen Hübschen, retiredThen on Jan. 19, Larijani intervened again, proposing a
compromise on enrichment. Speaking to BBC, he said Iran from Germany’s Air Force, was

German defense attaché inwould be open to discuss concerns about its program, and to
present guarantees. “If they want guarantees of no diversion Baghdad during 1986-89. He

worked in Latvia for severalof nuclear fuel we can reach a formula acceptable to both
sides in talks,” he said, while maintaining the position that years with the Organization for

Security and Cooperation in Eu-Iran would not give up its research. “They should not ask a
brave nation with very good scientists to expect not to engage rope (OSCE), and served in the

German Defense Ministry untilin nuclear research,” he said.
As EIR has reiterated, a compromise can be reached, as March 2004. EIR published an

interview with him on Aug. 6,long as the Iranians’ fundamental right to nuclear technology
be acknowledged. LaRouche, who has welcomed the Russian 2004, and a transcript of a

briefing to EIR staff in our issueproposal for joint facilities as “workable,” elaborated on it in
his Jan. 11 webcast. (See EIR, Jan. 20, 2006) of April 8, 2005.

The West—led by the Bush-A Grand Design for Southwest Asia
If the Russian proposal is pursued, it can lead to at eleast Cheney Administration—is is-

suing increasingly tough threats

Col. Jürgen Hübschen (ret.)

a temporary solution to the crisis. But this is merely putting
out the fires. To change fundamentally the adversarial rela- against Iran, and Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad

threatens the West, especially Israel and the U.S.A. Ahmadi-tionship that has been instilled in the region through the mach-
inations of Cheney’s war party, what is required is a grand nejad and the Bush Administration are both under consider-

able internal pressure. The wind is blowing in Bush’s face,design for the region. In April 2004, LaRouche, asked to
present options for ending the Iraq catastrophe, developed especially because of the Iraq disaster, and Ahmadinejad,

who had been a successful mayor of Tehran, is not ablehis “LaRouche Doctrine”(See EIR, April 30, 2004). In it, he
posited the need for a U.S. plan for gradual withdrawal of to satisfy the hopes of his voters, especially the poorer

layers.troops, within the context of a regional stability arrangement.
This security agreement should be anchored on four key na- The Iranian government is not ready to capitulate to the

pressure from Washington without substantial concessions intions—Iran, Turkey, Syria and Egypt—and should be en-
dorsed by the U.S. government. Key to stabilization of the exchange. Iran will not relinquish its right, clearly defined in

the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), to uranium enrichmentregion, LaRouche wrote, is the solution to the Palestinian-
Israeli conflict, based on, again, a regional perspective for for peaceful uses, with a corresponding concession. How can

this Gordian knot be broken?economic development, through cooperation on vast infra-
structure projects (water, transportation, energy, etc.). Militarily, the U.S.A. has no possibility of successfully

forcing Iran to accept its political will. The U.S. troops in IraqWhat LaRouche wrote two years ago is eminently appro-
priate to facing the current crisis. But, to make it a reality, and Afghanistan are already overstretched. Thus, the only

alternative would be to deploy cruise and other missiles withand transform Southwest Asia from a breeding ground of
violence, chaos and anarchy, into a true oasis of development, conventional or nuclear warheads. For Vice President Cheney

and his neo-conservatives, both alternatives seem thinkable,there must be a change of thinking in Washington; i.e. a
change in the political constellation which is running policy. although all military experts and also rational politicians in

the U.S.A. have advised otherwise. In the case of deploymentThe LaRouche Doctrine is not something a Dick Cheney is
likely to accept. But then, Dick Cheney’s plan for wrecking of conventional aerial attacks, Iran would respond against

U.S. troops in Afghanistan and Iraq, and Israel would be hitthe region, is not acceptable to the peoples of the region.
Dick Cheney must go. by Iranian Shahab missiles. If tactical nuclear weapons were
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deployed, the world would be drastically altered. NATO and
the Atlantic partnership would be shattered. U.S. troops
would be forced to withdraw worldwide—from Europe to
Asia. A world war would not be excluded. All responsible
politicians on both sides of the Atlantic are therefore chal- Pakistan in TurmoilMay
lenged to do everything in their power, to ensure that an Amer-
ican attack against Iran does not take place. ComplicateU.S. Plans

For a “political solution,” Washington and forces in the
EU are counting on the UN Security Council, though in oppo- by RamtanuMaitra
sition to UN General Secretary Kofi Annan. There, the “Iran
case” is supposed to be dealt with. To do so, however, it

A deadly missile released from a U.S. aircraft in the darkwill be necessary to provide proof that Iran is really secretly
working on a military nuclear program, something that Teh- of night, in the early hours of Jan. 14, killed 18 people and

destroyed three houses on the outskirts of the village of Dama-ran energetically denies. An order from the UN to Iran, that
it should relinquish its right, enshrined in the NPT, to peaceful dola Burkanday, in the Bajaur district in Pakistan’s populous

North-West Frontier Province (NWFP), bordering Afghani-use of nuclear energy, including uranium enrichment, has
absolutely no legal basis. Furthermore, Tehran would point stan. A number of Pakistani civilians were killed. According

to the Pentagon, the targets were al-Qaeda’s number-twoout that Israel, Pakistan, and India too, who have not even
signed the NPT, have developed nuclear weapons in the man, Ayman al-Zawahiri, and the top Taliban leader, Mullah

Mohammad Omar, who were supposedly scheduled to attendmeantime, and reject any controls by the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA). Even the “official” nuclear powers, a feast in that village.

Bajaur is one of the seven Federally Administered TribalChina, France, Great Britain, Russia, and the U.S.A., would
have a hard time arguing if Iran were to accuse them of violat- Areas (FATA) situated along the border with Afghanistan.

These mountain areas, home to 6 million inhabitants, haveing the NPT, because it calls for complete nuclear disarma-
ment. Were the UN Security Council to work with a double long been used as sanctuaries and rear bases by al-Qaeda, the

Taliban, and Central Asian terrorists, including some Uzbeks,standard regardless, in that it allowed certain countries what
it denies Iran, and slapped sanctions on Iran, then, as in Iraq, Kyrgyz, and Chechens.
it would be the population, not the government which would
pay the price. The Confusion

Amidst conflicting reports about exactly who was killed,Is there a solution at all, against this background? I think
so. Fahim Wazir, the chief Pakistani government official in the

region where the strike occurred, issued a statement sayingFirst, in the context of negotiations below the level of the
UNSC, Iran, for psychological reasons, should be granted the that militants had carted off the bodies of a few foreigners

before authorities arrived at the scene of the attack. Localsright to uranium enrichment for civilian use, in a fundamental
and explicit form. Perhaps then Iran would not even insist on have told reporters that Islamabad is afraid to admit that only

Pakistani civilians were killed in that attack, and Fahim Waz-this right, if the community of nations offered it another option
for nuclear technology, and were ready for more intensive ir’s statement of the deaths of a few unidentified “foreigners,”

whose bodies were not admittedly seen by anyone, is Islam-economic cooperation. Naturally, Iran, for its part, and with-
out any ifs or buts, must cooperate with the IAEA. A voluntary abad’s way of giving a seal of approval to Washington’s mur-

derous policies against Pakistanis.signing of the NPT additional protocol, which guarantees the
IAEA further rights, would be a clear sign of good will from The reason the local population is so upset, is that this is

not the first time that such an incident has occurred, and de-Tehran’s side.
Independently, India, Israel, and Pakistan must be un- spite routine diplomatic protests issued by Islamabad, ostensi-

bly to soothe the rising temper of Pakistani citizens followingequivocally called on to enter the NPT and allow unhindered
access of IAEA inspectors to all their nuclear facilities. every such incident, Pakistani intelligence sources say the

United States has Islamabad’s tacit agreement to carry outFinally, the “official” nuclear powers must be called upon
to expedite their atomic disarmament. The demand presented such operations in the Pushtun tribal areas.

In December 2005, an supposedly unidentified dronemany times by the UN, for a nuclear-weapons free zone in
the Middle East region, must be declared an official aim. shelled a house inside Pakistan along the Pakistan-Afghani-

stan border, and allegedly killed Abu Hamza Rabia, a leadingOnce again, in the conflict with Iran, credibility is re-
quired, and this must be shown in talks and actions. One al-Qaeda operative, whose body was never identified. The

United States military, facing a growing opposition withinshould not lose sight of the fact that the “Iran case,” in the
eyes of the Third World, has long since become a test case the Pakistani population against the tacit agreement that

allows the United States to carry out such sneak attacks withinfor the credibility of the West.
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Speaking at a news conference with
former U.S. President George H.W.
Bush, a special UN envoy for relief
for Pakistan’s October earthquake,
Shaukat Aziz, a banker and a favorite
of Washington and Wall Street, said
“naturally we cannot accept any ac-
tion within our country which results
in what happened over the weekend.
. . . Our relationship with the U.S. is
important, it is growing, but at the
same time such actions cannot be
condoned.”

While the country’s Interior
Minister Aftab Ahmed Khan Sher-
pao complained about U.S. opera-
tions based upon false intelligence,
former Pakistani Inter-Services In-
telligence (ISI) chief, and one of the
founders of the Taliban movement
in Afghanistan, retired Lt. Gen.
Hameed Gul, talking to Radio Teh-
ran, blamed Musharraf for adopting
policies to help the United States
hunt for al-Qaeda leaders. He said
such policies have done great dam-
age to the Pakistan Army and
people.
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Pakistan’s former army chief

General Mirza Aslam Beg pointed
out that the Jan. 14 attack was a pre-

lude to what the U.S. and its Western allies plan to do in thePakistani territory, and to have a military presence, had denied
the attack. near future. He said the U.S. plan is to target Iranian and

Pakistani nuclear assets. Meanwhile, Islamabad lodged a pro-In fact, U.S. Assistant to the President for National Secu-
rity Affairs Stephen Hadley declined to confirm that Rabia, test with U.S. Ambassador Ryan Crocker on Jan. 14 and mass

protests erupted that day in the region of the attack zone, andsaid to be among al-Qaeda’s top five leaders and responsible
for planning overseas attacks, was dead, or that the attack was attacks on U.S.-funded aid agencies were reported in the town

of Khar, in the Bajaur tribal zone.carried out by a pilotless U.S. plane. But marks on the shrapnel
of the shell made clear that the attack was launched from a It is evident that Islamabad is left with no choice but to

control the damage caused by the missile attack. If Sherpao’sU.S. drone.
The Jan. 14 attack has enraged many Pakistanis, and the statement is correct, it is likely that al-Qaeda or the Taliban

had managed to plant a false lead with the action-seeking U.S.government of President Pervez Musharraf is now left to cope
with the dead bodies and waves of protests. Many people had intelligence agencies by means of informers. According to

Israeli intelligence reports, this decoy operation had two ob-expected Musharraf to broach the issue in a televised address
on Jan. 17, but he spoke at length instead about the civil war- jectives:

• To confuse the commanders of the American forceslike situation developing in Pakistan’s southwestern province
of Balochistan, bordering Afghanistan and Iran. To the cha- hunting for bin Laden and Mullah Omar and expose their

failure to penetrate al-Qaeda’s top ranks, andgrin of Bajaur people, Musharraf avoided the Jan. 14 inci-
dent altogether. • To expose U.S. pursuit tactics and uncover any Ameri-

can collaborators in their midst. The speed with which theEarlier, however, Prime Minister Shaukat Aziz, who left
on an official visit to the United States on Jan. 17, called news of the air raid appeared on U.S. television channels on

the night of Jan. 13 was an indication of the CIA’s certaintythe air strike “one unfortunate event” in a long relationship.
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that this time it had hit one of its primary marks in the war on tion to change following 9/11, but it really has not followed
that path. That reality was driven home in Washington in earlyterror; al-Zawahiri.

There were, however, serious questions raised about the January when a media report said that the CIA is making
a fresh assessment of the nuclear and missile cooperationJan. 14 attack. Was it really targetted against the al-Qaeda,

or against Pakistan? The reason that such a question has between Pakistan and China, after a Chinese revelation to
set up civilian nuclear reactors in Pakistan and modernizebeen raised, is that it has become evident in recent months,

that Washington is getting increasingly impatient with Paki- Pakistan’s fissile material storage facilities.
The report claimed the Chinese Premier, Wen Jiabao, hadstan.

Pakistan has, all along, been a key ally in the Bush Admin- told Musharraf in December 2005 that China could upgrade
Pakistan’s military nuclear program, if Pakistan formally re-istration’s stated war on terrorism. Pakistan broke ranks in

the Winter of 2001 to help the United States oust the Taliban quested it. The CIA claimed that it has received intelligence
that a Chinese technical team was in Pakistan in the first weekmilitia from Kabul and install Hamid Karzai, a handpicked

Pushtun from the important Popalzai tribe, and a dear friend of December to assess the damage to Pakistani nuclear storage
facilities in the earthquake disaster.of the Americans. It had been earlier well established that the

Pakistani army was the key firepower that had brought the The presence of a Chinese technical team inside Pakistan
triggered Washington to convey its concerns to both PakistanTaliban to power in Kabul in 1995-1996.

While the special ops-led military operation to oust the and China, and to ask them to respect the American concerns.
CIA director Porter Goss, briefing the U.S. Senate SelectTaliban was a cinch, what followed in the subsequent four

years of the proxy American occupation has not only red- Committee on Intelligence about fresh cooperation between
China and Pakistan, said China had so far expressed its intentdened many neo-con faces in Washington, but has also contin-

ued to claim many American lives. The violent re-emergence to assist Pakistan, but if it went ahead, then the U.S. would
reconsider its existing relations with both states.of the hard-line Taliban in recent months, particularly since

last Fall, in Afghanistan, has upset the U.S. military. The U.S. Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld has already
warned China during a recent visit to Beijing, that the U.S.Pentagon, after spending years in a state of denial, has come

to realize that the Pakistani population, and the Pakistani mili- would be concerned about any cooperation between China
and other countries in the area of weapons of mass destruc-tary, have no intention to sign on the dotted line in their coop-

eration with the United States against the Afghans. Not only tion (WMDs).
It is evident, then, that U.S.-Pakistan relations, if not alto-does the Pakistani military not want the presence of U.S. or

NATO troops, next door in control of Afghanistan, but also gether soured, have surely not taken the turns the neo-cons
expected. The Bush Administration, which is not interestedthe Pakistani military is just not interested in working in tan-

dem with the Pentagon in carrying out the neo-cons’ long- in analyzing why the Pakistanis do not dance to every tune
that Washington plays, has reacted the only way it knows—term plans for the region, such as the weakening and invasion

of Iran. by hitting Pakistan with missiles to let America’s antagonists
in Pakistan know what the Americans would do if they finally
choose to.Did Pakistan Double-Cross Bush?

On the other hand, the Bush Administration believes that
since they have invested massively in Pakistan, and have Future Complications

But, one does not have to be a rocket scientist to figuretreated Islamabad lightly for their past sins, such as a top
Pakistani nuclear engineer passing out alleged secrets of nu- out why the Pakistanis will not play ball with the United

States for ever. To begin with, Pakistan is an Islamic nation,clear bomb-making to “enemy” nations like Iran and North
Korea over the years, and the strengthening, arming, and even and many Pakistanis would like to make it a more orthodox

Islamic nation. These promoters of orthodox Islam have noprotecting the virulently anti-U.S. Taliban in Afghanistan in
the 1990s. Therefore, the extension of logic suggests, Pakistan difficulty in pointing out that the acts of the United States

in recent years make it a virtual enemy of Islamic nations.as a whole should feel indebted to Washington’s generosity.
What upsets the neo-cons within the Bush Administration in The Bush Administration, since 9/11, has handpicked its

enemy nations and, barring North Korea, all others are Is-particular is that Islamabad, which has received billions of
dollars from the U.S. in the form of economic help, and was lamic nations. Beside President Musharraf, and a few other

significant people, most Pakistanis are more willing to beforgiven of part of its foreign debt, is still nurturing the al-
Qaeda leaders and bringing up the Taliban for an eventual enemies of the United States, than to identify themselves as

its friends.takeover of Kabul.
In addition, Pakistan’s close relations with China have Secondly, the American military presence within Paki-

stan creates anger among its population, as well as within aonce more been put under a magnifying glass. In the past, it
had been a point of contention in the corridors of power in section of the military. Washington denies such a presence,

and so does Islamabad. But, millions of Pakistanis see U.S.Washington. The Bush Administration expected that equa-
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forces, get pushed around by them, and consider their pres-
ence as a violation of Pakistan’s national sovereignty.

The airfield at Dalbandin is one of four Pakistani bases
used by U.S. and allied forces to support the Operation Endur- Shadows of Kissinger
ing Freedom campaign in Afghanistan. Both the Dalbandin
and the Shamsi air bases used by the Americans are close to andBrzezinski Loom
the Afghan borders. The other bases, at Jacobabad and Pasni,
are more distant from the Afghan border, and are used for OverCambodia
logistical support. The Dalbandin base is relatively remote,
but it is located in a province where many Pakistanis share byMike Billington
ethnic and religious kinship with the Taliban.

In late December 2001, Pakistan notified the U.S. that the
Cambodian police executed an arrest warrant on Kem Sokha,bases at Jacobabad and Pasni might be needed by the Pakistani

Air Force, in the wake of rising tensions between India and the president of the Cambodian Center for Human Rights, on
Dec. 31, for defamation of Prime Minister Hun Sen, regardingPakistan. The facilities were partially reclaimed by Pakistan,

and, as of early January 2002, both Pakistani and American accusations that the Prime Minister had sold out national in-
terests in a border deal with Vietnam. As he was led away toforces were operating at the two airfields. The U.S. military

retained exclusive use of the Dalbandin and Shamsi bases. police headquarters, Kem Sokha was surrounded by a group
of his supporters, including U.S. Ambassador to CambodiaBy March 2004, there were reports of increased U.S. oper-

ations in Pakistan. Two air bases—Dalbandin and Shahbaz Joseph Mussomeli and British Ambassador David Reader.
The American diplomat was less than diplomatic in his protest(near Shamsi)—were the focus of extensive movements to

provide logistical support for Special Forces and intelli- over the arrest, suggesting that the regime of Hun Sen is mov-
ing “inexorably toward a one-party state,” and that it “be-gence operations.

These American bases are eye sores, and targets of many comes difficult to take these trappings of democracy as the
real thing.”orthodox Islamist groups who are also armed and instigated

by the many enemies that the Bush Administration has created Such hypocritical protests from the United States are not
surprising, since Kem Sokha and his organization have beenamong the Muslims in recent years. The presence of these air

bases, and the American military personnel, has convinced created, nurtured, financed, and promoted entirely by the of-
ficial U.S. agency for subversion and regime change, the Na-some Pakistanis that with Islamabad’s tacit agreement, Paki-

stan could be used as the launching pad, or the support base, tional Endowment for Democracy (NED), and in particular
by the NED’s Republican arm, the International Republicanfor a military invasion of Iran. The argument may, or may

not, be strategically sound, but in a country such as Pakistan, Institute (IRI). Nor is Ambassador Mussomeli a stranger to
subversion. During his previous posting as the Chargé d’Af-where suspicion of America’s overall intent is deep-rooted,

propaganda sells easily. And, one can be sure that there is no faires in the Philippines (he was appointed as U.S. Ambassa-
dor to Cambodia in September 2005), secret embassy docu-dearth of individuals to carry out the anti-America propa-

ganda there. ments were stolen by a Philippine-American Marine in the
United States, and released to the press, showing MussomeliThe increasing destabilization of the Pakistan-Afghani-

stan border, and the re-emergence of the hard-line Taliban in plotting with Filipino generals and politicians regarding what
form of regime change would meet with the Bush Administra-Afghanistan, should make the Pentagon sit up and think again

about the “never-to-be-given-up option” of military invasion tion’s support, and what would not.
The IRI has spent the better part of the past decade tryingof Iran. As the sins of the U.S. and NATO occupation of

Afghanistan, Afghanistan-Pakistan, and Afghanistan-Iran to remove the current Cambodian government. Prime Minis-
ter Hun Sen and his Cambodian People’s Party (CPP) haveborders, have begun to bear fruit, an invasion of Iran may turn

out to be extremely costly. governed Cambodia directly or in coalition since 1979, after
a large force of Cambodians, including Hun Sen, joined withTo begin with, the U.S. troops in the region will be facing

the enemy at its front and its rear. Under the circumstances, the Vietnamese army to overthrow the genocidal regime of
the Khmer Rouge, which, between 1975 and 1979, had killedwhat will minimally occur is the collapse of the Karzai regime

and re-takeover of Kabul by the Taliban, with the help of a nearly one-third of the Cambodian population, laid waste to
the country’s urban and agricultural infrastructure, and leftsection of the Pakistani military. What that would mean for

Afghanistan may not be much worse than what prevails today, deep psychological scars on the survivors. Rather than
welcoming the demise of the Khmer Rouge, the United States,but it would surely embarrass and anger the neo-cons in

Washington and the believers of the United States-controlled under the leadership of National Security Advisor Zbigniew
Brzezinski (the controller of President Jimmy Carter) de-unipolar world.
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partner, Royalist Prince Norodom Ranariddh,
of taking a bribe to form a coalition with Hun
Sen’s government. The government then
stripped Rainsy of his parliamentary immu-
nity and filed charges of defamation. Sam
Rainsy fled to the safety of his second home
in Paris (he is also a French citizen), where he
remains today.

As early as 2002, the IRI recognized that
Rainsy had no chance of gaining significant
support within Cambodia. They therefore
launched a “Plan B,” creating the Cambodian
Center for Human Rights (CCHR), with for-
mer royalist senator Kem Sokha chosen as
its leader. The IRI gave the CCHR half a

stockholm.usembassy.gov million dollars of U.S. taxpayers’ money for
start-up funds (and millions more since), with
a full-time IRI “advisor.”

Cambodia was hardly lacking in human
rights organizations, including several whichKissinger virtually created the genocidal Khmer Rouge movement, with his
were openly critical of the government, butcarpet bombing of the countryside. Brzezinski (right) subsequently insisted on

U.S. and UN support for the Khmer Rouge, after their downfall. Here, none that would so baldly declare themselves
Kissinger, with President Ford in tow (to his left), strides into a meeting in to be a front for the subversive IRI (the
Indonesia, December 1975. website for the CCHR displays a large banner

on its home page, reading “Supported by U.S.
AID from the American People,” with the

IRI logo next to it). Other human rights organizations, nonounced Vietnam as an aggressor for interfering in Cambodia.
Washington proceeded to provide covert military support to matter how critical of the government, acknowledge the

slow but significant progress being made in this terriblythe Khmer Rouge (which continued fighting a guerrilla war
from the jungles for the next 20 years) and forced the United poor nation, which has held several successful elections,

maintained 7% economic growth (41⁄2% in per-capita terms),Nations to recognize the deposed Khmer Rouge as the official
government of Cambodia, even as the truth of the genocide and made dramatic improvements in health, education, and

the general welfare, albeit from extremely low starting lev-under their rule was being published worldwide.
Not until 1992, when a UN-brokered peace agreement els. The IRI and its wholly owned Cambodian subsidiaries

simply lie that the government’s policies are failing.allowed for free elections under UN oversight and security,
was the overwhelming popular support for Hun Sen and his
CPP recognized in Washington. However, the U.S. govern- Kissinger and Brzezinski in the Dock

The intention underlying the actions of the IRI and itsment-financed IRI and related organizations continued the
process of subversion, spending millions of dollars, both friends in the Congress, led by Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-

Ky.), includes a degree of self-protection. With more thanopenly and covertly, to undermine the elected government.
In particular, they promoted and helped finance Sam Rainsy, 25 years having passed since the overthrow of the Khmer

Rouge, a trial of the few remaining Khmer Rouge leadersa Cambodian who spent 21 years in Paris (1971-92), working
as a banker in French and American banks, as an opposition is now in the final stages of preparation, under UN sponsor-

ship. (It is worth noting that Cambodia’s government alreadyfigure. The IRI did not hide its singular support for Rainsy
and his party, even hosting him at gala dinners in Washington, held trials of the Khmer Rouge leaders, in absentia, in 1979,

but at the time the United States, under Brzezinski, wasand never flinched when he formed an alliance against the
Cambodian government with the remnants of the Khmer supporting the Khmer Rouge, and rejected the results of the

Cambodian trial.) The IRI circles have done everything inRouge, making appeals for racial hatred against the Viet-
namese. their power to demand that any such trial be under interna-

tional control, screaming about corruption and a lack ofLast year, Rainsy accused Hun Sen of personal responsi-
bility for a hand-grenade attack on a Sam Rainsy Party rally independence in the Cambodian judiciary. Senator McCon-

nell succeeded in passing a bill in the Congress preventingin 1997 (which killed several people and injured the IRI direc-
tor in Cambodia), and accused the government’s coalition any U.S. financial or other support for the upcoming trial.
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Then there’s Brzezinski: As a
leading architect of the “China
Card,” playing China against Rus-
sia, Brzezinski viewed Cambodia
as a convenient tool in both fan-
ning the flames of the Sino-Soviet
split, by playing Soviet-backed
Vietnam against the China-backed
Khmer Rouge, and at the same
time keeping Southeast Asia di-
vided, to prevent any independent
Asian cooperation to repair the
ravages of the French and Ameri-
can Indochina wars. Even after the
genocide of the Khmer Rouge was
known to the world, and even after
China dropped its support for the
Khmer Rouge (a remnant of
China’s wretched Cultural Revo-

Cambodian National TV/Ngin Sophea
lution), Brzezinski insisted on

The International Republican Institute, acting as an arm of the official U.S. agency for
U.S. (and UN) recognition andsubversion and regime change, the National Endowment for Democracy, has spent the better
support for the Khmer Rougepart of the last decade trying to remove the current Cambodian government of Prime Minister
against the party of Hun Sen, de-Hun Sen. EIR’s Gail Billington and Dino di Paoli are shown here interviewing Hun Sen at his

residence in 1999. clared to be a “puppet” of Soviet-
backed Vietnam. Thus, the devas-

tated victim of war and genocide was isolated and subjectedSince the crimes of the Khmer Rouge were committed by
Cambodians, against Cambodians, and within Cambodia, to 20 more years of Western-backed terrorism from the re-

maining Khmer Rouge forces.why are these circles so intent on asserting foreign control
of the trial?

The answer lies in the criminal responsibility of those, Permanent War
To U.S. Ambassador Mussomeli’s credit, he has tonedincluding especially Kissinger and Brzezinski, who could po-

tentially be called to account in any trial which sought the full down his initial denunciations of the arrest of Kem Sokha,
and even denounced Sam Rainsy’s accusation that the coun-truth of the Khmer Rouge nightmare. As in the upcoming

trial of Chile’s fascist dictator, Gen. Augusto Pinochet, whose try was going “fascist,” as “off the mark” and “very irrespon-
sible.” Also, U.S. Assistant Secretary of State Christopherregime was brought to power by Kissinger and his ilk, and

whose murderous Operation Condor was conducted by for- Hill visited Phnom Penh on Jan. 17, to inaugurate a new
U.S. Embassy. After a cordial meeting between Hill and themer Nazi networks controlled by them, exposure of the full

truth would point directly at the circles around Vice President Prime Minister, Hun Sen announced that he was writing to
the court to request that Kem Sokha and three others detainedDick Cheney, who are now trying to impose a similar fascist

regime in the United States. on defamation charges be released on bail, as a courtesy to
Assistant Secretary Hill. The four men must still face theirTake Kissinger: In the same timeframe as the Pinochet

coup in Chile, then Secretary of State and National Security charges in court.
The greatest danger facing Cambodia, and Asia gener-Advisor Kissinger orchestrated the most intensive carpet

bombing in world history, against the rural villages of Cambo- ally, is the Cheney doctrine of permanent and pre-emptive
warfare. Already IRI, Human Rights Watch, and others aredia. During 1970-75, millions of peasants were forced by the

bombing to abandon their homes and crowd into Phnom Penh, referring to Cambodia as becoming “like Myanmar,” which,
together with North Korea, has been demonized as rogueor to join the resistance movement, which then consisted of a

coalition between the Khmer Rouge and the royalists led by states, deserving of military attack, in Cheney’s neo-conser-
vative, imperial perspective. As China increasingly becomesKing Norodom Sihanouk (Sihanouk was later pushed aside

by the Khmer Rouge). While the bombing is estimated to a target of the permanent warfare practitioners in Washing-
ton and London, Cambodia is another convenient “hot spot”have killed between 500,000 and 1 million Cambodians, Kiss-

inger’s greater crime is the virtual creation of the Khmer for military adventures. Regime change in Washington
is the only guarantee that such insanity does not comeRouge as a formidable force, through his “beast man” destruc-

tion of the Cambodian countryside. to fruition.
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George Shultz, Henry Kissinger and Felix Rohatyn—who are
Ibero-America the same forces today behind the Cheney-Bush regime, and

the Washington Post.
Bachelet is not the only new President on the block in

South America. In neighboring Bolivia, Evo Morales was
elected in December elections, and will be sworn in as head of‘Presidents’ Club’
state on Jan. 22. Both the Morales and Bachelet inaugurations
will serve as occasions for the region’s other Presidents toOn theMove
gather and caucus—an institution which Lyndon LaRouche
once characterized as a kind of informal “Presidents’ Club.”by Valerie Rush and Dennis Small
Indeed, regional diplomacy will flourish around the two inau-
gurals.

Argentine President Néstor Kirchner telephoned Chile’s For example, Bolivian President-elect Morales took the
occasion of the Bachelet victory to invite her as well as currentPresident-elect Michelle Bachelet after learning that Bachelet

had swept the polls Jan. 15 with over 53% of the final-round Chilean President Ricardo Lagos to his inauguration. Lagos’s
attendance, in particular, is viewed universally as a diplomaticvote, soundly defeating billionaire Harvard-trained fascist

Sebastián Piñera. Accepting his hearty congratulations, Bach- breakthrough, given the adversarial relations that Chile and
Bolivia have maintained since the 19th century War of the Pa-elet assured Kirchner that she considers relations with neigh-

boring Argentina “strategic” to her country, and that she will cific.
On Jan. 17, Argentina’s Kirchner met in Buenos Airestravel there shortly.

Kirchner, for his part, confirmed he will attend Bachelet’s with Morales, just prior to the Argentine President’s first state
visit to Brazil, where he held in-depth meetings with PresidentMarch 11 inauguration, with his wife, Senator Cristina

Fernández, who is a close personal friend of Bachelet. Lula da Silva, proposed the inclusion of both Chile and Bo-
livia as full members of Mercosur (they are currently onlyAlthough Bachelet has stated that she will maintain

Chile’s allegiance to free trade economics, there is more than associate members of that regional trade bloc), and told the
Brazilian Congress that a “paradigm shift” was occurring ina little nervousness on Wall Street over what she will actually

do once she becomes President, and over the new political their region, and in the world.
Kirchner noted that both Argentina and Brazil had justgeometry that has begun to take shape in South America under

Kirchner’s leadership. That new geometry, which has paid off the totality of their outstanding debts to the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund, and that this had allowed them to shedemerged as the Cheney-Bush regime has grown progressively

weaker in Washington, was forcefully displayed at last No- the straitjacket of IMF conditionalities. “More importantly,”
he added, “we are recovering our total autonomy to decidevember’s “Summit of the Americas” in Mar del Plata, Argen-

tina, where Washington’s free trade agenda was given a sound what to do with our resources.” No longer, said Kirchner, is
South America the “Cinderella of the world. . . We don’t wantdrubbing. Argentina’s Kirchner led that summit with backing

from Brazil. to be the backyard anymore. We want to take an active part
in building the new times that await us.”Bachelet, a pediatrician and single mother of three, who

was tortured in one of Chilean dictator Gen. Augusto Pino- On Jan. 19, Kirchner and Lula were joined in Brasilia by
Venezuelan President Hugo Chávez, where the focus was onchet’s jails, lived abroad as a political exile, and has headed

both the health and defense ministries under the current coali- major new infrastructure projects designed to foster conti-
nent-wide integration. A 5,000-mile natural gas pipeline, ex-tion government. She presents a “center-left” profile with a

tough independent streak that clearly appealed to a broad tending from Venezuela through Brazil into Argentina, is cur-
rently on the agenda. Another meeting of the three Presidentsspectrum of the Chilean electorate. While loosely endorsing

Washington’s Free Trade Area of the Americas initiative, will be held in Argentina, just prior to Bachelet’s March 11 in-
auguration.Bachelet—a self-described socialist—has also made it clear

that each nation must move “at its own pace” and “on its own Other countries in the region are starting to take note of
which way the winds are blowing—in Washington, and re-terms.” The Washington Post wishfully editorialized on Jan.

18 that the “urbane” Bachelet “doesn’t question the founda- gionally. Ecuador’s Government Minister Alfredo Castillo,
for example, recently declared that dollarization has had ations of her country’s growing prosperity—which are the very

free trade, foreign investment and free markets that elsewhere negative impact on that nation’s economy, and a visiting mis-
sion from the IMF was told Jan. 18 by Finance Minister Diegoin the region are demonized as neo-liberalism.” But that edito-

rially betrayed more nervousness than conviction. Borja that “We don’t need the approval of the Monetary Fund,
nor the monitoring of theMonetary Fund to defineour policies.The simple fact of the matter is that the vote for Bachelet

was an overwhelming vote against Pinochet, and those in . . . Ecuador has defined a responsible and sovereign economic
agenda; the country’s decides its own economic priorities.”Washington who put him in power back in 1971—such as
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ProbeRoss/Rothschild Factor
In theSagoCoalMineDisaster
by Paul Gallagher

The revelation that “equity fund” corporate predator Wilbur ruptcy, using capital from eight funds the WL Ross Co. man-
ages. Once it’s in Chapter 11, Ross gets himself elected headL. Ross began buying the debt of Anker West Virginia Coal

Co. in September 1997, and had his lieutenant in apparent of the creditors’ committee and begins muscling management
and unsecured lenders. Post-bankruptcy, Ross invests newoperational control of the company by May 2003 (see Inter-

view below), should be a focus—along with lax safety regula- equity capital from his own pocket.” That was his modus
operandi with Anker.tion by the Federal Mine Safety and Health Administration

(MSHA)—of a full investigation by Congress of the Jan. 2 Secondly, Ross’s coal operations since 2001, when he
took a dominant role on the board of Anker, were all framedSago Mine explosion, and the resulting deaths of 12 miners.

Ross, a low-profile billionaire sometimes called an “in- by Dick Cheney’s infamous Energy Task Force, and its em-
bedded policy of driving the global price of oil, gas, and coaldustrialist” or even a “coal baron” because of his raids on

steel, textile, coal, and now auto-parts corporations, is actu- steadily upward in the face of economic depression and unem-
ployment. Ross saw northern West Virginia’s old, over-ally the perfect type of the globalizing operations of bank-

financed hedge funds and private equity funds, known prop- worked, and dangerous deep coal mines (see Figure 1) as a
place to double or triple bituminous coal production for elec-erly as “the financial locusts.” The operations of WL Ross

and Co. and its like, in taking down industries—and also, in tric power, while the price was rising. A full-out “productiv-
ity” drive—in non-union mines, with what MSHA inspectorsthe case of coal, in speeding them up—not only cost jobs and

pensions; they take lives. The immediate threat that Ross will called “a high degree of negligence for the health and safety
of the miners”—and waning Federal enforcement by the Che-grab, loot, and sell off a large chunk of the crisis-wracked

auto-parts industry, makes full investigations of the Anker ney-Bush Administration, was a formula for death. Even on
Jan. 16, four days after Ross’s Anker CEO Ben Hatfield hadtakeover imperative—just as does the requirement of doing

justice to the 12 miners, and preventing future disasters. said that Ross would make no further comments about the
disaster, Fortune published an interview in which Ross said,Two other factors are also of critical importance: First,

Ross was a 26-year senior specialist in bankruptcies for Roth- “We are expanding. Sago produced 350,000 tons of coal last
year, and we had planned on 900,000 tons this year [2006].”schild, Inc. in New York, and part of the “synarchist fascists

in Democratic Party clothes” faction of Lazard Frères’ banker
Felix Rohatyn (see “What’s a ‘Rohatyn’?” EIR, Jan. 6, 2006). Responsibility for the Lack of Safety

While ICG’s West Virginia mines had not had minersWL Ross and Co. was virtually a complete “spinoff,” in 2000,
of Rothschild Recovery, Inc. bankruptcy specialists. Ross’s killed, the rate of non-fatal accidents in them, including Sago,

was three to five times the national average for undergroundapparent collaborators on Anker’s board were representatives
of Enron—also a Rothschild, Inc.-financed energy operation coal mines. The Sago mine itself, according to an investiga-

tion published in the Charleston Gazette on Jan. 10, saw morewhile Ross worked for Rothschild. His deal with Enron to
market Anker’s coal only collapsed when Enron did. Wrote than one dozen roof cave-ins during 2005. From October

through December 2005 alone, the mine was cited for 18Forbes: “Ross typically buys up 25-50% of a target com-
pany’s debt, at a steep discount, as it’s skidding toward bank- “significant and substantial” violations; as well as the MSHA
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A schematic of the “new” Sago mine shows miners were two miles deep into a very old coal seam, with large areas of closed-up
abandoned mine abutting their tunnel on the side and (lower left) in front—a dangerous situation.

inspector’s finding, noted above, of “a high degree of negli- The Cheney Task Force Effect
But the type of mines Ross was investing in, buying, and/gence.” The violations included dangerous accumulations of

explosive coal dust or methane gas in the air in the tunnels. or operating for rapidly expanded production—as bituminous
coal prices rose over the five “Cheney Energy Task Force”In fact, MHSA officials were sufficiently concerned about

the conditions building up in the Sago mine, that they had years—featured the inherent danger of mining old, heavily
worked coal seams. The schematic of Sago in Figure 1 shows,scheduled a meeting for Jan. 6, 2006 between ICG president

Ben Hatfield and the MSHA’s top administrator for coal mine that the mine’s workforce had dug down a “new” tunnel mine
a full two miles from its entrance, with large sections of thesafety, Ray McKinney, to “discuss the accident rate at the

mine,” according to a Labor Department spokeswoman old, abandoned, and sealed coal mine, held up only by coal
pillars and subject to volatile roof collapses, alongside themquoted by the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette on Jan. 19. The deadly

explosion on Jan. 2 cancelled the meeting. for most of the way. Directly in front of them as well, two
miles in, was a section of mine which had just been closedIt is these manifest danger signs of the accelerating pro-

duction of bituminous coal at this old-site, non-union mine, and sealed (lower left) weeks before the Jan. 2 explosion.
There was also the metal piping of numerous closed naturalwhich Ross and his subordinates have tried to dismiss since

the tragedy, as in Hatfield’s claim on Jan. 9 that, “Much of gas wells in the hillside. And as late as Dec. 14, 2005, an
MSHA inspectors’ “withdrawal order” made Sago officialsthe bad history was beyond our reach and our ability to con-

trol.” But Ross’s claims are completely belied by the timeta- clear out the “First Left Mains” section shown on the map,
due to dangerous accumulations of combustible materials.ble researched by author Mark Reutter (interviewed below),

which shows that Ross steadily gained greater and greater Only the “Second Left” path remained open. This is the mine
Ross called “still expanding” and targetted for tripling its coalcontrol, over almost a decade, beginning even before the late-

1997 helicopter crash which killed Anker’s founder, John production in 2006.
At the investigation being conducted by MSHA and WestFaltis, at the Sago site. Ross has also claimed that “due dili-

gence” would have accompanied ICG’s final purchase of An- Virginia officials, the fiercely non-union ICG executives cre-
ated a “snag” on Jan. 18, by strongly objecting to the presenceker in 2005; but in fact, ICG did not file a certificate of transfer

with West Virginia authorities as the state’s law appears to of United Mine Workers (UMWA) representatives—al-
though several Sago miners being interviewed, had asked forrequire—it avoided the step which would have resulted in a

state licensing and safety re-evaluation. the UMW to be present, as the law allows even for a non-
union mine. Ross’s people spent that day trying to find outRoss has also acquired, over the same general time period,

six underground coal mines in eastern Kentucky; and Ken- which employees had asked for the unionists. Although
MSHA can conduct investigations in public, under the 1977tucky mining regulators last year issued 54 temporary-closure

orders to ICG mines in that state, because of safety problems. Federal Mine Safety and Health Act, which would allow it to
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subpoena both witnesses and documents, it now almost never
Interview: Mark Reutterdoes. It is instead interviewing witnesses behind closed doors,

making employer intimidation of miner witnesses more pos-
sible.

This lack of rigor by MHSA makes immediate Congres-
sional hearings even more urgent. Sen. Robert Byrd (D- WLRoss andCo., and
W.Va.) has attempted to schedule immediate hearings in a
subcommittee of the Senate Appropriations Committee; TheAnkerCoalDisaster
whether these take place in the week of Jan. 23, or are put off,
is not clear at this writing.

Mark Reutter is the author of Making Steel: Sparrows PointSen. Jay Rockefeller (D-W.Va.) on Jan. 12, called for
hearings in the Senate Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions and the Rise and Ruin of American Industrial Might (2004),

which examines the bankruptcy proceedings of BethlehemCommittee, signed by 11 other Senators of both parties, from
Kentucky, West Virginia, Pennsylvania, Indiana, and Ala- Steel and the company’s takeover by Wilbur L. Ross (see

www.makingsteel.com for more), who controls the Sago coalbama. Pressure is high on Committee Chairman Rick Enzi
(R-Wyo.) to schedule the hearings. In the Education and the mine. Reutter was interviewed by Paul Gallagher on Jan. 18.
Workforce Committee on the House side, ranking Democrats
George Miller (Calif.) and Major Owens (N.Y.) are pressing EIR: Twelve miners died and one was critically injured in a

Jan. 2 explosion at the Sago mine of Anker West Virginiachairman John Boehner (R-Ohio) for hearings.
If hearings are held soon and probe carefully this “Ross/ Coal, in Upshur County, West Virginia. Hearings are now in

prospect in the U.S. Senate, and underway in the West Vir-Rothschild/Rohatyn” factor, not only can they re-assert mine
safety regulation. They can help avert a disastrous year 2006 ginia legislature, into clear indications of disappearing Fed-

eral mine-safety enforcement since 2001, and the decline infor the U.S. auto-parts sector, which Wilbur Ross himself
rather suspiciously predicted on Jan. 11, in a speech to an safety conditions in this mine and others nearby.

Anker is owned by the International Coal Group (ICG)“investors’ conference” at the Detroit Auto Show.
of Wilbur L. Ross, a man in the middle of the
“globalization” of several U.S. industries.
You’ve researched and written about Ross’s in-
vestments and speculations in industry. What is
his method? What is International Coal Group,
and what is Ross’s involvement in West Virginia
coal mining?
Reutter: Ross is a New York billionaire who
made his name by taking over bankrupt Bethle-
hem Steel, LTV, Weirton, and several smaller
steel companies between 2002 and 2004,
bundling them together, and selling them for an
11-fold profit to Mittal Steel Co. of Netherlands.
For 26 years, he was the executive managing di-
rector of Rothschild, Inc., the U.S. affiliate of
the Rothschild family’s merchant banking group,
before he formed his own private company, WL
Ross & Co., in 2000—to rescue, in his words,
industrial companies in trouble.

Since that time, he has formed International
Steel Group (ISG) to take over bankrupt steelWilbur Ross (at podium) making millions at the
assets; International Textile Group (ITG) to takeStock Exchange on Nov. 21, 2005, on International

Coal Group stocks, while safety conditions were over bankrupt textile companies; International
deteriorating at Anker’s Sago and other mines. Ross Coal Group (ICG) to take over a bankrupt coal
moves in nominally Democratic Party New York

company; and, most recently, International Autocircles, like Felix Rohatyn (right), the synarchist Lazard Fréres investment
Components Group (IAC) to buy bankrupt or fi-banker who was notorious in the “Big MAC” takeover of New York City in
nancially strapped auto-parts companies.1975. Rohatyn has recently been trying to impose economic austerity policies

upon Congressional Democrats interested in promoting infrastructure and Ross is the lead investor, but builds up “spit”
industry. (investment capital) by tapping into large invest-
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ment pools, such as Franklin Mutual Advisors, run by money His right-hand lieutenant, Wendy L. Teramoto, was
named chairman of Anker Coal. She also became CEO ofmanager Michael F. Price; Paulson & Co., a hedge fund spe-

cializing in distressed companies; and even nonprofits like CoalQuest Development, an Anker subsidiary that is now
attempting to license a new mine in Taylor County nearthe Howard Hughes Medical Institute, located in suburban

Washington. Grafton, West Virginia.
Why is Ross so keen on Anker? Because Anker owns orHe also works closely with international investment

banks. Key allies include the Swiss banking firm UBS War- controls 707 million tons of bituminous coal and holds long-
term contracts with several major Eastern utilities. This poten-burg Securities, and Lehman Brothers. The banks set up siz-

able revolving credit lines to help Ross buy these companies tially gives Ross a monopoly on utility-grade steam coal—if
only he can increase production.The price of high-Btu Appa-out of bankruptcy; then the banks underwrite his Initial Public

Offerings (IPOs), profiting as Ross off-loads his holdings to lachian coal at the mine mouth has risen to $25-$30 a ton
and, including transport, now sells at $60-65 a ton to electricthe public at a sizable mark-up.

Outside of these big ventures, Ross holds stakes in many utilities in the East. Today’s price is 69% higher than in Janu-
ary 2004.individual companies. One of his longest-held investments is

Anker West Virginia Coal, owner of the Sago Mine. But, just as likely, Ross is aiming to stir up the waters in
Big Coal, then sell off Anker-ICG at a premium to a major
player; say, Consol Energy, or one of the oil conglomerates.EIR: The national media have generally reported that Ross’s

ICG took over Anker Coal sometime last year—usually citing
Nov. 18, 2005, only two months ago. What is the true story? EIR: Ross’s public comments have been that he never cuts

corners on safety. And, in fact, International Coal Group, onCan you go through a kind of chronology of Wilbur Ross
investment and involvement with Anker in particular, and Sept. 19, 2005, was awarded the Sentinels of Safety Award

by the Mine Safety Health Administration of the Departmentwith the Sago Mine?
Reutter: Ross is playing a semantic game. While ICG offi- of Labor. How do these statements by Ross square with the

safety record of the mines owned by Anker and ICG?cially took over the Sago Mine on Nov. 18, 2005, Ross has
been active in Anker Coal affairs for close to a decade, accord- Reutter: The Charleston Gazette [West Virginia—ed.] has

been looking into the safety question in detail. Its findingsing to public-disclosure records. In 1997, Ross purchased
$41 million of senior debt in the Anker Coal Group through were summarized on Jan. 14: All of International Coal

Group, Inc.’s underground mines in West Virginia haveRothschild Recovery Fund, which he ran as its managing
director. Anker used this money to open the Sago Mine in accident rates that are worse than the national average. The

paper reported that the worst safety records were in Anker’s1999, as well as to fund a mining venture in Alabama that
proved to be financially disastrous. (There was an explosion underground mines, with the Stoney River Mine reporting

a non-fatal injury rate 4.3 times the national average; andin that mine in December 1997 that caused ruinous losses,
although apparently no serious injuries.) By September 1999, the Sago Mine, an injury rate nearly three times the national

average. Safety at the Sago Mine actually deteriorated afterAnker couldn’t pay interest on its debt, so in stepped Ross
again. June 2005, when ICG took over managerial control of the

property.Ross swapped Anker notes for Anker stock in a private
restructuring, meaning there was no public disclosure to the A key question for investigators to answer is whether

ICG-Anker, under pressure from its owner, ratcheted up pro-Securities and Exchange Commission. But the terms came
out in newsletters that track these things: The Rothschild Re- duction too quickly at the Sago Mine in 2005. It should be

noted that Ben Hatfield, president of ICG, and other execu-covery Fund received $800 principal amount of 14.25% new
notes for each $1,000 principal amount of 9.75% old notes tives were offered stock and cash bonuses in 2005 for achiev-

ing production and profit margins prescribed by owner Wilburexchanged [increasing annual debt service charges by almost
one-fifth—ed.]. In addition, Rothschild received warrants to Ross. And Ross, Teramoto, and other WL Ross principals

shared $2 million last year by providing management andpurchase 20% of Anker’s common stock at the nominal exer-
cise price of one-tenth of a cent per share. advisory services to ICG.

Given the pressure to produce more coal in a rising marketOver the next year, Rothschild Recovery Fund forked
over some additional cash and got more cheap Anker stock. (ICG wanted to double output at Sago in 2005), is the corpo-

rate culture at ICG conducive to safety in any way other thanBy early 2001, WL Ross & Co. (successor to Rothschild Re-
covery) controlled more than 40% of Anker’s stock and Ross lip-service?
was sitting on its board of directors. A year later, the board
threw out the old management and installed a corporate work- EIR: What characterizes the operation of the mines that Wil-

bur Ross has bought into?out specialist. Anker then entered into Chapter 11 bankruptcy.
When it emerged six months later, in May 2003, its bondhold- Reutter: For one thing, all of the Ross mines are non-union.

Anker has even experimented with the controversial practiceers were wiped out, and Ross was de facto boss.
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of contract miners for its deep mines. Under this system, a global investors want lowered. Taking out such targets could
prove too visible for the Rothschild family, or for a Fortunecontractor uses his own employees and supplies to mine the

coal, earning a fee for each ton of clean coal mined. (Contract 500 corporation.
But until recently, Ross was unknown outside of bank-laborers were used at the Sago Mine until the contractor quit;

the idea was proposed as a cost-cutting measure by the New ing circles.
York investment bank Gordian Group.)

Additionally, because Ross companies have undergone EIR: Are there parallels between Wilbur Ross’s operations
in the steel industry and in coal?bankruptcy, previously guaranteed health benefits to retired

miners and their families were eliminated. In its 2005 pro- Reutter: Yes. Pension-stripping is the most obvious. In
purchasing LTV, Beth Steel, Weirton, and several smallerspectus to stockholders, ICG bragged about its low labor

costs. “We believe that compared to other publicly traded U.S. companies out of bankruptcy, Ross walked away from these
companies previous obligations. In all, more than 150,000coal producers, we have the lowest post-retirement employee

obligation,” the prospectus stated, and a union-free environ- retired steelworkers lost health-care benefits that they earned
in retirement as part of their deferred paychecks. Ross, mean-ment keeps costs to the minimum.

What’s more, Ross mines work off of old coal reserves in while, was in and out of the steel business in less than three
years, making $267 million through his sell-off to Mittala mine district with a long history of mine explosions. This

makes them inherently dangerous. While Sago is a “new” Steel.
Ross used the same technique when he purchased bank-(1999) mine, it is part of a field once owned by Pittston Coal

that includes many worked-out areas. Cave-ins and roof col- rupt Horizon Natural Resources, once a United Mine Workers
operator. The Federal bankruptcy judge in Kentucky ruledlapses are a constant hazard. Sago also is a gassy mine, with

large quantities of potentially explosive methane. And, fi- that Horizon did not have to pay health benefits for retired
miners that it had negotiated with the UMW. Thanks to thatnally, the miners are not only several hundred feet below the

surface, but they have to go long distances underground to decision, International Coal Group, which took over Horizons
assets, escaped from paying the post-retirement employeereach the coal face. The explosion that trapped the 12 men on

Jan. 2 came from a worked-out section that had been sealed, obligations to 4,000 retired, and in many cases, sick miners.
ICG also closed down Horizon’s UAW-representedperhaps improperly, in December 2005. The seal was blown

out by the explosion, trapping the men in a passageway 10,500 mines.
feet from the mine portal (fresh air). As we know, all but one
of them died in that dark subterranean tomb from carbon EIR: What’s Wilbur Ross involvement with Steve Miller,

the man who took over Delphi Automotive Corp. in July, andmonoxide poisoning.
took it into bankruptcy three months later? Is Ross moving
into the U.S. auto sector?EIR: What’s the background of WL Ross & Co., the invest-

ment company through which Ross bought into Anker? Reutter: Robert Steve Miller was the restructuring expert
who placed Bethlehem Steel into bankruptcy in October 2001.Reutter: It started as the Rothschild Recovery Fund in

1996, to reap profits from Asia’s ongoing financial crisis. That set off a chain of events that led to the sale of the company
to Ross’s International Steel Group (ISG) in May 2003. AsIn April 2000, Ross purchased the fund from the Rothschild

family, recruited the senior officers of his former employer, CEO of Bethlehem, Miller petitioned the bankruptcy judge
for permission to end health benefits to retirees in a prear-and established WL Ross & Co. as a boutique private equity

investor looking for value among distressed companies. He ranged court filing with Ross.
Last July, Miller returned from retirement to becomelaunched the Absolute Recovery Hedge Fund, to purchase

distressed bonds and to sell short the stock of companies chairman and CEO of Delphi, the nation’s largest auto-
parts maker. In October, he placed Delphi into Chapter 11that were in trouble. Typically, these were companies either

on the verge of collapse or in Chapter 11 bankruptcy pro- bankruptcy. A month before the filing, Ross announced that
he had formed an investment fund to buy and globally con-ceedings.

Starting with bankrupt LTV Steel in 2002, Ross arranged solidate auto-parts makers. Ross expressed interest in buying
Delphi if the company succeeded in lowering its labor costs.to buy companies after bankruptcy judges had ruled that the

companies did not have to honor contracts that guaranteed In the spirit of, “if at first you succeed,” Ross and Miller
are repeating their playbook from Beth Steel. Once again,health benefits to retirees (company pensions were taken over

by the quasi-public Pension Benefit Guaranty Corp.). All this they are cloaking their activities with self-serving pro-
nouncements about the pressures of globalization on U.S.is perfectly legal under the U.S. Bankruptcy Code, but this

approach had never been followed with such blunt determina- companies.
Let’s hope that the shock from the Sago mine disastertion before.

Ross is a lone hunter seeking out big game—namely, results in a closer look at both Ross and his bank and hedge-
fund enablers.companies with huge cash flow, but also high labor costs that
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it was revealed that the cost would be at least $100 bil-
lion higher.

But the reason for the high cost was not the bill’s generos-
ity in providing for senior citizens. One of the major aspectsGOP Medicare Drug Plan
of the legislation was the provision of subsidies to private
insurers and health maintenance organizations, which wereA Slow-Working Katrina
to take over provision of drug benefits. Another was the cre-
ation of a special fund which would pay businesses to retain

The face of the Newt Gingrich-Tom DeLay scam called coverage of their retirees. But most shocking of all, was the
fact that the MMA explicitly prevented the program from“Medicare reform” became clear on Jan. 1, 2006, when the

long-awaited prescription drug benefit program passed by the lowering the price of drugs by carrying out bulk purchases of
drugs, a measure which has demonstrated the ability to reduceDeLay-controlled Congress in 2003 went into effect. Accord-

ing to media reports around the country, and leading elected the cost significantly.
And what was the anticipated result for senior citizens?officials, the plan’s implementation, especially for low-in-

come seniors who are eligible for both Medicaid (means- Well, it was known that the Medicare premiums would go
up. In return, seniors were entitled to “shop” among varioustested indigent care) and Medicare (the senior citizen entitle-

ment), resulted in a disastrous cutoff of, and/or price-increase health-care providers, and would receive some monies to de-
fray their drug costs, although there was no cap on how muchin, life-saving medication for tens of thousands of seniors.

Responsible officials in more than a dozen states were forced they would pay. As for those elderly poor known as “dual
eligibles,” who qualify for both Medicare and Medicaid,to step in with emergency aid, in order to prevent predictable

deaths. The National Senior Citizens Law Center and repre- Medicaid would stop paying for their drugs, and they would
now have to handle the payments themselves through a Medi-sentatives of a number of state governments called it “a major

public health crisis.” care-approved private insurance plan.
“This is absolutely one of the fully expected transition

problems, and it will resolve itself,” said Joe Antos, a health Days of Crisis
It was within this “dual eligible” crowd—a total of 6.4policy “expert” at the neo-con American Enterprise Insti-

tute—who added that this evidently planned disaster might million people—that the crisis erupted on Jan. 1. Tens of
thousands of seniors went to their pharmacies, and found thattake weeks or months to “resolve itself.” And indeed, Demo-

crats who had opposed the plan had predicted that the transfer they were either not registered for the new plan, or were forced
to pay high co-pays for drugs on which their lives depended.of reponsibility for providing drugs to the indigent, to private

health and pharmaceutical companies, which have no limit Many people panicked, and began to call the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) “help line,” to noon how much they can charge, would result is widespread

hardships, if not deaths. avail. It is at this point that the states began to intervene.
In California, for example, the state had to announceSo, the question is, transition to what, and at whose ex-

pense? emergency Medi-Cal coverage for seniors, after 20% of all
seniors switched into the new “benefit,” couldn’t get theirThe answer is that the new plan is geared to simply

writing off tens of thousands of the elderly, who are consid- meds. Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.), who had voted for
the Medicare Reform Act, denounced its implementation inered “too expensive” to be supported by society, while pour-

ing money to Republican cronies in the health-care “indus- a statement: “The result is a major health emergency in Cali-
fornia, particularly for people with chronic and debilitatingtry”—much as the victims of Katrina in the poorest regions

of New Orleans and Mississippi have been left to fend for diseases who rely on multiple medications daily to keep them
alive. In my view, the state of California is absorbing a Federalthemselves—or die.
cost caused by incompetence.”

California, Illinois, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania wereWhat Was the Plan?
The Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement, and the biggest of the states to be forced to intervene. A spokes-

woman for New Jersey’s Department of Human Services toldModernization Act of 2003 (MMA), was touted as one of
the major accomplishments of the Bush Administration in USA Today, “Once we saw what was happening, we knew

that we had to step in and be the safety net”—for the diseasethat year, and during the 2004 election campaign. With the
cost of this promise of drug coverage for seniors being of Bush-Cheneyism.

The Administration’s CMS, headed by former drug exec-estimated at approximately $400 billion, then-House Major-
ity Leader DeLay had to twist a lot of arms in order to pass utive Mark McClellan, is acting the part of “FEMA” in this

unfolding disaster. The CMS is trying to push the burdenit through the House. As it was, the bill was only rammed
through by means of threats, bribes, and an all-night session of this debacle onto pharmacies, insisting that they fill all

prescriptions provisionally for 30 days, without being assuredwhich violated the House rules. Immediately after passage,
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of any payment. Pharmacies are unable to get through to the (This demand is in stark contrast to the fact that the Federal
government is refusing to recompense the states for the emer-private insurers which have been invited in as middlemen in

the Medicare drug benefit; or they find that the drugs seniors gency payments which they are currently being forced to
make, in order to keep seniors caught in the chaos alive. De-bought on Medicaid, are now not covered under Medicare,

etc. CMS, which had 150 people on call to answer phones in mands from governors and Senators that the Administration
pay up, are currently being raised.)Washington, suddenly hired 4,000 more in the second week

of January, indicating the level of chaos. But, all indications are that numerous state governments
are refusing to comply with the clawback provision—thusIn a Jan. 13 letter to McClellan, New York Democratic

Senator Hillary Clinton pointed out that help lines are inacces- risking precisely such Federal action. The governors of
Texas and New Hampshire have already announced thatsible, for pharmacists and patients; that incorrect information

is being provided to callers, often resulting in exorbitant co- they have no intention of sending money to the Federal gov-
ernment.pays being demanded; and Medicare’s computer system and

website are experiencing frequent failures. She wrote: A look at the overall situation of Medicaid—which is
funded by matching grants between the states and the Federal“For millions of Medicare recipients, including those who

are residents of a long-term care facility, navigating the sys- government—helps explain why. First, the Medicaid rolls are
skyrocketing, because of the increase of poverty, and reduc-tem to resolve enrollment issues is impossible. As a result,

beneficiaries are paying increased copayments, going without tion in employer-funded health-plan coverage in the nation.
Between 2001 and 2005, enrollment went up from 33 millionmedications, and otherwise not receiving the benefits that

were supposed to result from [Medicare] Part D. I have heard to 53 million people. Second, the states already are being
forced to cut back on basic health-care services for the poor,reports that patients are now being hospitalized because they

cannot access the drugs they need. due to the shortage of funds.
In fact, the whole concept of Medicaid as a safety net“The situation is particularly acute within the mental

health community, where patients who are stabilized on medi- for the poor is being ripped apart in the largely Republican-
dictated budget bills. The latest Health and Human Servicescations must fight to remain on those medications, instead of

being forced to switch to medications to meet the require- budget, which is still awaiting final reconciliation between
the House and the Senate, creates gaping holes in that net,ments of their private plan.

“Many of these issues would be mitigated if transition including allowing the denial of care to the needy if the Medic-
aid patient can’t afford to make a copayment. The bill alsoplans, through which patients are supposed to be able to access

short-terms supplies of drugs while these issues are being eliminates certain standards of care for children, pregnant
women, and those with disabilities.sorted out, were operating as designed. Unfortunately, the

individuals at your agency staffing the hotline—the people It is for this reason that the Democratic Party leadership
in the House has declared that the bill has to be further revised.who are charged with giving correct information to benefici-

aries—in some cases do not even know that these transition “Every single House Democrat opposed this immoral bill
because of the harmful cuts in student loans, health care, childplans exist.”
support enforcement, and other assistance for seniors and
low- and middle income families,” House Minority LeaderThe Next Eruption

Once the immediate transition period ends, there is an- Nancy Pelosi (Calif.) wrote, in a Dec. 22 letter to House
Speaker Dennis Hastert (R-Ill.). This bill, she added, “failsother trainwreck that can be expected. That will result from

the fact that the MMA bill calls for the states to recompense the moral test by slashing assistance to the middle class and
our most vulnerable citizens for the sole purpose of givingthe Federal government for 90% of the cost of its providing

prescription drug benefits for the “dual-eligible,” i.e., the more tax breaks to the wealthiest of our nation.”
In addition, numerous Democrats are now consideringpoor, in their states.

This aspect of the bill is called the “clawback” provision, amendments to the MMA.
But if the Democratic leadership doesn’t act soon, it iswhereby the states are required to take monies from what the

Federal government pays them in Medicaid (an amount which going to be Katrina all over again.
is as yet unclear for 2006, due to the stalemate over the Federal
budget), and repay the Federal government 90% of the esti-
mated prescription drug expenditures. These payments are
due monthly. And while the percentage is scheduled to go To reach us on the Web:
down to 75% in 2015, it is going to be demanded “in perpe-
tuity.”

In addition, the MMA says that if the states don’t pay, www.larouchepub.com
the Federal government will simply deduct the amount (plus
interest!) from its scheduled Medicaid payments.
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the seat of the European Commission and of the European
Parliament.

Spokesmen for the transport workers also announced
strikes against the Port Package II plan. Warnings were issuedThe Enemy of European
that Europe’s ports would be brought to a halt, like the U.S.
West Coast ports were in the longshoremen’s strike in 2003;Labor Is Maastricht
the container ports in Greece, Spain, Belgium, Netherlands,
and Germany account for most of the 80% of imports-exportsby Rainer Apel
that the EU handles through its port infrastructure.

In a well-coordinated, unprecedented labor union action, Roll Back Deregulation
The port strikes are only one aspect of a broad mobiliza-more than 40,000 longshoremen and ship pilots on Jan. 11

staged a walk-out in about 50 ports of Europe, notably the big tion of labor unions in Europe; protests will be launched also
against the Bolkestein Directive, the EU Commission blue-ports in Germany, Belgium and the Netherlands. The protests

were against the European Commission’s Port Package II print for the deregulation of the entire services sector in Eu-
rope. Named after Frits Bolkestein, the former EU Commis-plan, for further deregulation of ports, resulting in a disman-

tling of traditional standards of loading-unloading, and of sioner in charge of the plan, the directive wants to turn services
rules upside down: So far, services in any European state havesafety and health protection.

The Commission’s plan would, for example, permit any to abide by the laws of that state, but Bolkestein argued that
for reasons of “competitiveness,” only the laws of the state in“entrepreneur” from anywhere in the globalized world, to

offer his port package services at rock-bottom prices, and which the servicing firms have their home base, should govern
future EU practice. This would imply that firms from thewould even permit unscrupulous ship-owners to force their

own crews to load and unload—whether they were qualified largely deregulated economies of Eastern Europe could com-
pete with firms from the more regulated western countries,to do so or not, and whether they got extra pay for it or not. The

“crew can do it themselves” plan is absurd, because modern because the absence of minimum pay and health standards
regulations would enable eastern rivals to offer services atcontainer ships have no cranes on board, and therefore depend

on crane infrastructure to load and unload the huge containers. cut-throat prices. All services, from operating parking meters
to hospitals, from airport security to garbage removal, wouldOn land, the plan envisages a total deregulation of port infra-

structure and procedures; for example, port authorities would increasingly be offered to low-cost operators by the chroni-
cally cash-strapped municipalities. The destructive nature ofbe able to grant no licenses to packaging firms for more than

three years, and no job guarantees would be given to the the EU’s Maastricht Treaty budget-cutting policy is exposed
in an exemplary way, with this directive.longshoremen and other personnel. And, for profit reasons,

business would concentrate on the container shipments at the A vote in the European Parliament on the directive is
scheduled for mid-February, and a broad labor union cam-biggest ports which could handle several million containers

every year (such as Rotterdam, Hamburg, Gioa Tauro), paign, officially endorsed by the German Social Democrats,
has begun, to culminate in a protest rally in Berlin on Feb.whereas the smaller ports would be abandoned.

The 24-hour protest was presented as just the first among 11. Around that date, demonstrations will also be staged in
numerous other capitals of Europe, and on Feb. 14, when theseveral interventions to stop the Port Package II plan. The

action was supported by the (public sector) port authorities European Parliament is expected to begin its debate on the
directive, labor unions from across Europe want to bring upthemselves, and by the shipowners. The governments of

France, Germany, and Sweden oppose the European Com- to 100,000 protesters from the services sector as well as from
other branches, to Brussels.mission’s plan fully, while several other governments would

only accept aspects of it. In the European Parliament, a major- The real enemy target of the campaign is, however, not
the directive as such, but the Maastricht system, which bansity of deputies is opposed or highly skeptical.

On Jan. 16, longshoremen staged work-stoppages in the EU member governments from investment programs, forces
them to deregulate and to privatize, and eliminates millionsbig ports again, joined by sympathy strikes in many smaller

ports. Some of the protests and strike actions were to end on of jobs in Europe. Many labor union members see Maastricht
as the main evil, but union bureaucrats have hesitated to sayJan. 18, when the vote on the Port Package II plan was held

in the European Parliament. so. Therefore it is important to address the issue, so that the
labor mobilization achieves a breakthrough. The LaRoucheAmong the bigger ports on strike, were Santander, Bilbao,

Marseille, La Rochelle, Cherbourg, Antwerp, Gent, Zee- Movement in Germany and France in particular, where it has
its strongest bases in Europe, is issuing a campaign statementbrugge, Rotterdam, Piraeus, and Thessaloniki. A protest

march and rally, with thousands of longshoremen from 15 for the abolition of Maastricht that will go out as a leaflet for
mass distribution, during the next three weeks.European Union (EU) member states, took place in Brussels,
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Editorial

Time To Fight Fascism

Beginning at 6:24 a.m. Monday morning, Jan. 23, listen- Standing in their way has been the Constitution of the
United States, which provides for checks and balancesers to the most-listened-to station in Washington, D.C.,

will be jarred out of their drowsy state with the follow- exercised through the Congress and the U.S. Supreme
Court. At crucial points over the last four years, the Sen-ing message:

“Here’s Lyndon LaRouche, commenting on the Sam ate and the Supreme Court have both reminded the Ad-
ministration of their constitutional perogatives, standingAlito nomination:

“ ‘Sam Alito: The man’s a liar. He’s a member of the up in opposition to the rampant abuse of power which
has been exerted by the Executive. This happened duringFederalist Society, which now controls four of the nine

Justices of the Supreme Court—and a fifth member is the confrontation over the so-called nuclear option last
Spring, and over the issue of prisoner abuse as well.about to be confirmed.

“ ‘Carl Schmitt lived in this country, and influenced But the Cheney-Bush Administration, acting on be-
half of the Synarchist bankers who own it, has not con-the formation of the Federalist Society. Carl Schmitt

crafted the Adolf Hitler administration—and you would ceded defeat. It is determined not just to push forward its
will on particular issues, such as illegal wiretapping, andhave five out of nine Supreme Court Justices prepared to

endorse a fascist government in the United States! And appointments to the Supreme Court. Cheney-Bush are
driving for a destruction of the U.S. Constitution, and itsyou have Senators who should have more guts, who are

waffling or being weak, in dealing with this fact. replacement with the Nazi Carl Schmitt “principle” that
“the leader makes the law.”“ ‘There is no honest debate, about bringing Adolf

Hitler and his tradition into the government of the As LaRouche’s radio ad underlines the point, no one
can claim ignorance of the stakes in this Alito fight. ThereUnited States!’ ”

This advertisement, sponsored by Lyndon are those within the Democratic Party who have felt com-
pelled to mouth the line that Alito cannot be stopped,LaRouche’s Political Action Committee, will be supple-

mented by an on-the-ground campaign, both within the that the filibuster should not be used, that it would be
“inappropriate” to go all-out to defeat the nominationnation’s capital, and around the United States, as mem-

bers of the LaRouche Youth Movement (LYM) and other of a Supreme Court nominee who, by record and his
membership in the Schmittian Federalist Society, clearlysupporters of the Democratic Party’s most outspoken and

courageous fighter against fascism, distribute hundreds subscribes to this fascist theory of law. Inappropriate to
stand against fascism?of thousands of pamphlets against Vice President Dick

Cheney’s “Schmittlerian” drive for dictatorship. We saw such an attitude before, in 1933-34 Ger-
many, where anti-Hitler Social Democrats and othersNor will the mobilization be confined to the United

States. Members of the LYM across Ibero-America and decided to wait for the “right moment” to oppose Hitler’s
drive for dictatorship. That “right moment” never came.Europe have also launched an all-out mobilization to

alert their populations to the danger of the Alito nomina- The political parties and freedoms, and individuals, were
liquidated by Hitler’s dictatorship, making the mattertion, and to broadcast LaRouche’s message: “No debate

about bringing Hitler and his tradition into the govern- moot until the end of World War II.
We also saw this fatally flawed attitude back in Janu-ment of the United States!”

No sane individual anywhere on the planet can deny ary 2001, when Democrats refused to carry out a filibus-
ter to stop John Ashcroft’s nomination as Attorney Gen-that the developments in Washington, D.C., around the

Alito nomination, will be decisive for determining the eral, even though they had the votes to do it. Many later
regretted not listening to LaRouche’s leadership then.shape of world politics for a long time to come. While

the Cheney-Bush crew has used the 9/11 events to try to Others said they would save the fight for a Supreme
Court nominee.justify the imposition of fascist police-state measures

over the United States, as well as the exercise of imperial Well, that fascist Supreme Court nominee has come.
The time for fighting to win is now.wars overseas, they have not been fully successful.
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